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PTOLEMAEUS, Claudius; 
translated by ANGELUS, 
Jacobus, and edited by Nicolaus 
GERMANUS

Cosmographia. 

Publication
Ulm, Lienhart Holle, 16 July 1482.

Description
Folio (428 by 310mm), 102 leaves, double-
column, 44 lines and headline, Gothic letter, 
32 double-page woodcut maps with fine 
original hand-colour, 4 woodcut diagrams 
in the text, 2 large illuminated historiated 
initials, one showing Donnus Nicolaus 
presenting his book to Pope Paul II, the 
other of Ptolemy, 159 other woodcut initials 
coloured in red, green and ochre, paragraph 
marks and initial-strokes supplied in 
ochre, tear to d6, and repaired tear to the 
map ‘Tertia Africa’, some dampstaining 
and discolouration throughout, including 
spotting affecting the final three maps, 
skilful reinforcement to weakened lower 
page corners on maps, single leaf free 
endpaper bearing ownership inscription, 
re-cased in contemporary doeskin over 
clasped oak boards, joints reinforced 
with vellum waste, remnants of one clasp 
remaining.

[Bound after]: ‘Registrum’ from Johannes 
Reger’s 1486 edition of Ptolemy’s 
“Cosmographia”,decorated with 17 5- and 
6-line manuscript initials in red and blue, 
30 leaves bound in 6s (not 8s as is usually 
the case); 9 leaves in the ‘registrum’ uncut, 
tear to d6.

Collation:
[Registrum]: a-d(6), e(5); [Cosmographia]: 
[i], a10, b-g8, h11, 32 maps.

Watermark:
Late fifteenth century Italian watermark 
of a flower with 7 petals throughout, with 
the exception of the front endpaper/’initial 
blank’, which bears the watermark of an 
upper case letter ‘B’ on a crowned shield. 
These were used by the le Bé family of 
Troyes, in this case ‘Ioane le Bé’. Three 
members of the Troyenne papermaking le 
Bé family bore the Christian name ‘Jean’: 
Jean I started his business in 1406. Jean II 
owned two paper mills around the 1470s, 
and Jean III lived in Troye in the first half 
of the 16th century. The le Bé family were 
accredited papermaker for the Université de 
Paris from 1520 onwards.

A fine example in a contemporary binding, here bound with Johannes 
Reger’s ‘Registrum’ made for his 1486 edition of the work.

The text of Claudius Ptolemy's (c100-170AD) "Cosmographia" 
was translated into Latin from the original Greek by Jacobus Angelus 
(c1360-1411) and was first published, in Renaissance times, at Vicenza 
(1475), Bologna (1477) and Rome (1478). The sumptuous edition published 
at Ulm in 1482, however, far surpassed all earlier efforts and remains one 
of the most important publications in the history of cartography. This is 
the first redaction of the 'Geography' to be printed outside Italy, the 
earliest atlas printed in Germany, the first to depart from the classical 
prototype to reflect post-antique discoveries, the first to be illustrated 
with woodcuts rather than engravings, and the first to contain hand-
colored maps, the design and execution of which were ascribed to a 
named cartographer, and the first to incorporate the five modern maps 
by Nicolaus Germanus (c1420-1490). Though printed outside Italy, the 
paper this magnificent atlas was printed on was imported from Italy, and 
payment made in part by complete copies of the finished atlas.

The maps
The 1482 edition is the first printed edition to contain the full complement 
of 32 maps, and its world map, extended to the northwest, is the first 
printed cartographical representation of Greenland, Iceland and the 
North Atlantic.

"The artist responsible for the woodcut maps identifies himself at 
the top of the world map as Johannes of Arnsheim, making it the earliest 
datable printed map to bear a signature" (Campbell p. 137). He has 
incorporated as his sign a backwards N into the woodcut text on each map.

The Ulm edition, moreover, was the first to depart from the classical 
prototype by expanding the atlas to reflect post-antique discoveries about 
the size and shape of the earth. To the canonical twenty-seven Ptolemaic 
maps were added five "modern maps" of Spain, France, Italy, the Holy 
Land and northern Europe. The world map is of particular interest as  
it is the first to be signed, by Johannes Schnitzer (ie woodcutter) of 
Armszheim, who in trade mark fashion has reversed every capital N, and 
inadvertently provided two Tropics of Cancer. This map is the first to be 
based on Ptolemy's second projection, in which both parallels and meridians 
are shown curved to convey the sphericity of the earth. Armszheim, 
furthermore, updated the Ptolemaic world picture by incorporating 
improvements that were probably based on a manuscript of the 1470s by 
Nicolaus Germanus (ca 1420-1490), a Benedictine monk of Reichenbach 
Abbey in Bavaria, who is depicted in the first illuminated letter of the 
atlas presenting his book to the dedicatee Pope Paul II. One notable 
addition is a rudimentary depiction of Scandinavia to the north, within 
an extension of the map's top border. This is also the earliest printed map 

The first atlas illustrated with woodcut maps

1 
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to show the northernmost reaches of the Atlantic Ocean. The world map, 
moreover, embodies what is perhaps the most readily apparent feature of 
the Ulm Ptolemy: its beauty.

The text
"The text is the early Latin translation by Jacopo d'Angelo [ Jacobus 
Angelus], and its maps are the reworking of the Ptolemaic corpus by the 
cartographer Donnus (Dominus) Nicolaus Germanus. Three recensions 
of Nicolaus's reworkings have been distinguished: the first, drawn on a 
trapezoid projection reputedly devised by Nicolaus himself and, therefore, 
also known as the Donis (Donis = Dominus) projection; the second on a 
homeotheric projection and with three additional modern maps; and the 
third on the same projection with further revisions and two additional 
modern maps. The Ulm Ptolemy derives from the third recension, and 
thus represents Nicolaus's most mature work" (Campbell, 'Earliest Printed 
Maps', p. 124). 

Printing history
"That the stock of the 1482 edition was not exhausted by 1486 is indicated 
by the existence of a number of copies (some in early binding) containing 
the additional texts printed by Johannes Reger in the latter year for his 
own edition..." (Skelton) - The present work is just such a book.

"For Leinhart Holle, the handsome edition of the Cosmographia 
which he printed at Ulm in 1482 was an unprofitable investment. Only 
one more book came from his press; and by 1484 he was out of business 
and gone from Ulm, and his stock of type, blocks, and printed sheets 
passed into the hands of Johann Reger, Ulm factor or agent (pro-visor) 
or Giusto de Albano, of Venice...

Reger lost little time in bringing the Cosmographia back on the 
market. He compiled a gazeteer or geographical index to the text under the 
title ‘Registrum alphabeticum super octo libros Ptolemei’, to which he 
prefixed a ‘Nota ad inueniendum igitur regiones;, explaining its purpose 
and use; and he also obtained, or composed, an anonymous tract entitled 
‘De locis ac mirabilibus mundi’... they were printed by Reger in 1486 
and inserted into some unsold copies of the 1482 edition...

In the map Europa IV in the 1482 edition, Reger found the Ptolemaic 
name Chetaori, corresponding to his birthplace Kemnat in Bavaria; he 
introduced this into Ptolemy’s list of towns in bk. II ch. 10 [not present 
in this 1482 edition of the main text], and inserted in his ‘Registrum’ the 
entry: ‘Chemmat siue chetaori li 2 c 10 ta 4 e Hic iohannes reger duxit 
origine et ano etatis 32 compposuit hoc register in vlma anno domini 
1486’. This is the evidence for Reger’s authorship of the ‘Registrum’, 
which is otherwise unsigned." (Skelton)

Reference
Campbell, T., 'Earliest Printed Maps', 
p. 179-210; Schreiber 5032; Skelton, 
R.A., Bibliographical note prefixed to the 
facsimile of the 1482 Ulm Ptolemy; P-J 
Troley, Mémoires historiques et critiques 
pour l’histoire de Troyes, t.2 p.636. Maynier, 
B. De, ‘Histoire de la principale noblesse de 
Provence’, p. 202.
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Cladius Ptolemaeus
Claudius Ptolemy was an Alexandrine Greek, and a dominant figure in 
both astronomy and geography for more than 1500 years. He compiled a 
mapmaker's manual usually referred to simply as the 'Geography'. He 
demonstrated how the globe could be projected on a plane surface, provided 
coordinates for over 8,000 places across his the Roman world, and expressed 
them in degrees of longitude and latitude. Now maps drawn by Ptolemy 
himself are known to survive, but maps compiled from his instructions as 
outlined in his 'Geography' were circulated from about 1300. This Ulm 
edition of Ptolemy's 'Georgaphy' is one of the earliest printed.

Provenance
1. Inscribed on front free endpaper “Donnait Le Sr. munery mon beaufrere 
[given by my brother-in-law Sr. Munery] anno 1672 Morel Senator”;
2. Inscribed on d2 “Josephus Mattheus de Morel 1718, Franciseii de Morel”.

This is probably André de Morel (Maurel) (1603-1690), Senator in 
the Parlement de Provence. Morel’s family began their social elevation under 
Charles d’Anjou (1446-1481) who was also King of Naples and Earl of 
Provence. It is said that the King put Pierre de Morel in his will and, at his 
death in 1481, he inherited a part of his library. The family served the French 
Crown as advisors and officers during wars in Northern Italy and Spain 
until Henri IV of France. Then in the late 1620’s André de Maurel became 
a prominent magistrate and member of Parliament of Provence. He ruled 
his office for 67 years and was known as Senator Morel. His second son, 
Joseph de Maurel (1658-1717) was Bishop of Saint Paul-Trois-Chatêaux 
between Aix and Valence. His heir and nephew, François de Maurel, Captain 
in the ‘Regiment de Toulouse’ in 1719, inherited his belongings after his death.
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SONETTI, Bartolomeo dalli 

Isolario. 

Publication
[Venice, Guilelmus Anima Mia, Tridinensis, 
1485-6].

Description
Quarto (227 by 170mm). Verse dedication 
to Doge Giovanni Mocenigo (his name 
disguised in a number-acrostic) and 
introductory verses, 1/3v woodcut charts 
with verse descriptions, 7/6v blank). 56 
leaves. 37 lines. Type: 1:79GA. 49 woodcut 
sea charts, two double-page, the remainder 
full-page. Light foxing mainly in margins, 
gutter of first leaf repaired, trace of mildew 
in gutters of first few leaves, insignificant 
small marginal repairs to first leaf and 
2/4-5, slight cropping to 5 woodcuts, traces 
of erasure to one small island on woodcut 
17 (3/2r). Early nineteenth century English 
close grained red morocco gilt, without 
his ticket but by Charles Lewis, sides with 
double gilt fillet border entwining at corners 
around small closed-petalled fleurons, 
spine tooled with single-fillet interlace 
design, wide turn-ins similarly gilt, vellum 
doublures and endleaves, gilt edges, 9 filler 
leaves at end joints and extremities rubbed. 

Collation: (112; 28; 36; 410; 56; 68; 76]; 
leaf 13r without the signature ‘b’ to the 
lower right, which is present on the BNF 
example, thus is possibly an earlier printing.    

References
HCR 2538 = H 14890; BMC V, 410 (IA. 
23055-56); C. F. Bühler, “Variants in the 
first atlas of the Mediterranean,” Gutenberg 
Jahrbuch 1957, pp. 94-97; Campbell Maps 
16-64; CIBN B-119; Essling 1316; IGI 
1278; Sander 799; Schäfer/von Arnim 36; 
The World Encompassed 82; Goff B-183. 
pp.89 92; Zacharakis 337/2205. 

The Beckford-Hamilton-Friedlaender copy of the first edition of the first 
printed maritime atlas. This is the only incunable edition, and the only 
fifteenth century book illustrated with nautical charts. Further, as Campbell 
notes, it also contains the first printed maps supposedly based on actual 
observation; and it is the first printed collection of maps to owe no debt 
to Ptolemy.

 The Bartolomeo dalli Sonetti is the first in a long series of printed 
Italian island-books, the ‘Isolario’ provides a detailed survey of the Aegean 
archipelago. The 49 charts are accompanied by sonnets describing the 
islands, hence the author’s name “dalli Sonnetti” (“of the sonnets”). The 
appealingly decorative charts clearly derive from the portolan manuscript 
tradition: each chart is projected on a wind-rose marked with compass 
bearings, the orientation varying from chart to chart; the accepted 
navigational symbols of portolans are used; and the undemarcated scale 
bars accompanying 11 of the charts measure the equivalent of two “portolan 
miles”, according to Nordenskiöld’s calculations. Such conventional 
similarities would not necessarily contradict the author’s declaration, in 
his introductory verses (1/3r), that the maps were based on his own 
observations, but in fact a manuscript prototype for the ‘Isolario’ exists, in 
the island-book of Cristoforo Buondelmonte, composed circa 1420. 

The untitled charts are identified in the accompanying sonnets, 
offering “word-pictures” of the islands (Campbell). Still unknown is the 
identity of “Bartolomeo da li sonetti” as the author coyly calls himself in 
the preliminary verses (1/3r), mentioning that he collected his observations 
as the captain of a ship. Very little more, is known about Bartolomeo, 
save what he tells the reader himself in his preface to the work. He was 
Venetian and served as an officer of triremes in the navy fifteen times, and 
then entered the service of various noble families from the city state. He 
writes that his naval career means that he has sailed past every island in 
the Aegean Sea, and he has subsequently compiled this knowledge in his 
‘Isolario’. His personal experience is supplemented by information from 
the writings of classical authors like Pomponius Mela and Strabo. Two 
suggested identifications, the mathematician Bartolommeo Zamberti 
and Bartolommeo de Turco, an associate of Leonardo da Vinci, have 
been rejected by modern scholars (cf. Campbell, p. 90). Also disguised is 
the name of the dedicatee, Doge Giovanni Mocenigo, the letters of whose 
name (“Dvx Zuan Mozenico”) are to be deciphered by substituting 
roman numerals for the series of number-words in the heading. The 
Isolario may have been printed after the termination of Mocenigo’s rule 
on 4 November 1485, but is unlikely to have been printed much earlier. 

The printer of the ‘Isolario’, da Trino (in the Duchy of Monferrat), 
who called himself “Anima Mia” first appears in association with Antonelli 
di Barasconi in May 1485, in an edition of Thomas Aquinas, printed 
with Barasconi’s type (Goff T-238). The earliest recorded edition to 

The first printed sea atlas
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appear under Guglielmo’s own imprint is the Paulus Venetus of 11 
August 1486 (Goff P-214). The typeface of the Isolario was apparently 
only used in two other editions, both of a later date: Simon Genuensis, 
Clavis sanationis, dated 13 November 1486 (Goff S-528), and an edition 
of Duranti printed a year later (Goff D-432). Taking these facts into 
account, CIBN’s assignment of this edition to c1486 seems more 
plausible than ISTC’s “not after 1485”. Anima Mia’s press remained 
active for a decade, producing a total of 32 or 33 known editions, two or 
three with partners, of a wide range of theological, grammatical, classical 
and scientific texts, intended for a market of humanist readers and 
students of theology and medicine. In a number of copies the maps are 
coloured and have manuscript place names added; as for many early 
woodcut books this may have been the intention of the publisher. But 
“an alternative explanation would be that Venetian craftsmen were not 
competent to deal with woodcut lettering. In particular, few would 
have had experience in cutting the cursive inscriptions needed for maps” 
(Campbell, p. 91). Like all known copies except the second Morgan 
Library copy, this one is in the second state, with a total of four 
additional stanzas added, after printing, to pages 2/3v, and 3/4v. 

The binding, commissioned by Beckford, who called Charles Lewis 
“the true Angel of binding”, is characteristic of the strikingly forward-
looking style, premonitory of art deco forms of the following century, 
which Lewis developed during his heyday in the 1820s and 1830s. 

Provenance
1. William Beckford (1759-1844): by descent to his son-in-law;
2. Alexander Douglas-Hamilton, 10th Duke of Hamilton (d. 1852): 
Hamilton Palace sale, Sotheby’s 30 June 1882, lot 626; 
3. William Horatio Crawford, of Lakelands, County Cork: bookplate; 
sale, Sotheby’s 12 March 1891, lot 258 (“matchless copy in red morocco... 
by C. Lewis”; to Quaritch);
4. (Sotheby’s London, 24 June 1968, lot 10]; 
5. Marvin Carton sale, Sotheby’s New York, 2 February 1985, lot 46;
6. The Helmut N. Friedlaender Library, Christies New York 23 April 
2001, lot 21.
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APIANUS, Petrus 

Astronomicum Caesareum. 

Publication
Ingolstadt, Peter Apian, 1540.

Description
Folio (468 by 310mm). [59] ll. [plus one 
cancel, see below], COMPLETE. Title-page 
framed by a woodcut border, on verso 
of the same leaf woodcut coat of arms 
of joint the dedicatees Charles V and his 
brother Ferdinand of Spain. 53 eleven-
line and 39 six-line historiated woodcut 
initials by Hans Brosamer. 36 full-page 
woodcut astronomical figures coloured by 
a contemporary hand, of which 21 have a 
total of 83 volvelles [complete]. 24 have 
43 (of 44) silk threads; and 11 (of 12) seed 
pearls, an additional black and white plate 
bound at rear. Full-page woodcut arms of 
the author by Michael Ostendorfer on fol. 
O6, a fine, unpressed copy in contemporary 
blind-stamped pigskin-backed wooden 
boards, spine covered in eighteenth century 
in sheep, preserved in a full morocco box.   

References
Adams A, 1277; Schottenloher, Landshuter 
Buchdrucker, 42; Benezit II, 332; VIII, 
49; Campbell Dodgson II, 242; DSB I, 
pp. 178-179; Lalande, p. 60; Gingerich, 
Rara Astronomica, 14; Stillwell, The 
Awakening Interest in Science during the 
First Century of Printing, 19; Van Ortroy, 
112; Zinner 1734; D. J. de Solla Price, 
Science since Babylon, New Haven 1975, p. 
104O. Gingerich, Apianus’s Astronomicum 
Caesareum, «Journal for the History of 
Astronomy», 2 (1971), pp. 168-177; E. 
Poulle, Les instruments de la théorie des 
planètes selon Ptolémée , Genève 1980, 
1.83; O. Gingerich, A Survey of Apian’s 
Astronomicum Caesareum, in Peter Apian, 
ed. by Karl Röttel, Buxheim1995, p. 113. 

First edition of “the most luxurious and intrinsically beautiful scientific 
book that has ever been produced” (de Solla Price), in an extraordinary 
hand-coloured early issue, as attested by the letterpress cancel slip on fol. 
K1r, preserved in a beautiful contemporary German binding, with turned 
wood depressions to accommodate the volvelles on the inside of each board.

The author of this popular textbook in astronomy is Petrus Apianus, 
astronomer and professor of mathematics at Ingolstadt, and a veritable 
pioneer in the production of astronomical and geographical devices.

Apianus’s work on the project began eight years before and the 
‘Astronomicum Caesareum’, which was printed in his private press at 
Ingolstadt, is considered “the most spectacular contribution of the 
book-maker’s art to sixteenth-century science” (Gingerich, “Apianus’s 
Astronomicum Caesareum”).

The handbook is divided in two parts. The first (ll. B1-M3) includes 
40 chapters with maps reproducing the position and the movement of 
celestial bodies. The second part describes the meteroscope, an instrument 
designed to solve problems in spherical trigonometry, and relates the 
sighting of five comets: “The Astronomicon is notable for Apian’s pioneer 
observations of comets (he describes the appearances and characteristics 
of five comets, including Halley’s) and his statement that comets point 
their tails away from the sun. Also important is his imaginative use of 
simple mechanical devices, particularly volvelles, to provide information 
on the position and movement of celestial bodies” (DSB).

The volvelles in the work are each placed within a frame reminiscent 
of an astrolabe, a contemporary device that modelled the movement of 
the heavens in two dimensions and enabled the calculation of time and 
place, and assisted with astrology. The first moveable woodcut, which 
represents the planispheric astrolabe, compresses both hemispheres onto 
one plate. According to the text, the plate depicts 1,033 stars, and was 
based on the first printed star charts published in 1515 by Albrecht Dürer.

The most spectacular of the volvelles, which are the work of the 
artist Michael Ostendorfer, are the dragon plates. These include the 
title-page and the double-page spread dragon and moon dials. The dragon 
dial can be used to calculate the nodes of the moon, the two points of 
intersection between the yearly path of the sun, and the plane of the lunar 
orbit, which produce eclipses. Dragons were associated with eclipses, 
which were believed to occur when their head or tail blocked the sun. 
The thirteen small dragons indicate different parts of the lunar cycle.

For the dissemination of calculating technology in a standardized 
and reproducible form, the appearance of “paper instruments” has been 
compared to nothing less than the advent of printing (Poulle).

Copies usually have far fewer volvelles than the present book, as 
for example the Honeyman copy, with 76. This example also has all but 
one of the sliding seed pearls (meant to be used as markers) which are 

“The most spectacular contribution of the book-
maker’s art to sixteenth-century science” from 
the library of Castle Wolfegg

3 
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almost always missing. The sheets are fresh, unpressed, and the volvelles 
tight and untorn; the double-page opening (verso of G3, recto G4) is in 
excellent state (the volvelles on G3 verso are usually torn away from 
opening as they are the only volvelles on a verso).

This copy has the following issue points: G4r has the text printed 
above the figure (i.e not on slips pasted on); K1r has correction slip pasted; 
the arms at the end are in the first (of three) states. In addition there is 
an unrecorded leaf signed ‘G3’, bound at the end. The full-page woodcut 
on the recto does not correspond to any in the book, while the text on 
the verso is a variant of that found on the recto of G3 and the verso of 
G4 in the book. This clearly was a trial setting that was cancelled. This 
copy has all of the threads apart from one on C3, and all of the pearls 
apart from one on G1; however it has an unrecorded pearl on B3. The 
turned wood depressions on the inner boards are apparently unique to the 
present example. Wood turning was a fashionable gentlemanly pursuit in 
early modern central Europe (as evidenced by the magnificent lathe 
from the collection of Maximilian I in the Bayerische Nationalmuseum), 
and the inset depressions in the covers are a splendid and practical to the 
problem presented by the thickness of the volvelles when binding copies 
of the Astronomicum.

“Some thirty-five copies of the Astronomicum Caesareum are known 
today. Fabulously expensive to produce and prohibitively expensive to buy, 
it was always a rare book. Nicholas Wotton reported in 1544 from the 
Diet of Speyer that Apian would give Henry VIII a copy, for otherwise 
the king would not be able to get hold of it; Edmund Halley tried in 
vain to obtain a copy” (Hebron).
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Provenance
Wolfegger Kabinett (The Library of Castle Wolfegg near Ulm), from the 
estate of the Princes Waldburg.

Schloss Wolfegg is a Renaissance castle and seat of the princely 
famly of Waldburg-Wolfegg, which still owns it today.

The Wolfegger Kabinett is a large private collection of mostly 
German graphics from the fifteenth and sixteenth century. Among its 
most famous pieces were the Waldseemüller map, the Mittelalterliches 
Hausbuch and the Kleiner Klebeband, all of which were sold in the early 
twenty-first century.

The Waldseemüller map - the first map to name America, was 
published In April 1507 in an edition of 1,000 copies by the German 
cartographers Martin Waldseemüller and Matthias Ringmann. The only 
surviving example was discovered in an album in the  Wolfegger Kabinett 
in 1901 by the historian and cartographer Joseph Fischer. The album 
was originally the property of Johannes Schöner (1477-1546), astronomer, 
geographer, and cartographer in the Free Imperial City of Nuremberg. 
Later the family of Waldburg-Wolfegg acquired the map and it remained 
in their archives for more than 250 years. In 2001 the United States 
Library of Congress bought the map from Waldburg-Wolfegg family 
for ten million dollars. It is, therefore, not impossible, perhaps likely,  
that the present work was also acquired from Schöner by the family of 
Waldburg-Wolfegg.
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BASSANTIN, Jacques 

Astronomique discourse par 
Jaques Bassantin Escossois.

Publication
Lyon, Par Jan de Tournes, 1557.

Description
Folio (440 by 310mm). Pages numbered 
[1]-285 (verso blank). Title-page with 
large woodcut printer’s device, with 175 
woodcuts in the text, including numerous 
diagrams, 13 of which are full-page 
volvelles and one half-page volvelle, 
composed of a total of 36 moving parts 
preserving a number of diagram indicator 
strings (negligible water-staining in upper 
inner margin of quires a to e and h to p, 
minor corner loss at p. 29, minor marginal 
loss at p. 170, repaired marginal tear at p. 
230, very slight occasional staining).  Late 
18th-century tan calf backed tan paper 
boards, the spine in seven compartments 
with six raised bands, red morocco 
lettering-piece in one (extremities a little 
rubbed).

Collation: a-i(4), k-t(4), v(4), x-z(4), A-I(4), 
K-N(4).   

References
Brunet I, 692; Horblit 89; Mortimer, French, 
no.47; Deborah Jean Warner, The Sky 
Explored: Celestial Cartography, 1500-1800 
(Amsterdam, New York: Liss, 1979), 17; 
George F. Warner, The Library of James VI 
1573-83 (Edinburgh: Constable, 1893), lix. 

A very rare complete first edition of James Bassantin’s copiously 
illustrated, large-format compendium on calculating planetary positions. 

The ‘Astronomique discourse’ was based on Petrus Apianus’ 1540 
work ‘Astronomicum Caesareum’. Like that famous work, it includes 
among its 175 woodcuts many beautiful and intricate volvelles. There are 
a total of 14 volvelles, 13 of which are full-page, and this copy contains 
all 36 moving parts. The discs of these paper instruments perform many 
functions conventionally associated with the astrolabe, such as simulating 
the movement of planets, reckoning time, and assisting with the practical 
matters of surveying and astrology. “A Scottish astronomer of considerable 
reputation,” Bassantin cut no corners in the production of his work: “The 
size of this volume and the extent of its illustration and ornamentation 
make this an unusually fine example of the attention given to the printing 
of scientific works at this period” (Mortimer).

The text is arranged in several ‘treatises’ of increasing complexity, 
beginning with information about understanding sine tables and 
trigonometry, moving to the application of these principles to the 
terrestrial and celestial spheres and to the interaction of planets, and 
closing with a lengthy section concerning practical problems of the 
heavens. The final section contains the majority of the volvelles. While 
Bassantin gives the reader much information in textual and tabular 
formats, his illustrations provide the bulk of the didactic force and do so 
without sacrificing beauty: particularly in the armillary sphere supported 
on the back of Atlas, the handsome volvelle of the constellations of the 
northern hemisphere, the glowering moon-faces in discussions of eclipses, 
and the fine metalwork form of the paper instruments.

James Bassantin (c1500-1568) studied at the University of Glasgow 
and seems to have taken pride in his Scottish heritage even as his work 
took him to the continent. He identifies himself as “Escossois” on this 
work’s title-page and lists eight Scottish towns in his tables of longitude 
and latitude. Bassantin eventually settled in France as a teacher of 
mathematics, first at Lyon and then in Paris. He spent time in the 
French court, and dedicated his ‘Astronomique discourse’ to Catherine 
de’ Medici, Queen of France. His revised edition of Jacques Foucard’s 
‘Paraphrase de l’astrolabe’ (1555) shows him to have been familiar with 
the most recent advances in German and Italian mathematics and 
astronomy. Bassantin returned to Scotland in 1562 and, en route, predicted 
that there would be “captivity and utter wreck” for Mary, Queen of Scots, 
recently widowed and returned from France, and that the crowns of 
England and Scotland would eventually combine, bringing an end to the 
House of Tudor (Melville). Bassantin’s astrological acumen seems to have 
appealed to the superstitious James VI of Scotland (to become James I of 
England and Ireland) who kept in his library a copy of the ‘Astronomique 
discourse’ inherited from the collection of Mary (Warner, Library).

“A Scottish astronomer of considerable reputation”

4 
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The present copy carries the ownership inscription of Jean Perrin 
(1613-95), doctor to the dukes of Lorraine, who served Marguerite de 
Lorraine, the second wife of Gaston d’Orléans (1608-60): “J. Perrin, 
doctor physicus et medicus ... D. Ducissae Aureliacae, 1641”.

The correct collation of the volvelle parts to this 1557 first edition 
has long been a matter of debate among bibliographers, with Mortimer 
calling for 36, although most otherwise well-preserved copies retain 
between 33 and 35 parts. The present volume is one of only a very few 
known to contain all 36 parts.

Provenance
Jean Perrin (1613-95), doctor to the dukes of Lorraine, who served 
Marguerite de Lorraine, the second wife of Gaston d’Orléans (1608-60), 
inscribed on the title-page: “J. Perrin, doctor physicus et medicus ... D. 
Ducissae Aureliacae, 1641”.
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WAGHENAER, Lucas Janszoon 

Speculum nauticum super 
navigatione maris occidentalis 
pars prima [-pars altera].
 
Publication
[London, Franciscus Raphelengius for Luca 
Johannes Aurigarius, 1586].

Description
2 parts in one volume. Folio (415 by 292mm), 
engraved allegorical title-page to the first 
part, title-page with woodcut border to 
the second part, “Ad lectorem”, without 
dedication (as often), 45 double-page 
engraved charts by Joannes and Baptista 
van Doetichum all with exceptionally fine 
contemporary hand-colour in full, 3 full-
page engraved text illustrations, one with 
a volvelle and pointer, expert repairs to 
upper corners of the majority of the charts, 
including map of Europe chart, with a few 
with loss skilfully repaired in facsimile, 
contemporary vellum gilt, repairs to upper 
corners.   

References
BM STC, Dutch Books S. 209; Goedings 
Kunst in Kaart, Utrecht 1989, p.104-106, 
110-113; Koeman, Wag 5A; Nederl. 
Scheepvaart Mus. I, 44. (see Van Mander 
1604 p.258); Phillips/Le Gear 3980; 
Schilder Monumenta Cartographica 
Neerlandica, Vol VII; Tiele 1191 Anm; 
Skelton, “Bibliographical note” in the 
facsimile edition, Amsterdam, 1966. 

A fine example of the first Latin edition of the earliest printed sea atlas: 
complete, with fine contemporary hand-colour in full. First published in 
Dutch in 1583-1584 as Spieghel der Zeevaerdt, the over-sized map of 
Europe is in the first state, showing a circular Iceland, all other maps in 
Koeman state b.

“Waghenaer’s work was a milestone in the development of West 
European navigation. His charts brought together the pictorial silhouettes 
that had been a standard feature of traditional rutters used by pilots, and 
combined these with updated coastal outlines. In addition, there were 
compass roses and lines of navigational direction, as well as soundings to 
help navigators make their way into ports and havens” (Schilder).

After a long career at sea, Waghenaer became collector of maritime 
dues in his hometown of Enkhuizen in 1579. Losing this post in 1582, 
he began work on what was to become one of the most successful 
maritime books of its age: a pioneering synthesis of information from 
manuscript charts, rutters, ships’ logs, all of which he systematized for 
the first time, illustrated with informative and beautifully engraved charts.   

The title-page to the first part, and all the maps, have been very 
finely coloured in full by a contemporary hand, heightened in gold and 
silver. The luxurious style is very reminiscent of the work of Marcus 
Gheraerts, also known as Mr. Gerard Ter Brugghen (c1521-before 1604) 
and/or his son. A Flemish refugee at the court of Queen Elizabeth I 
from 1568, he was a renowned engraver, illuminator, miniaturist, and also 
a strong candidate for the colouring of Sir Thomas Egerton’s example of 
Saxton’s Atlas of England and Wales, 1589, now in a private collection, 
(see Goedings).

The demand for Waghenaer’s charts required translations for 
foreign pilots, and this Latin version was only the first, with subsequent 
translations into English, German, and French. The atlas was “the greatest 
single advance in the history of hydrographic publication. Within the 
covers of a single work it provided the seaman with a manual of practical 
navigation, a set of printed charts on a common scale, covering the coasts 
and waters of northern and western Europe, and sailing directions which 
were otherwise only to be found in rutters unaccompanied by charts” (Skelton). 
Published charts of the coast of Europe were based on Waghenaer’s 
work for at least a century, and all such later collections of sea charts 
were called after him “waghenaers” or “waggoners” in English and 
“chartiers” in French.

The rutter for which all waggoners are named

5 
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HAKLUYT, Richard, and WRIGHT, 
Edward 

The Principal Navigations, 
Voyages, Traffiques and 
Discoveries of the English Nation, 
Made by Sea or Over-land...

Publication
London, George Bishop, Ralph Newberies 
and Robert Barker, 1599–1600.

Description
3 works bound in 2 volumes, folio (286 by 
181 mm), complete with the rare Wright-
Molyneux world map on two sheets joined,  
map carefully trimmed to the neatline, with 
repaired closed tear and light restoration 
around folds, eighteenth-century bookplate 
of John Seale of Mount Boon, Devon, to 
front pastedown of second volume, vol. I 
sig. I6 with chip to fore edge just grazing 
shoulder note, a few leaves in same volume 
with very minor peripheral damp staining; 
vol. III sig. I5 with text misaligned with 
consequent slight shaving of shoulder note, 
contents generally very clean and fresh, 
mid-eighteenth century calf, recent red 
morocco labels to style, neat restoration at 
extremities, covers panelled in blind, light 
red speckled edges.
   
Dimensions
Map dimensions: 630 by 430mm.  
(24.75 by 17 inches).

References
Borba De Moraes, pp. 391–92; Church 322; 
ESTC S106753; Grolier English 100, 14; 
Hill 743; JCB (3) I:360–61; LOC European 
Americana 598/42; Penrose, Boies, 
‘Travel and Discovery in the Renaissance 
1420–1620’, p. 318; Pforzheimer 443; 
Printing and the Mind of Man 105; Quinn, p. 
490; Sabin 29595-97-98; STC 12626; cf. 
Shirley 221.

The Wright-Molyneux Map is the first English map on Mercator’s 
projection, it is the first map to name Lake Ontario, and one of the first 
maps to use the name “Virginia”. Richard Hakluyt’s ‘Principall Navigations’ 
is first collection of English voyages, published at the height of Elizabethan 
maritime prestige and “the great prose epic of the Elizabethan period”.

 
The Wright-Molyneux Map
Gerard Mercator (1512-1594) revolutionized cartography with his 
development of an isogonic cylindrical projection that mapped a sphere 
on to a flat plane. Mercator expected that his projection would be a 
valuable tool for navigators but he neglected to provide practical guidelines 
on how use it. Edward Wright (1558?-1615), a professor of mathematics 
at Cambridge University, modified Mercator’s system and published his 
results, ‘The Correction of Certain Errors in Navigation’, in 1599 and 
again in an improved edition entitled ‘Certaine errors in navigation, 
detected and corrected’ (London, 1610). Wright’s book contained new 
mathematical tables and instructions on plotting straight-line courses on 
maps based on the Mercator projection. The system developed by Wright 
contributed to the supremacy of the British Navy and is still in use today.

Wright published ‘A Chart of the World on Mercator’s Projection’ 
in 1599 based on his projection of a globe engraved by the English globe 
maker Emeric Molyneux in 1592. It was the first map to use Wright’s 
improvements on Mercator’s projection. It quickly became famous, even 
catching Shakespeare’s attention: in “Twelfth Night”, first performed in 1602, 
Maria says of Malvolio: “He does smile his face into more lines than is 
in the new map with the augmentation of the Indies” (Act III, Scene II).

Unlike many maps and charts of the era that represented the often 
fantastic speculations of their makers, Wright’s ‘Chart of the World’ offers 
a minimum of detail and even leaves areas blank wherever geographic 
information was lacking. These undefined areas are especially evident 
along Wright’s coastlines. For example, the coast of California above 
Cape Mendocino is blank.

Wright’s world map depicts a wider Pacific Ocean than other maps 
of its time. On the American continent, Wright labels upper California 
‘Nova Albion’; other maps designated this area ‘Anian’ but Wright adopted 
the name given the region by Sir Francis Drake. ‘Quivira’ still appears on 
the West coast. Further to the east, the map also shows a ‘Lake of Tadouac’ 
reminiscent of the Sea of Verrazano. This lake is connected to the Atlantic 
Ocean by a river that appears to run south of the St. Lawrence River. It 
is also connected to a large body of water to the north. Lake Tadouac is 
apparently an early reference to either the Hudson Bay or to the Great 
Lakes, neither of which were “discovered” by Europeans until eleven or 
twelve years after Wright’s map was published. Wright’s map is also one 
of the earliest maps to use the name “Virginia”.

“the great prose epic of the Elizabethan period” 
with both the Wright-Molyneux world map and 
the rare suppressed ‘Voyage to Cadiz’

6 
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The present example is in the second state, also from 1599, with 
the cartouche with engraved text describing Drake’s discoveries in the 
Americas added to the lower left of the map.

Top left are the arms of Elizabeth I; top right a strapwork cartouche 
with a text about Francis Gaulle’s discoveries in the Pacific; and bottom 
centre another cartouche with a general description of the chart.

The Principall Navigations
Comprising 243 narratives of voyages and travels in the New World in some 
1,700,000 words, ‘The Principall Navigations’ is the greatest assemblage 
of travel accounts and navigations to all parts of the world collected up 
to its time, and a vital source for early New World exploration. “It is 
difficult to over rate the importance and value of this extraordinary 
collection of voyages” (Sabin).

This second edition of Hakluyt’s voyages is, in fact, an entirely 
different book from the initial 1589 compilation and was greatly expanded 
from the single-volume original. Boies Penrose considered that “the first 
edition of the Principal Navigations transcended anything that had gone 
before, though it, in turn, was surpassed by the second edition”. Indeed, 
Hakluyt devoted his life to the work and “throughout the 1590s, therefore, 
this indefatigable editor set himself to the formidable task of expanding 
the collection and bringing it up to date … this was indeed Hakluyt’s 
monumental masterpiece, and the great prose epic of the Elizabethan 
period … Much that was new and important was included: the travels of 
Newbery and Fitch, Lancaster’s first voyage, the new achievements in 
the Spanish Main, and particularly Raleigh’s tropical adventures …The 
book must always remain a great work of history, and a great sourcebook 
of geography, while the accounts themselves constitute a body of narrative 
literature which is of the highest value in understanding the spirit and 
the tendencies of the Tudor age” (Penrose). 

Hakluyt’s Principal Navigations was one of the major prestige 
publications of the Tudor state, seeking to do for English exploration 
what Holinshed’s Chronicles had done for the nation’s history, a key 
work in promoting overseas ventures. Hakluyt himself never travelled 
further afield than France, but he met or corresponded with many of the 
great explorers, navigators, and cartographers including Drake, Raleigh, 
Gilbert, Frobisher, Ortelius, and Mercator. In addition to long and significant 
descriptions of the Americas in volume 3, the work also contains accounts 
of Russia, Scandinavia, the Mediterranean, Turkey, Middle East, Persia, 
India, south-east Asia, and Africa. Hakluyt owed a good deal to Sir Francis 
Walsingham’s support and probably gathered intelligence for him in Paris; 
the first edition was both dedicated to and licensed for publication by 
him. After Walsingham’s death in 1590, the patronage of Sir Robert 
Cecil was increasingly important to Hakluyt. Volume I of the second 
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edition of the Principal Navigations was dedicated to the lord admiral, 
Lord Howard of Effingham, but the other two were dedicated to Cecil.

Here the first volume contains the original printing of the rare 
‘Voyage to Cadiz’, which was suppressed by order of Queen Elizabeth 
after Robert Devereux, the Earl of Essex, incurred her wrath by returning 
to England from Ireland without leave in 1599 to marry Sir Philip Sidney’s 
widow, the daughter of Sir Francis Walsingham. This copy is the second 
issue of the second edition with volume I dated 1599. The first issue is 
dated 1598, and its title page makes reference to the Earl of Essex’s 
voyage to Cadiz, which was ordered to be suppressed because Elizabeth 
was angered by Essex’s status as a popular hero of the war against Spain. 
However, the printed leaves detailing the voyage to Cadiz, pp. 607-619, 
which ought also to have been suppressed, are here present in their 
original uncancelled state.

The third volume is devoted almost entirely to the Americas, the 
South Seas, and various circumnavigations of the world. It includes the 
accounts of Niza, Coronado, Ruiz, and Espejo relating to New Mexico; 
Ulloa, Drake, and others concerning California; and Raleigh’s account  
of Guiana. “Hakluyt was a vigorous propagandist and empire-builder; 
his purpose was to further British expansion overseas. He saw Britain’s 
greatest opportunity in the colonization of America, which he advocated 
chiefly for economic reasons, but also to spread Protestantism, and to 
oust Spain” (Hill). 

Edward Wright’s world map was, according to Quinn’s 1974 
census for ‘The Hakluyt Handbook’, only to be found in 19, of the 240, 
predominantly institutional, examples of the book surveyed. Quinn notes 
that this survival rate is, even allowing for the high mortality levels 
traditionally attached to decorative world maps in books, “sufficiently 
low to raise the possibility that not all copies were equipped with the 
map, either because it was made available after many sets had been sold, 
which would mean that its date might be later than 1599, or because it 
was an optional extra supplied at additional cost”.  Quinn’s survey 
included all major booksellers’ catalogues and public auctions in the 
English speaking world.

Subsequent to this 1974 census, the only other copy we know to 
have appeared in commerce with the map in the past half-century is the 
Grenville–Crawford–Rosebery copy, bound in early nineteenth-century 
red morocco, which lacked the map until a supplied copy was inserted 
sometime between its sale at auction by Sotheby’s in 1933 and its 
reappearance in the Franklin Brooke-Hitching sale, Sotheby’s, 30 Sept. 
2014, lot 579. Hakluyt’s use of this map in his publication was to show 
“so much of the world as hath beene hetherto discovered, and is comme 
to our knowledge”.
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The historical importance of the work cannot be overstated. It is 
truly “an invaluable treasure of nautical information which has affixed to 
Hakluyt’s name a brilliancy of reputation which time can never efface or 
obscure” (Church). ‘The Principall Navigations’ “redounds as much to the 
glory of the English nation as any book that ever was published” (Bancroft).

Provenance
Sir John Henry Seale, 1st Baronet (1780–1844) of Mount Boone in the 
parish of Townstal near Dartmouth in Devon, was a Whig Member of 
Parliament for Dartmouth in 1838. He was created a baronet on 31 July 
1838. He owned substantial lands in Devon, mainly at Townstal and Mount 
Boone. Together with the Earl of Morley of Saltram House near Plymouth, 
he built several bridges in Dartmouth, most notably the Dart crossing.

Known examples of the Wright-Molyneux map
British Library, London (3 copies); Bodleian Library, Oxford; Chatsworth 
House, Derbyshire; Eton College Library, Windsor; Huntington, San 
Marino (2 copies); Newberry Library, Chicago; Lilly Library Bloomington; 
Clements Library, Ann Arbor; Princeton (2 copies); New York Public 
Library, New York; Philadelphia Public Library, Philadelphia; Naval War 
College, Newport; JCB Library, Providence; University of Virginia, 
Charlottesville; Mitchell Library, Sydney. 
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HERRERA [Y TORDESILLAS], 
A de, [JACOB Le Maire, Willem 
CORNELIS SCHOUTEN, Giovanni 
Battista BOAZIO], et al

Description des Indes 
Occidentales, qu’on appelle 
aujourdhuy le Nouveau Monde:  
Par Antoine de Herrera,…avec la 
Navigation du Vaillant Capitaine 
de Mer Jacques le Maire, & de 
plusieurs autres...

Publication
Amsterdam, Chez Emanuel Colin de 
Thovoyon, 1622.

Description
Folio (310 by 200mm), first French edition 
second issue (title page canncelled, with 
Paris imprint added to that of Amsterdam) 
engraved title with vignettes and map, [8], 
103, [1, blank], [6], 107-254 pp., head- 
and tail-pieces, with decorated initials; 
27 engraved plates, pictorial title page, 
17 maps and charts (16 double-page, 1 
folded), 4 city views, 5 text engravings 
(scenes from Le Maire voyage), portrait of 
Le Maire not present as usual for the French 
edition, seventeenth century vellum.   

References
For the ‘Description des Indes 
Occidentales’: Brunet III, cols 132-133; 
Burden 195-198; Cox I: 41n. ‘European 
Americana’ 1622/68; Medina, ‘Biblioteca 
Hispano-Americana’ 455n.; Tooley, 
‘California as an Island’ 107; Wagner, 
‘Cartography of the Northwest Coast’, pp. 
145-146 & No. 291.
For the Boazio plates: Burden 65 & 70; 
in the February 2016 ‘Addenda for The 
Mapping of North America’, note 71, 
Burdern refers to this set and the number 
of known copies; Church 134A, 136, 138; 
H.P. Kraus, ‘Sir Francis Drake, A Pictorial 
Biography’, Amsterdam 1970, pp. 121-127 
and nos. 20 & 49a; Mary Frear Keeler, ‘Sir 
Francis Drake’s West Indian Voyage’ 1585 – 
86. Hakluyt Society, London, 1981. 

The first French edition of Herrera’a rare work here extra-illustrated 
with Boazio’s exceedingly rare views of Santo Domingo (Dominican 
Republic); Santiago (Cape Verde Islands); Cartagena (Columbia); and 
San Augustine (Florida) - first known engraving of any locality in the 
present-day United States. 

The importance of this French edition of Herrera’s ‘Description 
des Indes Occidentales’, and the other 1622 editions in Latin and Dutch, 
lies in its engraved pictorial title page with the first map to delineate 
California as an Island and in the inclusion of the first comprehensive 
account of Jacob Le Maire’s voyage. The 14 maps in the Herrera’s section 
are almost identical to those in the original 1601 ’Descripcion’, save for 
some resizing and changes in a few details. The most interesting are 
probably the ‘Description de las Yndias Occidentalis’, which depicts the 
Papal line of demarcation dividing the world between Spain and Portugal, 
and the ‘Description de las Indias del Poniente’, which depicts a large 
part of the Pacific with the Moluccas, the Philippines and the Ladrones 
accurately positioned.

Le Maire and Cornelis Schouten, his second in command, left 
Texel in June 1615 on a mission to find a new route to reach the Spices 
Islands which would break the trade monopoly of the Dutch East India 
Company (which had been grant a monopoly trade through the Strait of 
Magellan). The pair succeeded to break the monopoly by rounding south 
America south of the Straits of Magellan. The new cape was name Horn 
(or Hoorn) after Shouten’s ship which had been lost due to fire at the 
Patagonian port Desire. In doing so they also dispelled the myth of a 
great southern continent joined to South America. 

They would continue to sail across the Pacific, discovering numerous 
islands along the way, and sailing up the northern coast of New Guinea. 
By September 1616 Le Maire reached Ternate in the Moluccas, the 
headquarters of the Dutch East India Company. Initially well received, 
they were soon accused of having encroached on the rights of the Company 
and were tried, found guilty and shipped home on Spilbergen’s ship 
which was completing its own trip around the world. Le Maire died on 
the return voyage and his journals were taken by the Company. Schouten 
and Spibergen published an abreviated version of these journal; and it 
was not until 1622, after a long trial, that Isaac Le Maire was able to 
regain custody of his son’s journals and to publish them in full.

The four additional city views (Santo Domingo in the Dominican 
Republic; Santiago in the Cape Verde Islands; Cartagena in Columbia; 
and San Augustine, Florida) were drawn, and possibly engraved, by the 
Italian artist Baptista Boazio.

The Boazio views are “probably the most interesting and important 
published graphic work pertaining to Drake and his career” – Kraus. 
They are also the first representations of those four cities. Indeed, the 

“The first town plan of anywhere in the present-
day United States”

7 
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view of St Augustine is the first known engraving of any locality in the 
present-day United States. Their history is uncertain. There is no indication 
that Boazio participated to the voyage but he must have obtained a 
version of these views from someone who did:

“It was undoubtedly in the course of the return voyage that the author 
of this view-plan [of St. Augustine] was able to copy the figure of the 
Dorado fish [and of the other creatures decorating the plans] from John 
White’s original drawings” – Kraus. John White was the Governor of the 
first English settlement in America, who along with the other surviving 
settlers returned to England from Roanoke Island with Drake’s expedition.

Two issues of these views were printed in Leiden in 1588, both 
extremely rare: a large paper issue (16.5 by 22 inches) was printed to 
illustrate Walter Bigges and Master Croftes, ‘A Summarie and true 
discourse of Sir Francis Drake’s West Indian Voyage’ published in London 
in 1589; the present smaller size (7.5 by 11.25 inches) has captions in 
Latin and French and a numerical instead of alphabetical key, and was 
probably printed to illustrate the Latin and French translations of ‘A 
Summarie and true discourse’, published in Leiden in 1588. While the 
pictures are broadly similar, the present examples show greater detail, 
whilst the larger ones include more sea monsters and other embellishments.

Priority regarding date of publication between those two issues 
has not been established with certainty but there are indications that the 
smaller issue came first:

“A close comparison of details, however, suggests that the smaller 
engravings come from an earlier set of drawings and that the larger maps 
represent revisions as well as embellishments, probably done by the same 
artist” (Mary Frear Keeler).

There were two subsequent issues of the smaller Boazio plates: the 
first in 1589, published in Cologne, used the same plates but with only 
the Latin text below; the plates themselves are set within the text, with 
printed text to the verso; the second, 1590, Nuremberg printing was 
neither printed from new plates or the plates have been heavily revised. 

Only two complete sets of the four large views have appeared at 
auction in the last fifty years, each accompanied by an example of a map 
of Drake’s Atlantic voyage: the DuPont sale at Christie s in 1991 for 
$231,000; and bound into the Macclesfield example of Saxton’s atlas, 
Sotheby’s, 2007, for £669,600. A large coloured view of Cartagena was 
sold at Christies in 1996 for $16,100.

There is no record of any copy of the 1588 smaller size issue 
having gone through auction. In 1970, Kraus, p.156, estimated that they 
were eight recorded complete sets of the large Boazio plates and seven 
complete sets of the smaller plates (1588 and 1589).
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OCLC records eight complete sets of the large plates, but only 
two complete sets of the small 1588 plates: New York Public Library, 
and the Huntington Library. There is an incomplete set (lacking San 
Augustine) of the smaller 1588 plates in the Kraus’ Sir Francis Drake 
Collection housed in the Library of Congress. Of the 1589 small plates 
we were able to trace nine complete examples.

A comparison of the Boazio maps in the present book with the 
plates in the Huntington Library, New York Public Library, and the 
Library of Congress confirm that the 4 sets are identical.
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WOUTNEEL, Hans; Crispin de 
PASSE, the elder and younger; 
and VISSCHER, Claez Jansz, after 
Jacob and Joris HOEFNAGEL, 
Assuerus van LONDERSEEL, 
Nicolaes de BRUYN, and Adrian 
COLLAERT 

[Untitled album of Natural History 
engravings]. 

Publication
Amsterdam, [1594-1635].

Description
Oblong quarto (260 by 170mm), 176 
engraved plates, numbered in an early hand 
1-46, 48-54, 57-69, 80-189, including 
8 title-pages, all with fine contemporary 
hand-colour in full, occasionally heightened 
in silver, two plates torn with slight loss 
to image and with early repairs, six plates 
with slight worming to margins, and three 
plates trimmed to neatline and laid down 
on old paper, front free endpaper with later 
ownership inscription; mid-seventeenth 
century English red morocco, elaborately 
gilt, silver clasps and catches.   

A magnificent album of natural history engravings, collected and bound 
for an English patron, containing two complete suites of plates: Hoefnagel’s 
‘Diversæ insectarum volatilium’; and Woutneel’s ‘Cognoscite lilia agri 
quomodo crescent’, often bound as the fifth part, ‘Altera Pars’, to the 
Crispin de Passes’ ‘Hortus Floridus’ - the “most ambitions, if not the first, 
early effort to employ Continental resources to produce a set of [botanical] 
engravings designed for the English market” (Gerard); and nine near 
complete, or partial suites, including an early issue of tulip plates from 
the ‘Hortus Floridus’. 

All plates have been numbered consecutively in manuscript at the 
time of binding to a rudimentary scientific rubric: insects first, then 
aquatic animals, quadrupeds, birds, and botanicals last, but not least.  
As a result, some plates are bound with like subject rather than with 
their original publications.

The album represents the work of some of the most famous natural 
history artists of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. The 
majority are published by Claes Jansz Visscher (1587-1652), the most 
important publisher of prints and maps in Amsterdam of his day. 
Recorded as an engraver in Amsterdam as early as 1608, he built a 
distinctive inventory of prints after the designs of Flemish artists, which 
proved extremely popular and formed the basis of Visscher’s early 
success as a publisher. 

Insects

HOEFNAGEL, Jacob. Diversæ insectarum volatilium: icones ad vivum 
accuratissmè depictæ per celeberrimum pictorem D.I. Hoefnagel typisq. 
Mandatae a Nicolao Ioannis Visscher anno 1630.

Engraved title-page, complete with 15 numbered plates of insects, 
misbound including some upside-down, bound with plates 11 and 12 
from ‘Volatilium varii generis effigies’ after Nicolaes de Bruyn, all with 
contemporary hand-colour heightened in silver, consecutively numbered 
in an early hand 1-18.

North German insects, with the exception of the tarantula and 
scorpion. Engraved by Visscher after those by Jacob Hoefnagel, 1573-
1632, court painter for Emperor Rudolph from 1607, son of Joris 
Hoefnagel, whose drawings of animals, flowers and insects he engraved 
and published as the ‘Archetypa Studiaque Patris Georgii Hoefnagelii’ 
(1592). He also engraved plates for Braun and Hogenburg’s ‘Civitates 
Orbis Terrarum’ (1512 - 1617). 

Ebert 798; Hagen I, 371f; Hollstein IX, 46, 1-16; Nissen 1955; 
Horn-Schenkl. 10473. 

An album of engravings from the most famous 
natural history artists of the late sixteenth and 
early seventeenth centuries, collected and bound 
for an English patron

8 
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Aquatic Animals

BRUYN, Nicolaes de. Libelius [sic] varia genera piscium compectens, 
pictoribus, sculptoribus etc mire utilis et necessaries Nicolaes de Bruyn 
inventor Claes Ianss. Visscher excudit.

[interspersed with]:
COLLAERT, Adrian. Piscium vivae icones inventae ab Adrian Collardo 
et excusae a Nicolao Ioannis Visscher anno 1634.

Engraved allegorical title-page for ‘Libillus’, 11 (of 12, without the 
sea-horse) plates of aquatic animals and sea-monsters; 19 (of 20) engraved 
plates of aquatic animals, numbered in an early hand 19-44, followed by 
the allegorical title-page for ‘Piscium’, numbered 45, all with contemporary 
hand-colour, all annotated in an early hand with common names in English.

An early state of the title-page for de Bruyn’s ‘Libellus’ before 
correction. Nicolaes de Bruyn (1571-1656) is best known for his large 
engraved landscapes “after designs by artists such as Gillis van Coninxloo 
and David Vinckboons from around 1600… his pupil and brother-in-
law [was] Jan van Londerseel” (Hollstein online)

A near complete suite of plates from a later edition of Collaert’s 
famous work on fish, first published in about 1598, in which the original 
engravings included elaborate landscape backgrounds. For his version, 
Claes Visscher has incorporated his harpoon monogram into the 
dramatic title-page. Collaert (1560-1618) married engraver and 
publisher Philippe Galle.

WEYER, Gabriel. Monstra marina dat is verscheydon zee-monsters ge 
inventeert door Gabriel Weyer gedrucht by Claes Ianss. Visscher a.o 1634.

Engraved allegorical title-page, 7 (of 12) plates of mermaids and 
mermen, all with contemporary hand-colour, numbered in an early hand 
46, 48-54.

Berliner ‘Ornamentstichkatalog’ 4292 I; Nagler XXIV, S. 220, I. 
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Quadrupeds

BOLSWERT, Boetius Adams, after Adrien BLOEMAERT. Natus Dei 
solius ad servitium, cinctis homo, per hund, creates imperat. Volentibus 
promisq.e; ut huic puessulo blande Leo Jouisq.e ales submittitur. ABloemaert 
invent: BA. Bolsuerd: sculp C Visscher excudebat 1632 G. Ryckius

[interspersed with]:
BRUYN, Nicolaes de. [Animalium quadrupedum varii generis effigies… 
Allerley viervuessiger thier eigentliche abbildung, den goltschmieden 
dienlich], 1594.

8 (of 14, without plates 1, 5 and 11, plates 12, 13, 14 bound below 
with ‘Volatilium’) engraved plates of pastoral scenes from ‘Natus…’; 11 
(of 12, bound without the title-page) engraved plates of animals from 
‘Animalium’, all with contemporary hand-colour, numbered in an early 
hand 57-69, and 80-85, allegorical title-page for ‘Natus’ numbered 86, 
annotated with the common names in English.

The artistic Bolswert and Bloemaert families of Utrecht seem to 
have been very close, frequently working together. Bloemaert met a grisly 
death at the hands of one of his students in 1666.

‘Animalium…’ cf Hollstein 303-310; ‘Natus…’ cf Hollstein 406-419.

Birds

BRUYN, Nicolaes de. Volatilium varii generis effigies, in tyronum, 
praecipue vero aurisabrorum gratiam aeri incisa Claes Ianss. Visscher 
exu. NB.

[interspersed with]:
COLLAERT, Adrian. Avium vivae icones, Adriano Collardo inventore 
et excusum apud C Visscher anno 1625.

9 (of 13, without plate 13, and plates 11 and 12 bound with 
‘Diversæ insectarum volatilium’ above) engraved plates of birds from 
‘Volatilium’; 12 (of 18, without plates 4, 9, 14, 15, 18, plate 1 [title-page] 
bound separately below) engraved plates of birds from ‘Avium…’; plates 
12, 13 and 14 from ‘Natus…’ (see above), all with contemporary hand-
colour, numbered in an early hand 87-110, allegorical title-page for 
‘Volatilium…’ numbered “1” in the plate, in manuscript “iii” [ie 111], and 
with “Thretti” in the lower margin.
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Botanical

PASSE, Crispin van de, the elder and younger. [Hortus Floridus] 
[Utrecht, 1614].

12 engraved plates of tulips (numbered 32, 43-53), all with early 
hand-colour, numbered in an early hand 112-123, one ascribed to 
Willem de Pass in the plate.

An early issue, with no text on verso, and captions only in Latin, 
of a selection of tulip plates from “the most popular florilegium ever 
published” (‘An Oak Spring Flora’). The work was first issued in a 
number of states between 1614 and 1617, and is often hailed as “the 
most important of early examples of botanical illustration” (Gerard). It 
was issued in four sections, on for each season, with text in Latin and 
subsequently a selection of vernacular languages.

‘An Oak Spring Flora’ 12

WOUTNEEL, Hans; and possibly Crispin van de, PASSE the elder. 
Cognoscite lilia agri quomodo crescent, non laborant, neque nent: 
attamen dico vobis ne salomonem quidem in universa Gloria sua sic 
amic tum fuisse.ut unum ex his. Matthe: 6 Cap. Formulis Crispiam 
Passaei et Joannis Waldnelij, [1603-1608].

Allegorical title-page, 61 engraved plates, captions in Latin, French, 
English and Dutch, all with early hand-colour, numbered in manuscript 
124-185, annotated throughout in two early hands with the months in 
which they flower, and their medicinal properties in the “first”, “second” 
and “third degree”, misbound.

The “most ambitions, if not the first, early effort to employ Continental 
resources to produce a set of [botanical] engravings designed for the 
English market” (Gerard). Complete, a suite of 61 plates depicting 120 
plants, published as a separate work in its own right, but often issued as 
the fifth part of the de Passe’s ‘Hortus Floridus’, when it appears with an 
additional letterpress title-page as the ‘Altera Pars’. An early issue, with 
no text on verso.

“Traditionally, the ‘Alera Pars’ has been considered as an aesthetically 
inferior appendage to the ‘Hortus Floridus’ and has received little attention 
from historians of prints or botanical illustration. However, the presence 
on the title-page of the imprint of Hands Woutneel (“Joannis Waldelij”), 
an Antwerp native who was a bookseller and publisher in London from 
1576 until his death sometime between 1603 and 1608, implies that the 
‘Altera pars’ had a significant English component. As such, it stands as 
an early example of Anglo-Continental print publishing collaboration.

Prior to publication of the ‘Altera Pars’, the demand in England 
for botanical illustrations had been met primarily by relatively crude, 
highly schematic, collections of woodcuts, such as those in Jacques 
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LeMoyne de Morgue’s ‘La Clef des Champs’ (1586) and John Norton’s 
publication of Gerard’s ‘Herball’ (1597). The ‘Altera Pars’, with its more 
naturalistic depictions of 120 plants, set a new standard and served as the 
primary source of botanical images for English engravers and publishers 
from the late years of the reign of James I through the Restoration’ (Gerard).

Hans Woutneel first appears in London on being admitted to the 
Stationers Company in 1579-80.  Cartographer Abraham Ortelius 
mentions him frequently in his correspondence with his nephew Jacob 
Cole (Gerard), and Woutneel appears to have worked as Christopher 
Plantin’s London agent. 

De Belder 272; Gerard, ‘Woutneel, de Passe and the Anglo-
Netherlandish Print Trade’, 1996; Hunt 199; Nissen, BBI 1494.

Avium vivae icons, Adriano Collardo inventore et excusum apud 
C Visscher anno 1625.

Engraved allegorical title-page numbered 186 (see above for plates).

[Untitled composite natural history]. Claes Janss Visscher 
excudibat A.o 1625.

A suite of 12 numbered engraved plates of composite natural 
history subjects, all with early hand-colour, numbered in manuscript 
187-198, 11 with the joint imprint of Assuerus van Londerseel and 
Claes Visscher.

In the style of Hoefnagel’s ‘Archetypa Studiaque ‘, 1592, this is a 
very scarce suite of plates, with only one uncoloured set known, in the 
British Library.

Provenance
1. Annotated throughout in an early English hand;
2. Later ownership inscription to front free endpaper, ‘Mr Francis 
Mackenzie Jeweller, Parliament Close, His Book, 1809’. Francis 
Mackenzie was a goldsmith and jeweler, working in Edinburgh at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century.
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DUDLEY, Robert 

Dell’arcano del mare, di D. Ruberto 
Dudleo duca di Nortumbria, e 
conte di VVarvich, libri sei… 

Publication
Florence, Francesco Onofri, 1646-1647.

Description
6 parts in 2 volumes, folio (570 by 480mm). 
Complete with half-titles, vignette title-
pages, and 146 finely engraved maps, 218 
plates and all original moveable parts, 
volume 1 second edition, volume 2 first 
edition.

Volume I
Book 1. [4], [2], 30pp., illustration: printed 
title with plate of a navigational instrument 
pasted on, engraved facsimile of the Patent, 
30 engravings on 27 sheets, 22 of which 
have moveable volvelles, 2 plates cut to 
neatline and laid down.
Book 2. 24pp., illustration: 15 engravings 
on 9 sheets, 5 of which have volvelles 
and 15 large (6 double-page or folding) 
engraved charts, 4 relating to America, 5 
of the European coasts, 4 of Asia, and 2 of 
Africa, 1 plate cut to neatline and laid down, 
folding maps with some discolouration.
Book 3. 25, [1]pp., illustration: 8 engraved 
plates on 6 sheets (3 plates being of ships 
in battle formation etc.) and 4 sheets with 
plates of fortifications and cities with walled 
defences.
Book 4. 12pp., illustration: 18 engravings 
on 14 sheets (of which 7 are double-page 
and one has a volvelle) all designs of 
ships in plan and in section, 2 sheets with 
engravings cut to neatlines and laid down.
Book 5. 26, [2]pp., illustration: 145 
engravings on  89 sheets, 38 and have 
moveable volvelles, 15 sheets with plates 
cut to neatline and laid down.

Volume II
Book 6. [2 (printed title with vignette of 
the great bear)], 60, [2 (“Discorso delle 
Scienze  Mathematiche”  dated 1648)] 
pp., illustration: 131 engraved charts 
(82 double-page), 58 covering Europe, 
Greenland and Canada , 17 of Africa, 23 of 
Asia and 33 of America.

Contemporary calf over boards, red 
morocco label to spine, gilt.

The magnificent and very scarce sea atlas, ‘Dell’Arcano del Mare’ (Secrets 
of the Sea), is one the “greatest atlases of the world” (Wardington): it is the 
first sea atlas of the world; the first to use Mercator’s projection; the earliest 
to show magnetic deviation; the first to show currents and prevailing 
winds; the first to expound the advantages of ‘Great Circle Sailing’ – the 
shortest distance between two points on a globe; and “perhaps less 
importantly the first sea-atlas to be compiled by an Englishman, all be it 
abroad in Italy” (Wardington). It was, as argued by Burden, “the only 
exception to the total dominance of Dutch sea atlas production in the 
seventeenth century”. 

The ‘Arcano del Mare’
Dudley’s sea atlas is divided into six books, or sections: book one deals 
with longitude; book two covers errors in the then-existing sea charts, 
and includes the portolano for the Mediterranean and 15 general maps; 
book three deals with naval and military discipline, notably the former, 
and there is a long section on naval tactics, especially remarkable for a 
plan of the construction of a navy in five grades of vessel; book four 
describes the method of designing and building ships of the “Galerato” 
and “Galizaba” types and is concerned with naval architecture, giving the 
lines and dimensions of ships; book five is devoted entirely to navigation 
and methods of measuring the sun’s declination and the relative 
positions of the stars; book six contains the sea atlas.

For the beautifully engraved charts, Dudley employed the services 
of Antonio Francesco Lucini. Lucini states in the atlases that the work 
took him 12 years to complete and required 5,000lbs of copper. The 
charts are by English and other pilots, and it is generally accepted that 
the work was both scientific and accurate for the time. Dudley’s sources 
included the original charts of Henry Hudson, and for the Pacific coast 
he used the observations of Henry Cavendish, the third circumnavigator 
of the globe and Dudley’s brother-in-law. It is also possible that Dudley 
had access to Henry Hudson’s notes and Sir Francis Drake’s papers, 
although it is more likely that the important Carta prima Generale 
d’America was based on the maps of John Daniell, who at the time 
resided still in Florence.

The 15 maps included in Book Two consist of large-scale maps of 
the four continents.

The first atlas on Mercator’s Projection

9 
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Rarity
Complete examples of the first edition of Dudley’s ‘Dell’arcano del mare’ 
are extremely scarce. Only 10 complete institutional examples are known, 
at: the Bodleian; the Bibliotheque nationale de France; the British Library; 
the National Library, Florence; the Lilly Library, Indiana; John Carter 
Brown library, Providence; Leiden; Library of Congress; Newberry 
Library, Chicago; Newcastle University Robinson Library. Only three  
of these appear to be in contemporary bindings.

Provenance
Bookplates of the Earls of Macclesfield from the South Library on the 
front paste-down dated 1860.

References
Phillips, Atlases 457; cf. Shirley, BL, M.DUD-
1a–1e. Burden 266-267; Nordenskiöld 70; 
M. Bircher, The ”Splendid Library” of the 
Counts of Auersperg in Ljubljana, in The 
German Book, 1450-1750, ed. by J. Flood 
and W.A. Kelly, London 1995, pp. 285-98; 
Lord Wardington, ‘Sir Robert Dudley and 
the Arcano del Mare’, The Book Collector 52 
(2003), pp.199-211; John Temple Leader, 
‘Life of Robert Dudley’, Florence, 1895, 
reprinted Amsterdam, 1970. 
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CELLARIUS, Andreas 

Harmonia Macrocosmica sev atlas 
universalis et novus, totius universi 
creati cosmographiam generalem, 
et novam exhibens.

Publication
Amsterdam, Johannes Janssonius, 1661.

Description
Folio (508 by 330 mm). [14], 125, [1b.] pp.; 
219 pp. Engraved allegorical frontispiece 
by F.H. van Hoven and 29 double-page 
astronomical maps, all finely coloured by 
a contemporary hand and heightened with 
gold. Original publisher’s Dutch vellum, 
gilt-panelled with large central arabesque, 
smooth spine in eight compartments, yapp 
board-edges, gilt edges.   

References
Brown Astronomical Atlases, pp. 40-41. 
Biblioteca Civica Bertoliana, Vicenza, Teatro 
del cielo e della terra, p. 33-34; 36. Brown, 
Astronomical atlases, pp. 40-42. Honeyman 
Coll. II, 658; Lalande, p. 248; Lister, p. 
48. Poggendorf, I, 409 Koeman, Atlantes 
Neerlandici, IV, Cel I.
 

First edition, second issue – the first being dated 1660 – of the only 
celestial atlas published during the Golden Age of Dutch cartography, 
and probably the finest celestial atlas ever realized.

The first 21 sumptuous Baroque style charts beautifully represent 
the three competing astronomical models of the day: the Ptolemaic, 
Tychonic and the Copernican. The Ptolemaic, named after the second 
century A.D. astronomer Ptolemy, was the oldest of the celestial theories, 
and, until the beginning of the sixteenth century, was the accepted doctrine 
on planetary motion. Ptolemy proposed a geocentric solar system with 
the sun and planets and fixed stars born on concentric spherical shells 
orbiting a stationary earth. The theory was endorsed by the church, that 
saw it reinforcing Man’s position at the centre of God’s universe, and its 
emphasis on the dichotomy between the ever changing sinful earth and 
the immutable motion of the heavens. The theory was giving some 
scientific credence by the church’s reference to the ‘father of physics’: 
Aristotle. By the turn of the sixteenth century and the dawn of the Age 
of Discovery, the model was beginning to show signs of age. The star 
charts and tables used for navigation on the high seas, by the likes of 
Columbus and da Gama, were soon found wanting. This led men to seek 
new and more accurate observations of the heavens. One such man was 
Nicholas Copernicus (1473-1543), whose observations led him to publish 
‘De Revolutionibus Orbium Coelestium’ (“On the Revolutions of the 
Celestial Orbs”) in Nuremberg in 1543. In it he placed the sun at the 
centre of the solar system with the planets orbiting in perfect circular 
motion. It would, however, take a century and a half for a new physics  
to be devised, by the likes of Galileo Galilei, to underpin Copernicus’s 
heliocentric astronomy. Tycho Brahe (1546-1601) offered a rather 
inelegant third theory, which attempted to keep faith with the old 
Ptolemaic model, whilst embracing aspects of the new Copernican 
system. His theory kept the Earth in the centre of the universe, so as to 
retain Aristotelian physics. The Moon and Sun revolved about the Earth, 
and the shell of the fixed stars was centered on the Earth. But Mercury, 
Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn revolved around the Sun. This Tychonic 
world system became popular early in the seventeenth century among 
those who felt forced to reject the Ptolemaic arrangement of the planets 
(in which the Earth was the centre of all motions) but who, for reasons 
of faith, could not accept the Copernican alternative.

The last eight plates represent celestial hemispheres and planispheres 
depicting the constellations: they are the most ornate of all, and their 
level of artistic detail has made these plates very popular.

The only celestial atlas published during the 
Golden Age of Dutch cartography

10 
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Andreas Cellarius was born in Neuhausen, a small town near Worms 
in Germany. From 1625 to 1637 he worked as a schoolmaster in Amsterdam 
and later The Hague, and in 1637 moved to Hoorn, where Cellarius was 
appointed to be the rector of the Latin School.

Of the various engravers and authors who worked on the plates of 
the atlas, only two have signed their work: Frederik Hendrik van den 
Hove, author of the frontispiece, and Johannes van Loon, who engraved 
ten plates. Moreover, all the designs of the classical constellations were 
taken from the ones created by Jan Pieterszoon Saenredam.
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BLAEU, Johannes 

Le Grand Atlas, ou Cosmographie 
blaviane, en laquelle est 
exactement descritte la terre, la 
mer, et le ciel.

Publication
Amsterdam, Jean Blaeu, 1663.

Description
12 volumes. Folio, (540 by 340mm). 
Letterpress title-pages with engraved 
vignette and divisional half-titles to each 
volume. 9 engraved allegorical section 
titles, 597 engraved maps and plates, 
mostly double-page (some folding), 103 
engraved illustrations, all with manginficent 
contemporary hand-colour, occasional 
browning and marginal staining, some 
light creases, very slight marginal fraying 
to volumes IX and XII, lacking section title 
to vol VI, and two text leaves to vol XI, one 
map supplied from another example, also 
in Vol XI). Publisher’s Dutch gilt-panelled 
vellum, each cover decorated with gilt 
stylised foliate roll-tool panels, stylised 
scrolling foliage at each outer corner 
and surrounding a large central floral 
medallion, the smooth spines gilt ruled in 
eight compartments each decorated with 
fleur-de-lys corner pieces around a central 
rose tool, yapp fore-edges, original green 
silk ties. 

An uncharacteristically fine and attractive example of “the greatest and 
finest atlas ever published” (Verwey).

The ‘Atlas Major’ in its various editions was the largest atlas ever 
published. It was justly famed for its production values, its high typographic 
standard, and the quality of its engraving, ornamentation, binding, and 
colouring. The atlas frequently served as the official gift of the Dutch 
Republic to princes and other authorities. It is one of the most lavish and 
highly prized of all seventeenth century illustrated books.

“In its sheer size and scale it surpassed all other atlases then in 
circulation, including the efforts of his great predecessors Ortelius and 
Mercator” (Brotton).

The atlas was published simultaneously in five different languages: 
Latin, French, Dutch, Spanish, and German. Of these the French ‘Grand 
Atlas’ was the largest of the five editions, with the volume concerning 
France divided into two books to make a total of 12 volumes.

In his ‘Grand Atlas’ Blaeu was able to contain the world of the 
Dutch Golden Age in a book, an endeavor unparalleled for centuries.

Blaeu’s great work was born in 1630 when he published his first 
atlas, the ‘Atlas Appendix’. The book consisted of 60 maps, and was billed 
by Blaeu as a supplement to Mercator’s atlas. His great rivals, Henricus 
Hondius and Johannes Janssonius, had expanded and reissued Mercator’s 
work. They reacted to Blaeu’s move by issuing a rival ‘Appendix’ by the 
end of the same year. Over the next 30 years this great publishing rivalry 
would spur the production of ever larger and more lavish atlases. In 1634, 
Willem Blaeu produced his ‘Atlas Novus’, containing 161 maps; this was 
expanded in 1635 to two volumes, containing 207 maps.

The house of Blaeu was so successful that in 1637 they moved into 
larger premises. The new building was the largest printing house in Europe, 
with its own print foundry and nine letterpresses. Unfortunately, Willem 
did not live long after the move and he passed away the following year. 
He was succeeded in business by his son Joan, who also inherited the 
lucrative and influential post of Hydrographer to the Dutch East India 
Company (V.O.C.). Over the next 20 years Joan expanded the ‘Atlas 
Novus’: adding a third volume in 1640 covering Italy and Greece; in 
1645, a fourth volume on the British Isles; and in 1654 a volume relating 
to China, the ‘Atlas Sinensis’. This is the first western atlas of China, based 
on the work of the Jesuit Marteo Martini. Janssonius managed to keep 
pace with his more illustrious rival. In 1646 he published a four volume 
atlas, adding a fifth – the first folio sea atlas – in 1650, and in 1658 a 
sixth consisting of 450 maps, some 47 more than Blaeu’s similar work.

In 1662, Blaeu announced that he would auction his bookselling 
business in order to finance the imminent publication of his great atlas. 
From a brief look at the numbers it is clear that Blaeu needed capital. 
The creation of the five editions took six years, from 1659 to 1665. It is 

“The greatest and finest atlas ever published”

11 
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estimated that 1,550 copies over all five editions were printed. If one 
totals up the entire print run, it comes to just over 5.4 million pages of 
text, and 950,000 copper plate impressions.

Such a vast undertaking in capital and labour was reflected in the 
price of the work, with the French edition the most expensive at 450 
guilders. The atlas was the most expensive book of its day: the average 
price of a house in Amsterdam at the time of publication was 500 guilders. 
The maps are embellished in the Baroque style, and are among the most 
beautiful ever made. Of particular note are the famous side-panelled 
maps of the continents, the 58 maps devoted to England and Wales 
(volume V), Martini’s Atlas of China, the first atlas of China published 
in Europe (volume XI), and a series of 23 maps of America, including 
important early maps of Virginia and New England (volume XII).

Of particular note is the double hemisphere map of the world, 
newly prepared for the atlas by Joan Blaeu himself. Jerry Brotton 
suggests that this is the first world map in an atlas to portray the 
Copernican solar system.

Contents:
Volume I: World map, Europe and Scandinavia. 61 maps and plates, 
including views of Tycho Brahe’s observatory.
Volume II: Northern and Eastern Europe. 39 maps and plates.
Volume III: Germany. 96 maps (3 folding).
Volume IV: The Low Countries. 63 maps.
Volume V: England and Wales. 58 maps.
Volume VI: Scotland and Ireland. 55 maps.
Volume VII: France. 37 maps.
Volume VIII: France and Switzerland. 36 maps.
Volume IX: Italy. 60 maps.
Volume X: Part 1. Spain and Portugal. Part 2. Africa. 41 (28 + 13) maps 
and plates, including 3 folding.
Volume XI: Asia. 28 maps devoted to China and the Far East. Compiled 
by the Italian Jesuit Martino Martini, this volume represents the first 
atlas of China produced in the western world.
Volume XII: America. 23 maps that helped to shape contemporary 
conceptions regarding the geography of the New World more than 
almost any other source. Included in this volume is a general map of the 
continent, famed for its side panels that contain costumed figures and 
city views, as well as a distinguished series of regional maps. The map of 
Virginia was the first version of John Smith’s map of the area surrounding 
Chesapeake Bay to be published in continental Europe
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From the distinguished library of the Marquesses of Westerloo of 
the Princely House of Merode: one of the most important families of 
the Belgian nobility. From the 14th century onwards the Merode family 
held power and possessions in the Duchy of Brabant and the Prince-
Bishopric of Liège, in present-day Belgium. Although the family’s fortunes 
suffered during the Eighty Years War they grew to prominence again in 
the prosperous years of the Twelve Years’ Truce. In 1626, the title of 
Marquis of Westerloo was granted to Philippe I de Merode by King 
Philip IV of Spain. It was his great-grandson, Jean-Philippe-Eugène de 
Merode, Marquis of Westerloo, who would become one of the most 
illustrious descendants of the house: He is known as the Feld-Maréchal 
de Merode and became a knight in the order of the Golden Fleece, 
having served as an important military commander, and it is very likely 
that it was he who was the original owner of this extraordinary atlas. 
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[Publishers BASSET, André 
Basset, DAUMONT, Jean-
Francois, HUQUIER, Jacques-
Gabriel Huquier, MAILLET, 
Nicolas Langlois, MONDARE, 
Louis Joseph Mondhare, and 
others]

[Zograscope together with an 
album of 199 vues d’optique]. 

Publication
Paris, [c1740].

Description
Oblong folio (320 by 473mm). 199 
engraved vues d’optique (including 5 
duplicates), with fine original hand-colour, 
several prints marked with the collector’s 
mark of a capital ‘G’ (unidentified) in ink 
stencil, the first few subjects with a little 
staining at sheet edges, three sheets 
trimmed into platemark, rebacked in half 
calf over original marbled paper boards.

Together with:
Zograscope, turned mahogany, mirror and 
lens.  

References
Leverenz, Niklas, ‘Vues d’optique with 
Chinese Subjects’, in Print Quarterly, Vol. 
31, No. 1, March 2014, pp20-44. 

A fine collection of vues d’optique, together with their viewing machine, 
or zograscope.

Vues d’optiques, or perspective view prints, were a fashionable 
entertainment in the elite drawing rooms of the eighteenth century, and 
also a popular street entertainment at fairs and markets. Publishing houses 
in London, Paris, Augsburg, and Bassano competed in their production. 
In total about 5,000 vues d’optiques were produced.

Vues d’optiques, while conventionally called by the French term, 
are sometimes referred to in English as ‘perspective views’, although this 
term can cause confusion since it also refers to other types of images. 
Guckkastenblätter or Guckkastenbilder is the German name. They are 
mostly hand-coloured etchings or engravings designed to be viewed 
through a convex lens, often mounted with a mirror, so that the viewer 
saw what appeared to be a three-dimensional image. The viewing machines 
used to look at vues d’optiques included  zograscopes (a turned wood 
stand holding a lens and a mirror, such as the present example), or enclosed 
perspective boxes.

Vues d’optiques are always horizontal in format. They generally 
range between 22 and 28cm in height, and between 36 to 42cm in width. 
They predominantly depict city views with a strong central perspective, 
like a canal or street stretching towards the horizon, and coloured in 
bright, simple colours. Underneath the image is a description in one or 
more languages, and above the image a title is often found printed 
reversed in French.

London was the first city in which vues d’optiques were produced, 
and the total output from English publishing houses amounted to about 
1300 during the years between 1734 and around 1800. The main publishers 
were Henry Overton, John Bowles, Robert Sayer, Henry Overton II, 
Carington Bowles, and Laurie and Whittle. It was in Paris, however, that 
the pastime reached its apex, and a number of publishers produced a 
total of about 2000 different vues d’optiques during the years between 
1740 and 1836. The main publishers in Paris were Balleue, André Basset, 
Nicolas Beauvais, Carcano, Chapouland, Jacques Chéreau, Jean Baptiste 
Crépy, Jean-Francois Daumont, Esnauts et Rapilly, Hocquart, Jacques-
Gabriel Huquier, Laurent Pierre Lachaussée, Nicolas Langlois, Maillet, 
Louis Joseph Mondhare and Poilly. About 1200 different vues d’optiques 
were produced in Augsburg between 1766 and 1828, followed far beyond 
by about 350 prints produced by the Italian publishing house of Remondini 
in Bassano between 1764 and 1817. All European publishing houses 
were in constant competition, but they also cooperated in certain fields. 
The Augsburg publishers, for example, jointly engaged a painter to travel 
to various European cities in order to draw the current views. In general, 
however, vues d’optiques publishers did not hesitate to copy images from 
  

The Grand Tour in eighteenth century virtual reality!

12 
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many sources, either other vue d’optique publishers or artists who had 
made images deemed suitable.

Chinese subjects in vues d’optiques are uncommon. They were only 
produced in publishing houses in Augsburg and Paris, and then only in 
small numbers, even though chinoiseries were highly fashionable at the 
time. Only 36 subjects in total are known. Niklas Leverenz identifies 
nine different images published in Paris. It is worth noting, therefore, 
that the present collection includes some 7 or those 9 subjects.

The contents may be summarized as follows: Austria (6); Canada 
(1); China (7); Cuba (1); Denmark (1); France (84); Georgia (1); 
Germany (8); Guyana (1); India (3); Indonesia (1); Italy (34); Mexico 
(1); Morocco (1); the Netherlands (6); Peru (1); Poland (2); Russia (4); 
Spain (8); Switzerland (1); Turkey (3); UK (16); Vietnam (1); 
Allegorical (1); Maritime (6).
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DIDEROT, Denis [and] 
D’ALEMBERT, Jean 

Le Rond Encyclopédie, ou 
Dictionnaire raisonné des 
sciences, des arts et des métiers, 
par une Société de gens de 
lettres... 

Publication
Paris, Neufchatel [=Geneva], Amsterdam, 
Briasson, Rey, Panckoucke, 1751-1780.

Description
35 volumes, folio (385 by 250mm) 
engraved allegorical frontispiece and 2795 
engraved copper plates, 8 folding or double 
page tables (1 volume I  ; 1 volume VIII  ; 3 
in Supplément I  ; 1 in Supplément 2  ; 1 in 
Supplément 3  ; 1 in volume Table I). Some 
occasional staining to text volumes 12 and 
17; plate volumes 1, 7 and 8 with small 
stain. Several plates in volume 9 mounted, 
and with some occasional small tears. 
Contemporary light green morocco, gilt rule 
on covers, spine gilt with raised bands, gilt 
edges.      

References
PMM, 200; En français dans le texte, 156; 
Grolier/Horblit 25b; John Lough, Essays on 
the Encyclopédie (London 1968); Schwab, 
Rex, and Lough, Inventory of Diderot’s 
Encyclopédie, I (1971), VII (1984) [Studies 
on Voltaire and the Eighteenth Century 80, 
223 ; Adams, Diderot, I, G-5. 

An exceptional copy, possibly unique, preserved in its contemporary light 
green morocco binding. It is complete with the allegorical frontispiece 
and all plates and tables called for. Known affectionately as “La Pomme 
Verte” by the small group of bibliophiles aware of the existence of this 
example, it is almost certainly the finest example in private hands.

The Geneva edition (according to Adams) of this monument in 
the history of ideas. It is complete with the allegorical frontispiece and 
all plates and tables called for.

The aim of the Encyclopaedists was above all to make reason and 
modernity triumph, at a time when, after centuries of obscurantism, there 
was a renaissance of intelligence. Diderot, who had been entrusted with 
the direction of the Encyclopaedia, devoted 20 years to this undertaking 
for which he made corrections, syntheses and wrote more than a thousand 
articles on subjects as diverse as philosophy, aesthetics, morality, and the 
mechanical arts. In the early years he was assisted by D’Alembert, who 
abandoned the edition in 1759 after the condemnation of the encyclopaedic 
enterprise. From then on, d’Alembert only dealt with the mathematical 
part. Among the contributors to this prestigious enterprise were Voltaire, 
Rousseau, and Montesquieu.

 “Sous la direction de Diderot et d’Alembert, plus de deux cents 
collaborateurs connus ont collaboré à cette entreprise, l’une des plus 
ambitieuses qu’ait tentées l’édition française sous l’Ancien Régime. 
Médecins, écrivains, juristes, artisans, artistes, grands commis, officiers, 
amateurs d’art, prêtres ou pasteurs, ils avaient le projet commun de 
présenter à l’Europe cultivé de leur temps un tableau aussi clair que 
possible de l’ensemble des connaissances acquises depuis la Renaissance” 
(from the text).

[Under the leadership of Diderot and d’Alembert, more than two 
hundred well-known collaborators worked on this enterprise, one of the 
most ambitious that the French edition attempted under the Ancien 
Régime. Doctors, writers, jurists, craftsmen, artists, great clerks, officers, 
art lovers, priests or pastors, they had the common project of presenting 
to the cultivated Europe of their time a picture as clear as possible of all 
the knowledge acquired since the Renaissance].

The work was published in 35 volumes, issued over a period of 
nearly 30 years. It contains 17 volumes of the primary text, 11 volumes 
of plates, 5 volumes of supplements, and 2 volumes of tables, the latter 
often missing.

“La Pomme Verte”

13 
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“A monument in the history of European thought; the acme of 
the age of reason; a prime motive force in undermining the ancien régime 
and in heralding the French Revolution; a permanent source for all 
aspects of eighteenth-century civilization   and a classic example of how 
not to arrange... Each volume as it appeared caused a sensation throughout 
Europe. The court, the church, the judiciary were outraged; the number 
of subscribers, originally one thousand, rose to four thousand. In 1759, 
the seven volumes so far published were banned by the French Attorney 
General and condemned by the Pope “(PMM).

‘The greatest encyclopaedia of science, which had widespread 
effect in establishing uniformity of terminology, concept, and procedure 
in all fields of science and technology’ (Grolier/Horblit).

Provenance 
Tissot-Dupont (book plate), Paris.

Simon Tissot-Dupont (born in Savoy in 1847) founded a carriage 
company which was destroyed in a fire in 1872. The same year, he bought 
a workshop which made leather briefcases for diplomats and businessmen. 
In 1884, Dupont became the supplier to one of the world’s largest shops 
– Les Grands Magasins du Louvre – while maintaining his private clientele. 
S.T. Dupont remains to this day a French luxury goods company based 
in Paris, although majority ownership now resides in Hong Kong.
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DELISLE, Joseph Nicolas 
[and others] [together with] 
[MAKHAEV, Mikhail Ivanovich, 
TRUSKOTT, I.F., SOKOLOV, I. and 
others]

Atlas Russicus [and] Plan de 
la Ville de St. Petersbourg avec 
ses Principales Vües dessiné 
& gravé sous la direction de 
l’Academie Imperiale des 
Sciences & des Arts. [Title also in 
Cyrillic: Plan stolichnago goroda 
Sanktpeterburga : Map of the 
capital city Saint Petersburg 
showing the main avenues].

Publication
St Petersbourg, Petersburg Academy of 
Sciences, [1745-1771].

Description
Folio (540 by 400mm), 54 plates 
comprising: [atlas] 16pp. text in French and 
Latin, general map on two sheets, and 19 
double-page maps, extra illustrated with 
a further seven maps (giving a total of 27 
maps) [together with plan and views]  8pp. 
text in Russian and French, large wall map 
on nine engraved sheets, and 17 engraved 
views (of which 7 are folding), and an 
engraved map of Moscow, a few small tears 
to margins, skilfully repaired, contemporary 
full straight grained red morocco, lavishly 
gilt, spine in eight compartments separated 
by raised bands, gilt. 

References
SK 5346 and 5347; cf. Obol’ianinov 2048. 

A unique composite atlas comprising some of the finest cartographic 
material from eighteenth century Russia, including the Atlas Russicus 
and Makhaev’s important plan and views of St. Peterburg and the Royal 
Palaces, bound in sumptuous red morocco.

The Atlas Project
The Altas Russicus was the product of two decades of disagreements, 
debate and duplicity within the Akademiya Nauk. Members of the 
Russian academy came from across Europe, including Joseph-Nicolas 
Delisle, brother of the renowned cartographer Guillaume Delisle, who 
had been invited to St. Petersburg by Peter the Great to establish a 
school of astronomy. Although he arrived shortly after Peter’s death, he 
remained in Russia for the following twenty years. 

In 1729, Delisle proposed to the academy the undertaking of a 
great project to produce an atlas containing a highly detailed map of 
Russia, with further maps of its Empire. During the following years, 
although no work was officially commissioned, Delisle continually stated 
that his map of Russia was nearing completion. In 1735, following his 
ceaseless complaints about the lack of support he was receiving from the 
Academy, fellow-member Leonhard Euler was appointed to assist him. 
Far from expediting the project, Delisle refused to work with the legendary 
mathematician and even to enter the Geographical Department when he 
was there.

During the late 1730s, as the rest of the Geographical Department 
were producing a large number of maps, atlases and charts, Delisle was 
requesting an equally large number of materials, instruments and staff to 
complete his surveying and mapping of Russia. In 1739, when the President 
of the Academy convened a meeting of the leading figures of the 
Geographical Department to plan for the production of the map, Delisle 
refused to attend if Euler were to be there. None other than Empress 
Anna herself was required to mediate the dispute, who essentially gave 
Delisle permission to work from home while satisfying his ego with the 
promise that all cartographic publications from the Department would 
require his authorization. 

In 1740, however, while Delisle was out of the city on astronomical 
observations, the Academy ordered Euler and the astronomer Gensius to 
complete the map of Russia in his absence, with all necessary equipment 
and staff placed at their disposal. Although Euler was forced to leave 
Russia the next year due to illness, by 1742 a map of Russia on two 
sheets, and 19 additional maps had been prepared for the atlas, as well as 
the text. Delisle was predictably furious upon his return to St. Petersburg, 
but failed to find any support within the Geographical Department. 

In 1744, the engraved plates for the maps were given for review to 
Gerhard Friedrich Müller, one of the most prominent geographical and 

The first atlas of Russia bound together with 
Makhaev’s monumental map and views of St 
Petersburg “to the glory and honour of the 
Russian Empire”

14 
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cartographical scholars of the period. Although Müller had returned them 
within just four days with his edits and suggestions, which included 
completely redrawing several maps, they were printed without his 
alterations, perhaps because the Empress, to whom the atlas was to be 
dedicated, had already been made aware of its imminent publication. 
Some members of the Department wanted to omit or malign Delisle’s 
name in the introductory notes, the majority acknowledged his valuable 
contributions to Russian astronomy and cartography, as well as the 
project itself. Despite the scientific advances and knowledge he had 
brought to the Academy, however, a lurking question remained about 
Delisle’s motivations. 

After proposing the project in 1729, he had continually assured the 
Academy that work was progressing well, and yet had still not submitted 
a map over a decade later. Even more suspiciously, he had left no materials 
with which his team could work during his lengthy absences, had 
selected his under qualified and largely incompetent brother-in-law as 
his main assistant in the task, and had continually refused to work with 
the highly-skilled Euler. Delisle had been accused a number of times of 
sending Russian cartographical information to France, and indeed as 
soon as the publication of the atlas was announced, he returned to Paris, 
perhaps with the intention of publishing the map there sooner. He did 
in fact publish a Russian map of the northern Pacific in Paris before it 
was published in Russia. Nonetheless, the atlas was first published in 
Russia in 1745, after over two decades worth of work and conflict.

The Atlas
Two separate editions of the atlas were published simultaneously, with 
Russian and Latin inscriptions on the maps, respectively, although 
toponyms were only in Russian. The cartography drew not only of 
Russian information, such as the distance between St. Petersburg and 
Moscow, which had been measured by Lieutenant Geodesist Safanov, 
but also on the work of Dutch and British map - and chart-makers. 
Unfortunately, by the time these documents had made their way into 
Russian hands, their information was somewhat out-of-date.  

The atlas begins with the two-sheet general map of Russia, at a 
scale of 1:8,400,00, which depicts the entire territory from the island of 
Oesel in the Baltic to the northeastern extremity of Asia. The following 
11 maps represent European Russia, all on a scale of 1:1,527,000. There 
is a small amount of overlap between consecutive sheets, and only 
minors gaps in the lower Ural river and the Kama-Pechora divide. The 
remaining maps depict Siberia, each at a scale of 1:3,360,000 and based 
on special astronomic observations made during the dedicated surveying 
expeditions. Alongside the text the atlas included an appended index of 
the signs of geographical terms used throughout.
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List of plates:
1. Mappa Generalis Totius Imperii Russici. (Two sheets)
2. Lapponia Russica cum adjacentibus Regionibus.
3. Territorium Archangelopolin inter. Petroburgum et Vologdam.
4. Ducatuum Estoniae et Livoniae Tabula cum cursu Fluvii Dwinae.
5. Moscovie Gubernium cum Adiacentibus Regionibus.
6. Tabula Geographica Gubernium Smolenscense Cum Parlibus 
Kioviensis Belgorodensis et Voronicensis Gubernii Complectens.
7. Territorium Mesenense. Et Pustoserense Cum Adiacentibus Insulis et 
Territoriis.
8. Tartaria minor Cum Adiacentibus Kioviensi et Belgorodensi Guberniis.
9. Provinciarum Ustiugae et Chlynovi nec non Territoriorum Iarensensis 
Vagae Ustiugaesoliwytscheg. Dae. Et Totmai Delineatio Geographia.
10. Casaniae Regnum cum Adiacentibus Provinciis et Parte FLuvii Volgae.
11. Delineatio Fluvii Volgae a Samara usque. Ad Tsariein.
12. Territorium Pontum Euxinum et Mare Caspium Interiacens 
Cubaniae et Georgiae Delineationem Geographicam reliquamque 
Partem Fluvii Volgae eiusque Ostium exhibens.
13. Pars Sibiriae tractum inter Salinas ad Camam et Tobolium 
comprehendens.
14. Uffensis Provincia cum adiacentibus Regionibus.
15. Partes FLuviorum Petschorae Obii et Ieniseae una cum Forum 
Ostiis in Oceanum Septentrionalim se Exoneratium.
16. Tractus Fluviorum Irtischtobol, Ieniseae et Tungusae cum ipsorum 
Fontibus, Adiacentibusque Itidem et Interiacentibus Regionibus.
17. Pars Maris Glacials Ostiumque Fluvii Lenae cum Territorio 
Septentrionali Iakutensi.
18. Irkutensis Vice Praefectura cum Mari Baikal et Fonte Fluvii Lenae 
Partibusque Fluviorum Argun et Amur ac Circumiacentibus Territoriis.
19. Territorii Iacutensis Pars Orientalior cum Maxima Parte Terrae 
Kamtschatkae. 
20. Ostium Fluvii Amur cum Parte Australiori Terrae Kamtschatkae 
Variisque in Oceano Sitis Insulis inter quas Pars Eminet Iaponiae.

The cartouches and certain other decorative elements on the maps 
in the Atlas Russicus were entrusted to Johann Grimmel, known in Russia 
as Ivan Grimmel. Grimmel’s other work during the 1740s included 
engraved portraits and scenes for the royal court, and an additional series 
of seven maps of Russia and its Empire. Grimmel’s work became well-
known and was later reproduced by the likes of notable German map 
publisher, Matthias Seutter 

Three of these seven maps include St. Petersburg’s Lake Ladoga, 
the largest lake located entirely in Europe, whose treacherous waters had 
caused Peter the Great to build a great canal to allow vessels to bypass 
the body of water, a project completed shortly before Grimmel’s maps. 

Two of the maps focus on Karelia, the area straddling the current 
Finland-Russia border, which for centuries was the subject of conflict 
between the surrounding countries. The seven maps of parts of Russia, 
published in St. Peterburg around 1743, are included in the present atlas:
1. GRIMMEL, J. Karta ingermanlandii i Karelli. [St Petersbourg, c1743].
2. GRIMMEL, J. Ingria et Carelia. [St Petersbourg, c1743].
3. GRIMMEL, J. Finskoy zaliv ot Kronshtadta... Der Sinus Finnicus 
von Cronstadt. [St Petersbourg, c1743].
4. GRIMMEL, J. Magnus Ducatus Finlandiae. [St Petersbourg, c1743].
5. GRIMMEL, J. Ladozhskoye Ozero i Finskiy... Lacus Ladoga et Sinus 
Finnicus... [St Petersbourg, c1743].
6. GRIMMEL, J. Ladozhskiy kanal... Canalis Ladogensis. [St Petersbourg, 
c1743].
7 .GRIMMEL, J. Techeniye Nevy reki iz Ladozhskago... Fluvius Newa e 
Lacu Ladoga Petropolin... [St Petersbourg, c1743].

Plan and Views St. Petersbourg
Also bound with the Atlas Russicus is Makhaev’s extraordinary large-
scale map and views of St. Petersburg, together with his views of the 
Royal Palaces; some of the masterpieces of eighteenth century Russian 
topographical art.

A map of St. Petersburg, together with 12 views of the city, was 
commissioned in limited numbers to mark the first jubilee of the city in 
1753, and to commemorate the remarkable growth it had seen in the 50 
years since its foundation. Spanning nine sheets, the map is dedicated “to 
the glory and honour of the Russian Empire”. Chosen to execute the 
project was artist and engraver Makhaev Mikhail Ivanovich (1718-1770).

Makhaev had studied at the Admiralty School in 1729-31 and at 
the instrumental workshop of the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences 
from 1731 to 1734. After this, he gained experience in cartographical 
engraver under G. I. Unfezacht, and later trained at the drawing class of 
the Academy of Sciences under G. Valeriani. Under Valeriani, Makhaev 
closely studied perspective drawing,  creating panoramic views of St. 
Petersburg, Moscow and their outskirts intended for reproduction in 
prints. One of his techniques included using a pinhole camera to 
accurately and precisely reproduce the architectural landscape, as indeed 
is evident on his magnum opus, the great view of St. Peterburg.

The extraordinary map (which would measure 1415 by 2065mm. 
(56 by 81.25 inches) if joined) is on a scale of 1:3350 and gives an 
accurate view of the existing streets, palaces and public buildings of the 
city, as well as prospective building projects.  The decoration includes the 
Arms of the City, and attributes of the sciences, arts, commerce, and the 
art of war at the top right. The majority of the design was by Makhaev 
and so, correctly, his name is usually attributed to the whole work. 
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However, numerous artists contributed to the views and panoramas, and 
the map itself was prepared at the Geographic Department of the 
Academy of Sciences and supervised by the junior scientific assistant I.F. 
Truskott. under the guidance of I. Sokolov, who also engraved the figure 
of the Empress Elisabeth Petrovna after a portrait by Louis Caravaque.

Only 100 prints were taken and were distributed amongst major 
library and palace collections in Europe. This small production run 
means that the map and views are now extremely rare.

As well as the views of St Petersburg a further five views (on eight 
sheets) - are included here - of the royal palaces of surrounding St 
Petersburg by Makhaev were published in 1761. These include views of 
Oranienbaum, Peterhof, and Tsarskoye Selo. The final plate is a French 
plan of Moscow published in 1771.
1. Vue du Palais d’Ete de Sa Majeste Imperiale du cote du Nord.
2. Vue prise sur la riviere de Fontancka vers le midi entre la Grotte et le 
magazin des provisons de la Cour.
3. Vue du nouveau Palais pres de la porte triomphale d’Anitschki vers 
l’orient avec une partie de la ville & du chemin du Monastere 
d’Alexandre Newski prise du cote de la Fontanka.
4. Vue de l’ancien Palais d’hyver de Sa Majeste Imperiale et du Canal qui 
joint la Moika avec la Neva.
5. Vue d’une partie de la Ville de St Petersbourg en regardant de la Porte 
Triomphale de l’Amirauté vers l’orient.
6. Vue de l’Amirauté et de ses environs en regardant de la Porte 
Triomphale vers l’occident.
7. Vue des batimens des Colleges Imperiaux & d’une partie du Magazin 
de marchandises vers l’orient.
8. Vue de la Bourse & du Magazin de marchandises en romontant la 
petite Neva.
9. Maison de Plaisance de Sa Maj.te Imp.le de toutes les Russies &c &c 
&c a Sarskoe Selo, 25 verstes de St Petersboug. (1761) Two sheets.
10. Vue des bords de la Neva en remontant la riviere entre l’Amiraute et 
les batimens de l’Academie des Sciences. Two sheets.
11. Vue des bords de la Neva en descendant la riviere entre le Palais 
d’hyver de Sa Majeste Imperiale & les batimens de l’Academie des 
Sciences. Two sheets.
12. Vue de la Neva vers l’occident entre l’Eglise de St Isaaca et les 
batimens du corps des cadets. Two sheets.
13. Vue de la Neva vers l’orient entre le chantier des galeres et la 15me 
ligne de Wassili ostroff. Two sheets.
14. Peterhoff, Maison de Plaisance de Sa Maj.te Imp.le de toutes les 
Russies &c &c &c situe sur le Golfe de Finlande a trente verstes de St 
Petersbourg. Two sheets ( ?1761).
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15. Vue d’Oranienbaum Maison de Plasance de Sa Majeste Imperiale de 
toutes les Russies &c &c &c sur le Golfe de Finlande vis a vis de 
Cronstadt. Two sheets (1761).
16. L’Hermitage dans le Jardin Imperiale de Sarskoe Selo, Maison de 
Plaisance de Sa Maj.te Imp.le de toutes les Russies.
17. Pavillon dans le Parc de Sarskoe Selo, Maison de Plaisance de Sa 
Maj.te Imp.le de toutes les Russies & & &. 
18. Plan Geometral de la Ville de Moscow anceinne Capitale de 
l’Empire de Russie. (1771).

Although examples of the Atlas Russicus appear on the market, 
Makhaev’s plan and views of St Petersburg and Palaces, are extremely 
rare. We are unable to trace another example, with a full set of plates to 
appear on the market since the Second World War.
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THE ADMIRALTY

[Chart case and set of charts 
from Queen Victoria’s Royal Yacht 
Victoria and Albert (II)].
 
Publication
London, The Admiralty, [1880-1900].

Description
Glass fronted chart case (965 by 665 by 
810mm, (1370mm when extended)), with 
drop leaf table extensions, consisting of 
eleven shelves, ten of which are lettered 
from top to bottom, ‘Cape and Africa’, ‘N. 
American and West Indies’, ‘Australia’, 
‘China’, ‘East Indies’, ‘Pacific’, ‘Channel 
and Western Station’, ‘Mediterranean’, 
‘Channel, North Sea & Baltic’, ‘S.E. Coast of 
America’; the furniture housing 10 pilots, a 
meterological atlas of the Red Sea, and an 
atlas of global barometric pressure, each 
pilot with manuscript contents sheet, both 
atlases with printed title and preliminaries, 
the 12 works containing a total of 284 maps 
and charts (chart of the Sunda Strait lacking 
to China pilot, five charts loosely inserted 
in the Mediterranean pilot, one loosely 
inserted into the India pilot, loose chart 
of the coal and telegraph lines for 1899) 
all works bound in blue buckram covers, 
lettered in gilt to upper cover.  

References
Ritchie, Rear Admiral G.S., The Admiralty 
Chart, London, Carnegie Publishing, 1995.
 

A chart case from the Her Majesty’s Yacht Victoria and Albert (II), 
containing 284 charts, covering the entire globe, and demonstrating The 
British Admiralty’s mastery of the seas at the height of the British Empire.

The chart case contains 10 pilots providing detailed charts for 
navigation from the British Isles to: Africa and the Cape of Good Hope; 
North America and the West Indies; Australia; China; The East Indies; 
The Pacific; The English Channel and Ireland; The Mediterranean; The 
English Channel, North Sea and Baltic; and The South East Coast of 
South America. Ranging from 30 charts contained in the China pilot to 
a mere 14 charts in the Africa pilot. 

All the pilots, although composite in nature follow a similar 
arrangement, each begin with a manuscript contents sheet written in a 
neat copperplate script, listing the titles of the charts together with the 
chart’s Admiralty number. The majority of the pilots then commence 
with the same four charts: Chart No. 2060: The North Atlantic Ocean 
Eastern Part; No. 2059: The Atlantic Ocean; No. 2598: [Map of the 
World] Curves of Equal Magnetic Variation for the Year 1880; and No. 
1598: The English Channel, 1882.

The pilots show the great expansion of British Admiralty surveying 
throughout the nineteenth century: from acquiring manuscript surveys 
from returning merchant and naval vessels, supplemented with the 
acquisition of privately produced charts by the likes of Sayer, Heather 
and Norie, to having a fleet of 12 ships carrying out surveying work 
across the whole world.

One of the earliest areas to be systematically surveyed by the 
Admiralty was the west and east coasts of Africa, including the southern 
coast of Saudi Arabia. 

Britain at the beginning of the nineteenth century was beginning 
to look for an expansion of her trade along the east coast of Africa; in 
1821 preparations were made at the Admiralty for an expedition to survey 
the African coast. The work was entrusted to Captain William Fitzwilliam 
Owen (1774-1857), and between 1822 and 1826, Owen surveyed much 
of the west, and east coasts of Africa, the south coast of Arabia, and the 
River Gambia. Owen’s work was not without incident, whilst in Muscat, 
he invited the Sultan on board the ships, but was therefore forced to 
temporarily tow away the huge number of pigs on board to avoid 
offending the Muslim Sultan; it is reported that the whole cove echoed 
with their squeals. These incidences aside, it was these surveys together 
with his work in the India Ocean (represented in the pilots here by: Nos. 
598; 721; 594; and 595) that earnt him the respect of the Admiralty, who 
presented him with a silver punch-bowl in the form of a globe of the 
earth surmounted by Neptune and supported by figures representing the 
four continents. Other charts of note relating to Africa contained in these 
pilots include : No. 1771: Captain Edmund Palmer’s chart of St Helena 

Charting the course for Queen Victoria’s Royal Yacht
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the most accurate survey of the island carried out in the nineteenth century; 
and No. 1691: Lieutenant Bedford’s survey of the Ascension Islands, 1838.

In Asia British influence had, with the conquering of India, 
dramatically increased by the beginning of the nineteenth century. This 
coupled with her acquiring footholds in Southeast Asia, such as Singapore 
and Hong Kong, led the Admiralty to send several voyages to the Far 
East, the most important of which was Captain Richard Collinson’s 
(1811-1883) surveying work. Collinson, in command of HMS Plover spent 
the years 1842 to 1846 charting the Chinese coast, the first systematic 
charting of the waters, producing charts on which all successors were 
based (Nos. 2660a, 2660b, 2661a, and 2661b). Chart No. 1480, ‘Yang-
Tse-Kiang from the Sea to Nanking’, his important survey of the Yangtse 
River from Shanghai to Nanjing, still bears his name.

In 1836, Collinson had been a lieutenant on HMS Sulphur, a 
surveying vessel in the Pacific, under the command of Captains Beechey 
and Belcher. On her return voyage via China, in 1841, the vessel became 
involved in the First Opium War, and specifically in the capture of 
Wangtong on the Pearl River delta. Whilst in the area Captain Belcher 
surveyed Hong Kong, the first scientific survey of the island (No. 1466). 
Belcher would return to the Far East in 1843-46 in command of HMS 
Samarang in order to survey the South China Seas, and like Collinson 
providing a template on which all subsequent surveys were based. The 
work also includes Captain J.W. Reed’s important survey of the Singapore 
Straits carried out on HMS Rifleman, between 1865 and 1869 (No. 2403). 
Reed would also resurvey the waters between Singapore and Hong Kong.

Britain’s dominance of the Indian subcontinent, would draw her 
into what became known as the ‘Great Game’: Britain and Russia’s struggle 
for de facto control of Central Asia. To this end the British fought 
several proxy wars, one such was the First Anglo-Persian War (1856-57). 
Commander Charles Constable, son of the painter John Constable, was 
attached to the Persian Expeditionary Force, as a surveyor aboard the 
ship Euphrates. On the conclusion of the war, Constable was ordered to 
survey the Arabian Gulf, which occupied him from April 1857 to March 
1860, with Lieutenant Stiffe as assistant surveyor. The survey (Nos. 
2837a and 2837b) which contains the first detailed survey of Abu Dhabi, 
would become the standard work well into the twentieth century.

During the time that Constable was surveying the Gulf, the Suez 
Canal, one of the greatest civil engineering feats of the nineteenth century 
was under construction. When it opened in 1869 it would reduce the 
distance from London to the Arabian Gulf from 11,300 nautical miles to 
6,400 nautical miles, and cut the journey time from London to Singapore 
from 58 to 42 days. The canal is depicted in chart No. 2555, based on 
surveys carried out by the French Navy in 1876, with soundings taken by 
HMS Shearwater. 
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The opening of the canal also bought a renewed interest in the 
Mediterranean, Red, and Arabian Seas. Britain had during the nineteenth 
century acquired several strategically important islands in the Mediterranean, 
most notably Malta and Cyprus. The present work contains Captains 
Graves’ and Spratt’s chart of Malta and Gozo (No. 194), and Valetta 
harbour (No. 195), surveyed in 1863, as well as Graves’ exceedingly rare 
chart of Cyprus (No. 2074) of 1849.

The work also contains the first meteorological atlas of the Red 
Sea, which states in its introductory text:

“Very few observations have been obtained prior to the opening of 
the Suez Canal in 1869, and nearly all the material which has been used 
is of necessity for the steamships, which follow much the same track 
within very narrow limits”

The steamship had come to dominate global shipping by the end 
of the nineteenth century, and two further charts point to their use: chart 
No. 9 of the Arabian Sea “shewing the winds & currents during the 
south-west monsoon with the probable best track for steamers from 
Bombay to Aden”; and chart No. 1188, the ‘Coal and Telegraph Chart’ 
of 1899, marking the steamship’s refuelling stations.

The charts discussed up until now where often driven by British 
commercial considerations, be that on the East African coast, the shores 
of India, or far flung China. However, the Admiralty from the time of 
Cook were also heavily involved in voyages of exploration. One of the 
greatest voyages was that of HMS Beagle, now principally remembered 
for Darwin’s discoveries, she was also responsible for several important 
surveys; included in the present work are, Captain Fitzroy’s survey of the 
Falkland Islands (Nos. 1354, 1354A and 1354B); and that of the Magellan 
Strait (No. 554) – the first scientific survey of the Straits, and carried out 
by Fitzroy on the First (1826-31) and completed on the Second voyage 
of the Beagle (1832-36).

The Beagle’s Third voyage (1837-43) took her to Australia; now 
under the command of Captain J. C. Wickham, who together with his 
second in command Lieutenant Stokes, carried out extensive surveys of 
the west, and south coast, including the Bass Strait and Tasmania (Nos. 
1695a, 1695b, 2759a, 2759b, 1079). Lieutenant Stokes, as commander of 
HMS Acheron, would between 1848 and 1855, produce the first systematic 
survey of New Zealand (Nos. 1212, 2053, 2054). With the Australian 
Gold  Rush of the 1850s, the Admiralty began to take a greater interest 
in Australian waters. Captain H.M. Denham of HMS Herald, spent 
from 1852 to 1860 charting the eastern seas of Australia and covering 
the Great Barrier Reef and waters as far as Fiji (Nos. 2763, 2764, and 
2691), he would also be responsible for the third survey of Sydney 
Harbour in 1857 (No. 1069).
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The charting of waters around the great southern continent would 
lead to several expeditions even further south, to the Antarctic. The Ice 
Chart (No. 1241), first published in 1866, maps numerous voyages of 
exploration, including Cook’s, Bellingshausen, Weddell, and Ross and 
also includes John Thomas Towson’s work on “Icebergs in the Southern 
Ocean” (1859), and other papers from the Hydrographic Office. As the 
advertisement below the chart states the principal reason for the work’s 
publication was not only in order to map the known limits of the Antarctic 
pack ice, but also to plot the previous sightings of icebergs - each marked 
by a symbol denoting the month in which it was sighted - which, “drifted 
by the influence of winds and currents to low latitudes, have been found 
seriously to embarrass, and delay, as well as to imperil navigation”. The 
text goes on to qualify the placement of the bergs on the chart, by stating 
that iceberg placement and frequency has been known to vary considerably 
from year to year. Thus an “arbitrary boundary has been drawn on the 
chart, distinguished by colour the free or clear; from the more doubtful 
and indeed dangerous parallels”.

In North America the charts concentrate on Canadian and West 
Indian waters, with the charts of the United States principally taken 
from U.S. naval surveys; one chart (No. 2670) from Halifax to Delaware 
even credits Des Barres survey of 1770! Other charts of note are Captain 
Bayfield’s surveys of Halifax Harbour (No. 2320), and the St Lawrence 
River (No.2516). Bayfield the father of Canadian hydrography, would 
between 1816 and 1856 survey almost the entire shoreline from Lake 
Superior to the Atlantic Ocean, and produce the first set of sailing directions 
for the St Lawrence River and the Gulf. In the Caribbean, Commander 
J. Parson’s survey of 1869 is included (Nos. 2485 and 502); as is Commander 
Stanley’s survey of Royal and Kingston Harbours (No. 456).

HMY Victoria and Albert (II)
The HMY Victoria and Albert (II) was the second yacht of this name and 
was built and launched at HM Dockyard, Pembroke in 1855. Measuring 
300 feet in length by 40 feet in the beam, it had a displacement tonnage 
of 2479 and was capable of 14¾ knots. During her first voyage in 1855 
and on many subsequent occasions she proved to be a good sea boat. 
Queen Victoria used her numerous times, including periodic reviews of 
the fleet, inspection of ships and official visits to various United Kingdom 
and continental ports. The yacht was also used by several members of the 
royal family, most notably Edward Prince of Wales’s wife, later Queen 
Alexandra, who commissioned the yacht extensively in the 1890s to visit 
her family in Denmark, and her extended family in St Petersburg.
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Contents
1. THE ADMIRALTY. Officer’s Atlas. Africa & Cape of Good Hope 
Station. Folio (670 by 540mm), manuscript index, 14 engraved charts, 
blue buckram covers, lettered in gilt.
2. THE ADMIRALTY. Officer’s Atlas. North America & West India 
Station. Folio (670 by 540mm), manuscript index, 19 engraved charts, 
blue buckram covers, lettered in gilt.
3. THE ADMIRALTY. Officer’s Atlas. Australian Station. Folio (670 
by 540mm), manuscript index, 24 engraved charts, blue buckram covers, 
lettered in gilt.
4. THE ADMIRALTY. Officer’s Atlas. China Station. Folio (670 by 
540mm), manuscript index, 30 engraved charts, (lacking chart of the 
Sunda Strait), blue buckram covers, lettered in gilt.
5. THE ADMIRALTY. Officer’s Atlas. The East India Station. Folio 
(670 by 540mm), manuscript index, 28 engraved charts (chart of the 
Andaman Islands, backed on linen and loosely inserted), blue buckram 
covers, lettered in gilt.
6. THE ADMIRALTY. Officer’s Atlas. Pacific Station. Folio (670 by 
540mm), manuscript index, 25 engraved charts, blue buckram covers, 
lettered in gilt.
7. THE ADMIRALTY. Officer’s Atlas. Channel & Western Station. 
Folio (670 by 540mm), manuscript index, 27 engraved charts, blue 
buckram covers, lettered in gilt.
8. THE ADMIRALTY. Officer’s Atlas. Mediterranean Station. Folio 
(670 by 540mm), manuscript index, 30 charts, five charts backed on 
linen and loosely inserted, blue buckram covers, lettered in gilt.
9. THE ADMIRALTY. Officer’s Atlas. Channel, North Sea & Baltic 
Station. Folio (670 by 540mm), manuscript index, 22 engraved charts, 
blue buckram covers, lettered in gilt.
10. THE ADMIRALTY. Officer’s Atlas. Brazils Station. Folio (670 by 
540mm), manuscript index, 19 engraved charts, blue buckram covers, 
lettered in gilt.
11. THE ADMIRALTY. Meteorological Charts of the Red Sea, 
London, 1895. Folio (555 by 340mm), title, preface, introduction, 24 
lithograph maps, blue buckram covers, lettered in gilt.
12. THE ADMIRALTY. Charts showing the mean barometrical 
pressure over the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific Oceans. London, 1887. 
Folio (690 by 520mm) Title, introduction, four double-page charts of 
the Atlantic, four single sheet charts of the Indian Ocean,  four double-
page charts of the Pacific Ocean, 10 charts on three map sheets.

Introduction: “The Series in this Atlas are for the months of 
February, May, August, and November, selected to represent the Mean 
Barometrical Pressure for Winter, Spring Summer, and Autumn 
respectively in either Hemisphere. Four index charts, on a smaller scale, 
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exhibit for the same months the lines of equal pressure (isobars) over the 
entire globe”.
13. THE ADMIRALTY Coal and Telegraph Chart [Compiled in the 
Hydrographic Department] No. 1188. London, 8th August 1899. Large 
Corrections to 1899.  

Engraved chart, inset of the Mediterranean Sea, and Suez Canal.  
Dimensions: 680 by 1140mm.
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DE ROSSI, Giacomo Giovanni; 
after Frederick DE WIT

Nova Totius Terrarum Orbis 
Tabula.
 
Publication
Rome, Formis Io: Iacobi De Rubeis propre 
Templum S. Mariae de Pace, ad Insigne 
Lutetrae Parisiorum, apud quem eliam 
veneunt uarij generis Tabulae, Urbiumque 
delineationes, et ueterum, ac recentiorum 
artificum illustriora monumenta, 1675.

Description
Large engraved wall map on 12 sheets, 
border of city views on six sheets, and 
text along lower margin on three sheets, 
joined, outline hand colour. As is almost 
invariably the case with large seventeenth 
century wall maps, a certain amount of 
conservation work has been undertaken. 
A full conservation report is available on 
request.     
   
Dimensions
1480 by 2358mm. (58.25 by 92.75 inches).

References
Shirley 471.

In 1675, the same year that De’ Rossi secured the prestigious and valuable 
commission of decorating the papal summer residence, the Castel 
Gandolfo, with nearly two hundred engraved maps of Europe, America 
and the city of Rome, he also created this magnificent and elaborate wall 
map of the world, published with the privilege of the Pope.

De’ Rossi dedicated the ‘Nova totivs terrarvm orbis’ to Queen 
Christina of Sweden, beneath a portrait of her, that appears just above 
the two celestial hemispheres, at the bottom edge of the map:  “Christinae 
Reginae Svecorum, Gothorum et Vandalor. Universi Orbis Terrarum 
Tabulum meis typis editam Augustissimo maie statis Tuae Nomini 
Sacro; ut quae Heroicis virtutibus inclyta, Hoc mundi Theatrum Famae 
Fulgore Imples, et exornas Imo cum Iltimos Terrae, Marisque Fines, 
Immenso Gloriae itinere, excedas, te minor est orbis, caelum: que mereris. 
Submiss humillime Io. Iacobus de Rubeis Typographus”. Having converted 
to Catholicism, abdicated, and now living in Rome, she was a great patron 
of the 1675 Holy Year Jubilee celebrations, many other artists, and also 
of de’ Rossi, with whom she remained close until her death in 1689. All 
fifty-five plates in de’ Rossi’s  ‘Imagines Veteris ac Novi Testamenti (1675), 
reproducing Raphael’s Vatican Loggia decorations, are also dedicated to the 
queen. After her death, De’ Rossi was commissioned to record her funeral.

Engraved by Georgio Widman, the main imprint appears in a 
long panel below the twin hemispheres of the globe, in which de’ Rossi 
acknowledges his debt to De Wit: “Olim a Friderico de Wit in lucem 
primum edita nunc vero novis relationibus auctor atique correctior 
studio, et impensis Ioannis Iacobi de Rubeis typis mandata Romae prope 
Templium Dirae Mariae de Pace, anno Iubilaei 1675 cu. priv. S. Pont.. 
At each side, the map is flanked by eleven town views (making twenty-
two in all, these include Rome, Seville, Prague, London, Copenhagen, 
Cracow, Cologne, Lisbon, Madrid, Suratte, Amsterdam, Paris, Venice, 
Gdansk, Stockholm, Frankfurt, Antwerp, Constantinople, Moscow, 
Jakarta, Ormus) and below the map are panels of text in Italian.

The size of the map approximates to that of De Wit’s earlier twelve-
sheet map and the geographical correspondence is very close. De Rossi 
has added the tentative coastline of “Terra Jessi” between North America 
and Japan and has brought back, in part, the coastline of the Antarctic 
continent. There are two other changes which suggest an additional source: 
the large island in Hudson’s Bay is now divided into three and the “Desertum 
Amo” (pocked to resemble sand) has been added in northern China. The 
positioning and style of the many small ships in the sea have been directly 
copied from De Wit, and there are similar ornate decorations around the 
hemispheres. The corner scenes depict personages of Europe, the Orient, 
Africa and South America against typical landscapes and hunting scenes. 
There is a large solar diagram at the top between the two main hemispheres: 
at the bottom are two celestial hemispheres, north and south polar 

De’ Rossi’s monumental wall map of the world
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projections, and circles representing the hypotheses of Ptolemy and Tycho 
Brahe. The design and engraving are of the highest standard. 

From a prominent family of publishers, Giovanni Giacomo de’ 
Rossi, or Io. Iacobus de Rubeis (1627-1691), was the son of Giuseppe, 
and the younger brother and successor (in 1653) of Giovanni Domenico. 
By 1648, at the tender age of twenty-one, he had his own business 
producing and publishing engravings in Rome. In 1657 de’ Rossi 
married a rich widow, and his business began to really flourish. His 
publications include four books of engraved plates of fountains, five 
books illustrating modern Rome, and two books of architectural 
elevations of Roman palaces. A papal privilege, granted to him by 
Alexander VII Chigi, for 1664–1674, effectively gave him a monopoly in 
the market. 

In 1666 de’ Rossi issued a set of wall maps of the four continents, 
after Blaeu, and from 1669, published an atlas, the  ‘Mercurio Geografico 
ouero guida geografica in tutte le parti del mondo conforme le 
tauolegeografiche del Sansone, Baudrant e Cantelli’, edited by Giacomo 
Cantelli da Vignola. De’ Rossi and Vignola engaged the most prominent 
engravers working in Rome: Antonio Barbey, Jan L’Huillier, Giorgio 
Widman, Vincenzo Mariotti, and Giovanni Battista Falda.

During the course of an industrious lifetime, De’ Rossi made a 
fortune, and built a casino on the Janiculum after a design by Baratta. 
He was succeeded by his own son, Domenico, who continued to publish 
the  ‘Mercurio Geografico…’ until 1738.

Only one other example of the De Wit-De Rossi map is known 
(sold at Sotheby’s London sale, 15 April 1980, lot 551).
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LONGHI, Giuseppe; and 
Frederick de WIT, [after] 

Nova Totius Terrarum Orbis 
Tabula. 

Publication
Bologna, Olim a Friderico de Wit in lucem 
primum edita , nunc vero nouis relationibus 
auctior atque correctior studio , et impensis 
losephi Longi Bononiae. Carolus Scottus, 
sculpsit, [c1675].

Description
Large engraved wall map on 12 sheets, 
joined and mounted on archival paper, 
skilful facsimile reinstatement to areas of 
loss to printed border at sheet edges. A full 
conservation report is available on request.
   
Dimensions
1258 by 1880mm. (49.5 by 74 inches).

References
Cesari, ‘New Evidence for the Date of 
Five Rare Dutch-Italian Wall Maps: F. de 
Wit’s World Mapand W. J. Blaeu’s Four 
Continents’, Imago Mundi , 2012, Vol. 64, 
No. 1 (2012), pp. 41-59; Shirley cf 471

“One of the most active map printer-publishers in Bologna in the later 
seventeenth century. Longhi’s cartographical enterprise - the publication 
of ten large multi- sheet wall maps in a single decade - must stand as a 
unique achievement in Bologna’s publishing history” (Mariarosa Cesari).

Impressively proportioned and beautifully decorated, Longhi has 
incorporated into the geography of his map important revisions that 
surpass the ambitions of its closest relatives. The map includes the addition 
of a tentative coastline of “Terra Jessi” between North America and 
Japan, incorporates the coastline of the large Antarctic continent, divides 
the large island in Hudson’s Bay into three, and adds the “Desertum 
Amo” (pocked to resemble sand) in northern China.

In spite of these innovations, the imprint to Longhi’s map humbly 
acknowledges his debt to an earlier twelve-sheet map of the world, 
published by Frederick de Wit in 1660 – 1661: “Published for the first 
time by Frederick de Wit, now improved with the latest reports and 
further revised with accuracy, [and consigned to press] at the expense of 
Giuseppe Longhi in Bologna. Carlo Scotti engraved [it]”.

In fact, Frederick de Wit’s (1630-1706) first world map, ‘Nova 
Totius Terrarum Orbis Tabula Auctore F. de Wit’ (1660), had been printed 
on a single sheet. This was followed soon afterwards by a large wall map, 
printed on twelve sheets, ‘Nova totius terrarum orbis tabula’ (c1661). It 
was this map that Longhi used as a model for his wall map of the world. 
In turn, de Wit had based his map on Joan Blaeu’s twenty-one sheet 
map of the world published in 1648. De Wit had apprenticed with the 
Blaeus when he moved to Amsterdam in 1648, and may well have worked 
on their monumental map.

While clearly drawing on some aesthetic elements of de Wit’s 
map, Longhi made subtle and significant changes to the border that 
reflect cultural differences between the time and place of the maps’ 
separate origins. The combined effect is to give Longhi’s map a more 
scientific aspect: new detailed polar projections have been placed 
between the celestial hemispheres and the Copernican and Braheian 
hemispheres, in the lower border; most of the more fanciful elements of 
de Wit’s map, which included putti and garlands, have been replaced by 
scenes from the natural landscape of the nationalities that people the 
corners of the map; de Wit’s map was prominently dedicated, beneath his 
arms and portrait in a plinth on the map, to Prince Johann Maurits of 
Nassau-Siegen, in Longhi’s map this has been replaced by an armillary sphere.

Longhi’s monumental and exceptionally rare 
double-hemisphere wall map of the world
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Publication date
Longhi issued his map without a date, however Cesari draws on circumstantial 
evidence to date the map after 1675, the year that Giovanni de’ Rossi 
issued a very similar twelve-sheet map in Rome. While the geography 
expressed is the same, there are significant differences to the border: 
the legend “Copernici Herronea Hipothesis” has been omitted from the 
Copernican diagram on Longhi’s map, suggesting that, “by the late 
seventeenth century, Bologna, although a papal city, enjoyed a greater 
measure of intellectual and scientific freedom than Rome” (Cesari); the 
dedicatory portrait of Queen Christina in de’ Rossi’s map has been 
replaced by an armillary sphere in Longhi’s; and at the bottom of de’ 
Rossi’s map, the long panel beneath the celestial hemispheres is blank  
on Longhi’s.

De’ Rossi’s map is known in only one example, sold at Sotheby’s 
London sale, 15 April 1980, lot 551. He dedicated his map to Queen 
Christina of Sweden beneath an engraving of the Queen’s impresa, 
featuring the smiling sun with the motto “Nec falso пес alieno”. This 
strongly suggests a date shortly afterwards for Longhi’s map. Shirley 
reports that it “is uncertain whether the De Wit-Longhi issues pre-date 
the De Wit-De Rossi map or are later. A detailed examination of one of 
the De Wit-Longhi copies in the University of Kansas kindly undertaken 
for [Shirly] by Professor T.R. Smith disclosed no trace of any erasures or 
previous imprints. It could be that two very similar but distinct sets of 
plates are involved, although this seems unlikely” (Shirley).

Only six other examples of Longhi’s map are known, five of which 
are institutional: at Kansas University, the Newberry Library in Chicago, 
the Maritime Museum at Rotterdam, the Istituto Geografico Militare in 
Florence, and in Bologna, in the archive of the Opera Pia dei Poveri 
Vergognosi.

Giuseppe Longhi (1620-1691)
Longhi was one of the leading book and print publishers and sellers  
in Bologna, “well known for his entrepreneurship and the variety of  
his productions.

These included illustrated works such as academic theses, encomiastic 
lyrics, comedies, and historical and geographical texts, which often 
concerned local topics. Towards the end of his career, he became 
“archiepiscopal printer” under the Archbishops of Bologna Girolamo 
and later Giacomo Boncompagni. Longhi was active in publishing for 
some forty years, from 1650 to his death in 1691, during which he 
changed the location of his workshop at least three times. In the last 
three decades of the seventeenth century, when he embarked on the wall 
maps discovered in Opera Pia, he was occupying a group of small rooms 

in the Vicolo della Scimia. In 1677, he rented a house from the church 
of San Petronio, and in 1682 he moved his workshop to Palazzo 
Montecuccoli in Via Orefici, where he also lived” (Cesari).

In addition to his wall map of the world, Longhi published two 
issues of his version of Blaeu’s wall maps of the four continents. The first 
set appeared in 1672-1673 (state 1) and then again between 1677 and 
about 1680 (state 2). In the meantime, he published two issues of Greuter’s 
very large wall map of Italy between 1675 and 1676. All these maps were 
engraved by Pietro Todeschi, who worked extensively with Longhi over 
many years.

Carlo Scotti (fl 1667-1693)
For his wall map of the world, Longhi chose Carlo Scotti as his engraver. 
He is recorded as working in Venice (1667), Bologna (1685) and Modena 
(1693). While in Bologna, “Scotti was employed by several publishers, as 
can be seen from engravings bearing his name in local print collections. 
An analysis of the graphic style of Longhi’s de Wit map suggests that, for 
the engraving of the new plates, Scotti was helped by at least two other 
artists. The high quality of his own work is recognizable in the allegorical 
scenes in the corners of the map; an engraver of average competence 
produced the armillary sphere and the figures of Hercules and Minerva; 
while an artist of modest skill was responsible for the astronomical 
circles and the background of the allegorical corner scenes” (Cesari).
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WILLDEY, George 

[Map screen]. 

Publication
London, Sold [by] George [Will]dey at y.e 
Grea[t Toy], Spectacle & P[rint]shop or 
Grand M[aga]zine [of] Curio[sities ...] y.e 
Corner of Lu[dga]te Street next St. [Pauls], 
[1721].

Description
Engraved map of the world, printed on four 
sheets joined, surrounded by 20 engraved 
circular and ovoid maps, all with original 
outline hand-colour, mounted on canvas 
on a four fold screen, some loss to edges 
of screen affecting title and imprint, a 
few maps with areas of loss, the majority 
skilfully repaired in facsimile, decorative 
border below, some cleaning and 
restoration to furniture.  Starting at upper 
left and working in a clockwise direction:
Northern Star Chart - loss to upper left 
and lower right, loss toned in and skilfully 
repaired in facsimile.
England and Wales - loss to upper right, 
including text roundel skilfully repaired in 
facsimile.
Scotland - loss to the north sea toned in and 
skilfully repaired in facsimile.
Ireland - loss to right portion including, 
toned in and skilfully repaired in facsimile.
The Low Countries - very minor loss to 
extremities of image skilfully repaired in 
facsimile
Denmark - very minor loss to extremities of 
image skilfully repaired in facsimile
Southern Star Chart - a very few minor 
areas of loss skilfully repaired in facsimile.
Sweden and Norway - a very few minor 
areas of loss to lower right skilfully repaired 
in facsimile.
Belgium - a very few minor areas of loss 
skilfully repaired in facsimile.
Poland - a very few minor areas of loss 
skilfully repaired in facsimile.
Hungary  - loss to lower portion of map 
skilfully repaired in facsimile, loss to small 
lower right roundel
Cambridge - fine
Oxford - minor loss lower right, tears 
skilfully repaired, some minor surface 
abrasion
Turkey in Europe - loss lower right skilfully 
repaired, loss at panel edge, tears skilfully 
repaired, some minor surface abrasion
Germany - a few minor surface abrasions 
skilfully repaired, and toned in, loss to lower 
left text.
Moscow - abrasions small area of loss lower 
left skilfully repaired
Italy - left abrasions, loss to lower left 
board, tears skilfully repaired
Spain - significant loss upper left and right 
to text, left missing portion, tears skilfully 
repaired.

George Willdey’s magnificent atlas of World in the form of a screen.
The present screen consists George Willdey’s large four-sheet world 

map, surrounded by twenty oval or circular maps, and was advertised by 
Willdey in the Post Man (issue 4112) on the 23rd - 25th November 1721:

“A large New and Correct English Map of the World, laid down 
according to the newest and most accurate Observations and Discoveries 
made by the Royal Society of London, and the Royal Academy of 
Sciencies [sic] at Paris, in several different Projections, including the 
Trade Winds, Monsoons, Variations of the Compass, and illustrated 
with the Ptolemick, Copernick, and Tychonick Systems, and the 
Appearances of the Planets, and shews the Hour of the Day in every 
Kingdom, and Place upon the Earth; with many useful and ornamental 
Explanations: This Map is 3 Foot 4 Inches deep, and 6 Foot 4 Inches 
long, and round the same is added, instead of useless Ornaments, a Set 
of 20 different New Sheet Maps, of the Principal Kingdoms and States 
of Europe, with particular Historical Explanations to each Map, so as to 
make it when put together, with its proper Colours and Illuminations, 
one of the largest, beautifullest, most useful, and diverting Ornaments, as 
well as best Set of Geography ever yet done of this kind; the Names of 
the Maps aforesaid, are a Northern Celestial Hemisphere, a Southern, 
ditto England, Scotland, Ireland, 20 Miles round London, 20 Miles 
round Oxford, 20 Miles round Cambridge, Germany, France, Spain, 
Italy, Sweedland, Poland, Denmark, Muscovy, Hungary, the Turks 
Dominions in Europe, Flanders, and the Seven United Provinces. This 
Set of Maps may be fitted up several ways and sizes, or bound in a Book, 
or Sold single, to fit Gentlemens Conveniency; it is done by the Direction 
and Charge, and Sold by George Willdey, at the Great Toy, Spectacle 
and Print-Shop, at the Corner of Ludgate street, next St. Pauls, London; 
where Gentlemen may be furnished with large 2 sheet Maps, fine Prints, 
Cutlers Ware, and Curious Toys in Gold, Silver, and other Curious Metals 
and Materials the best of Spectacles, Tellescopes, Reading Glasses, 
Perspective Glasses, &c. of all which no Person in Europe hath better 
Goods, better Choice, or Sells more Reasonable”.

As one can discern from the elaborate - and somewhat overwrought 
- text in the above advertisement, George Willdey (?1671-1737) was a 
flamboyant London shopkeeper and self-publicist. His principal business 
was a toy-man and seller of luxury goods, jewellery, gold and silver trinkets, 
and china. However, he was perhaps the first mapseller to widen the 
appeal of maps from an intellectual elite to the general public. In this 
respect the map screen must be seen as his most ambitious attempt to 
broaden their appeal. That he was successful in his aim can be seen from 
the fact that the playwright John Sheridan mentions them in his comedy, 
‘School for Scandal’ - some 50 years later - in 1777. As Peter Barber 

“...one of the largest, beautifullest, most useful, 
and diverting Ornaments...”

18 
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states in the entry on the British Library’s example, exhibited in their 
Magnificent Maps exhibition, in 2010: 

“They [the screens] would have given a flattering impression of 
the extent of its owner’s knowledge and interests, and would have 
provided an informal geographical education for family, visitors and 
servants alike”. 

Although evidently popular throughout the Georgian Period, only 
two other examples of Willdey’s work are known:

1) British Library - dated circa 1750; the world map bearing the 
imprint of Thomas Jefferys, who had purchased the plates from Willdey’s 
son following his father’s death in 1737. The arrangement of the circular 
and ovoid maps differ slightly from the present example.

2) Maclean-Fogg Collection, Chicago - unfortunately, we have 
been unable, at this present time, to inspect the screen to ascertain its 
precise date and arrangement of the maps. One must note that the 
Maclean-Fogg Collection also holds a six panelled screen, which consists 
of the Willdey’s world map in the same state as the present example, but 
framed by twelve, two-sheet maps, by the cartographer Herman Moll.

France - lower left text roundel loss skilfully 
repaired in facsimile, surface abrasions 
skilfully repaired, minor loss, line due to 
furniture crack - no loss to image 
London - surface abrasions, minor loss, 
skilfully repaired.
World map - some loss at panel joins, loss 
to title and imprint text at panel join, two 
crack lines 3 inches from 
 
Dimensions
2000 by 2560mm (78.75 by 100.75 inches).

References
British Library Maps Screen 2; Barber, 
Peter, & Harper, Tom, ‘Magnificent Maps: 
Power, Propaganda and Art’, British Library, 
London, 2010, p.98; Armitage, Geoff, & 
Baynton-Williams, Ashley,  ‘The World at 
Their Fingertips: Eighteenth-Century Two 
Sheet Double-Hemisphere World Maps’, 
British Library, London, 2012, p. 97. 
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POPPLE, Henry; and Clement 
LEMPRIERE 

A Map of the British Empire in 
America with the French and 
Spanish settlements adjacent 
thereto. 

Publication
London, Engraved by Will.m Henry Toms, 
1733, [but 1734].

Description
Large engraved wall map, with 
contemporary hand-colour in full, engraved 
on 20 printed mapsheets, 15 double-page 
maps and five single-page maps (the 
single-page maps comprise bird’s eye 
views and harbour plans which appear 
on the right side of the map, from top to 
bottom, with 20 of the 22 views and plans 
appearing on these five sheets, the last two 
views appear on sheet 1, in the upper left 
corner of the map), plate 10 in Pritchard 
State 3, plate 20 in Pritchard State 4; with 
two contents leaves: "The Contents of Mr. 
Popple's Map of America", mounted on 
front pastedown, and "The Contents of each 
sheet of the twenty plates of Mr. Popple's 
Map of America", mounted on conjugate of 
the keymap; contemporary marbled paper 
boards, rebacked in calf to style.

Dimensions
2500 by 2300mm. (98.5 by 90.5 inches).

References
Babinski, M., ‘Henry Popple’s 1733’ map 
(New Jersey, 1998); Brown, ‘Early Maps 
of the Ohio Valley 14’; cf. Cumming, 
‘The Southeast in Early Maps’, 216, 217; 
Lipman, ‘Celebration of My Country’ 22; 
Pritchard, M., ‘Degrees of Latitude’, 24, 
state 4 (but with engraved number to sheet 
1); McSherry Fowble, E., ‘Two Centuries 
of Prints in America 1680-1880’ (1987), 
6, 7; cf. Goss, J. ‘The Mapping of North 
America’ (1990) 55 (key map only); Graff 
3322; Howes P481, “b”; Lowery 337 & 338; 
McCorkle, ‘America Emergent’ 21; Phillips 
Maps p.569; Sabin 64140; Schwartz 
& Ehrenberg p.151; Streeter Sale 676; 
Stephenson & McKee Virginia in Maps, map 
II-18A-B. 

A magnificent example of Popple’s twenty-sheet ‘Map of the British 
Empire in America’, with superb vibrant original hand-colour in full. 

One of the two most important maps of North America published 
in the eighteenth century on a grand scale: along with John Mitchell’s 
‘Map of the British & French Dominions in North America’, Popple’s 
map was a profound statement of England’s designs for dominance of 
the North American continent; at a time when colonial control of North 
America was by no means certain.

Popple’s map is the first large scale printed map to show, and name, 
the thirteen British colonies. Nearly eight feet square when joined, the 
map shows the extent, not just of the British, but also the French, and 
Spanish colonial possessions of North and Central America, and the 
West Indies. 

“Little is known of Henry Popple, except that he came from a 
family whose members had served the Board of Trade and Plantations 
for three generations, a connection that must have been a factor in his 
undertaking the map, his only known cartographic work” (McCorkle). 
His father and grandfather both served as secretary to the board. When 
his father resigned, Henry’s brother, Alured, inherited the post. Henry 
was offered a clerkship in 1727. “Finding that position unprofitable, he 
resigned to work as a private financial agent for the West Indian governors 
and some British regiments. In that capacity he appeared before the 
commissioners on numerous occasions” (Pritchard & Taliaferro). Alured 
eventually accepted the post of governor of Bermuda, in which post he 
was succeeded by another brother, William.

This was at a period when boundary disputes among both the 
colonists, and with the French, began to accelerate the need for detailed 
maps of North America. In 1730 the Board began requesting maps of 
the entirety of the provinces and contiguous regions. At the time of its 
publication, “France claimed not only Canada, but also territories drained 
by the Mississippi and its tributaries - in practical terms, an area of half a 
continent” (Goss). Popple’s large format up-to-date map, produced under 
the auspices of the Lord Commissioners of Trade and Plantations, provides 
a clear illustration of how to better understand and demarcate all the 
rival claims. 

On close examination, an engraved dashed line identifying the 
boundaries of the colonial powers can be seen. However, to facilitate a 
clearer visual depiction of these boundaries, Popple devised a colour 
scheme for depicting the claims of the various colonial powers. As noted 
by Babinski:

A profound statement of England’s designs for 
dominance of the North American continent; at 
a time when colonial control of North America 
was by no means certain

19 
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“The typical coloring [sic] of fully colored copies... is described best 
by a contemporary manuscript legend on the end-paper affixing the Key 
map to the binding in the King George III copy at the British Library: 
Green - Indian Countrys. Red - English. Yellow - Spanish. Blue - 
French. Purple - Dutch”.

The careful demarcation of the disputed areas by colour makes 
identification of whether a particular location was in one or another 
‘zone’ a great deal easier. Thus, the original full-colour examples are 
particularly important in facilitating the graphical depiction of the 
international land disputes of the time.

Popple’s map was both a cartographic landmark and a visual icon 
among the social elite of the British Colonies. As noted by Bruckner in 
‘The Geographic Revolution in Early America’:

“British Americans frequently imported imperial maps during the 
eighteenth century. Decorative wall maps showing British possessions in 
North America were favourite articles, purchased primarily by the colonial 
elite. Strategically displayed in formal settings of the home or provincial 
office, these maps painted bombastic scenes of territorial conquest and 
signified the range of the British Empire. For example, maps like Henry 
Popple’s ‘Map of the British Empire in America’ (1733) reached American 
audiences upon special orders by the Board of Trade and Plantations, 
and colonial politicians like Benjamin Franklin eagerly requested Popple’s 
map for public display”.

Popple issued an announcement for his map in 1731, but did not 
complete work on it until 1733, shortly after the new colony of Georgia 
was chartered in London in July, 1732. It is therefore one of the earliest 
maps to name Georgia. Considered by the British as an important 
protective buffer between the more densely populated English Colonies 
in the north and the Spanish in Florida, the new colony was only 
developed in early 1733, with the landing of James Edward Oglethorpe 
and his small party of 120 colonials. Oglethorpe returned to England in 
1734 and met with the King on July 20, 1734, showing him “several 
charts and Curious Drawings relating to the new Settlement of Georgia”. 

The same charts and maps must have been made almost immediately 
available to Popple, as he incorporated this new information into a 
corrective paste-down mounted on Sheet 10 in State 3 of the map. The 
new information regarding Georgia was then engraved onto the map in 
State 4 published in late 1734, as here – see Babinski, note 12, 13. 

The map was engraved by William Henry Toms, and the elaborate 
title-cartouche by Bernard Baron. However, Popple credits the design of 
his map to the Channel Islander Clement Lempriere, a military cartographer 
attached to the Corps of Engineers and later Chief Draftsman at the 
Tower of London, who subsequently worked on other projects with 
Toms. In addition to Oglethorpe’s maps, Popple and Lempriere also had 
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access to a number of other important manuscript and printed sources: 
for the lower Mississippi and the layout of the Great Lakes, Delisle’s 
‘Carte de la Louisiane et du Cours du Mississippi’ (1718); for the Spanish 
settlements on the Rio Grande and territory west of the Mississippi Valley, 
Nicholas de Fer’s ‘La France Occidentale dans L’Amérique Septentrionale’; 
the southeastern colonies, and uptodate information on Indian settlements 
in the interior, are based on John Barnwell’s manuscript of about 1721; 
for New York and the region south of the Great Lakes, Popple used 
Cadwallader Colden’s ‘Map of the Country of the Five Nations’. 

Despite the evident need for a map such as Popple’s, and his connection 
to the Board of Trade and Plantations, it was not initially a commercial 
success. Publication of the map was taken over by William Henry Toms 
and Samuel Harding in August of 1739, at the outbreak of the War of 
Jenkin’s Ear, when it eventually found its commercial moment and sales 
soared. They advertised it frequently in the newspapers, with their last 
advertisement appearing in July 1745. In 1746, the rights to Popple’s 
map were sold to Willdey and Austen, who published the map until 
Austen’s death in 1750 (Babinski, Notes 4-8).

Provenance
With the engraved armorial bookplate of George Garnier, of Rookesbury, 
1703–1763, Physician to HRH Duke of Cumberland and in 1735 
Apothecary General to the Army. One of his oldest and closest friends 
was Lord Chesterfield and George Garnier regularly entertained 
celebrities such as Hume, Hogarth, Churchill, the poet, Gibbon and 
David Garrick the actor in the old house at Rookesbury. After George’s 
death in 1760, his son George Charles Garnier took over the post of 
Apothecary to the Army and continued his father’s friendship with 
Garrick and other celebrities. He married Margaret Miller in 1766 and 
became High Sheriff of Hampshire in 1776. 
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POPPLE, Henry 

A Map of the British Empire in 
America with the French and 
Spanish settlements adjacent 
thereto. 

Publication
London, Engraved by Will.m Henry Toms,  
1733 [but c1735].

Description
Large engraved wall map, with fine hand-
colour in full, engraved on 20 printed 
mapsheets, 15 double-page maps and five 
single-page maps (the single-page maps 
comprise bird’s eye views and harbour 
plans which appear on the right side of the 
map, from top to bottom, with 20 of the 22 
views and plans appearing on these five 
sheets, the last two views appear on sheet 
1, in the upper left corner of the map); 
sheet 1 with the engraved numeral “1” in 
the upper left corner just outside neatline 
and with engraved plate number added to 
upper right corner of each sheet.
 
Dimensions
2500 by 2300mm. (98.5 by 90.5 inches).

References
Babinski, M., ‘Henry Popple’s 1733’ map 
(New Jersey, 1998); Brown, ‘Early Maps 
of the Ohio Valley 14’; cf. Cumming, 
‘The Southeast in Early Maps’, 216, 217; 
Pritchard, M., ‘Degrees of Latitude’, 24, 
state 4 (but with engraved number to sheet 
1); McSherry Fowble, E., ‘Two Centuries 
of Prints in America 1680-1880’ (1987), 
6, 7; cf. Goss, J. ‘The Mapping of North 
America’ (1990) 55 (key map only); Graff 
3322; Howes P481, “b”; Lowery 337 & 338; 
McCorkle, ‘America Emergent’ 21; Phillips 
Maps p.569; Sabin 64140; Schwartz 
& Ehrenberg p.151; Streeter Sale 676; 
Stephenson & McKee Virginia in Maps, map 
II-18A-B. 

One of the two most important maps of North America published in 
the eighteenth century on a grand scale: along with John Mitchell’s ‘Map 
of the British & French Dominions in North America’, Popple’s map 
was a profound statement of England’s designs for dominance of the 
North American continent; at a time when colonial control of North 
America was by no means certain.

Popple’s map is the first large scale printed map to show, and 
name, the thirteen British colonies. Nearly eight feet square when joined, 
the map shows the extent, not just of the British, but also the French, 
and Spanish colonial possessions of North and Central America, and the 
West Indies. 

“Little is known of Henry Popple, except that he came from a 
family whose members had served the Board of Trade and Plantations 
for three generations, a connection that must have been a factor in his 
undertaking the map, his only known cartographic work” (McCorkle). 
His father and grandfather both served as secretary to the board. When 
his father resigned, Henry’s brother, Alured, inherited the post. Henry 
was offered a clerkship in 1727. “Finding that position unprofitable, he 
resigned to work as a private financial agent for the West Indian governors 
and some British regiments. In that capacity he appeared before the 
commissioners on numerous occasions” (Pritchard & Taliaferro). Alured 
eventually accepted the post of governor of Bermuda, in which post he 
was succeeded by another brother, William.

This was at a period when boundary disputes among both the 
colonists, and with the French, began to accelerate the need for detailed 
maps of North America. In 1730 the Board began requesting maps of 
the entirety of the provinces and contiguous regions. At the time of its 
publication, “France claimed not only Canada, but also territories drained 
by the Mississippi and its tributaries - in practical terms, an area of half a 
continent” (Goss). Popple’s large format up-to-date map, produced under 
the auspices of the Lord Commissioners of Trade and Plantations, provides 
a clear illustration of how to better understand and demarcate all the 
rival claims. 

On close examination, an engraved dashed line identifying the 
boundaries of the colonial powers can be seen. However, to facilitate a 
clearer visual depiction of these boundaries, Popple devised a colour 
scheme for depicting the claims of the various colonial powers. As noted 
by Babinski:

“The typical coloring [sic] of fully colored copies... is described 
best by a contemporary manuscript legend on the end-paper affixing the 
Key map to the binding in the King George III copy at the British 
Library: Green - Indian Countrys. Red - English. Yellow - Spanish. 
Blue - French. Purple - Dutch”.

A profound statement of England’s designs for 
dominance of the North American continent; at 
a time when colonial control of North America 
was by no means certain
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The careful demarcation of the disputed areas by colour makes 
identification of whether a particular location was in one or another 
‘zone’ a great deal easier. Thus, the original full-colour examples are 
particularly important in facilitating the graphical depiction of the 
international land disputes of the time.

Popple’s map was both a cartographic landmark and a visual icon 
among the social elite of the British Colonies. As noted by Bruckner in 
‘The Geographic Revolution in Early America’:

“British Americans frequently imported imperial maps during the 
eighteenth century. Decorative wall maps showing British possessions in 
North America were favourite articles, purchased primarily by the colonial 
elite. Strategically displayed in formal settings of the home or provincial 
office, these maps painted bombastic scenes of territorial conquest and 
signified the range of the British Empire. For example, maps like Henry 
Popple’s ‘Map of the British Empire in America’ (1733) reached American 
audiences upon special orders by the Board of Trade and Plantations, 
and colonial politicians like Benjamin Franklin eagerly requested Popple’s 
map for public display”.

Popple issued an announcement for his map in 1731, but did not 
complete work on it until 1733, shortly after the new colony of Georgia 
was chartered in London in July, 1732. It is therefore one of the earliest 
maps to name Georgia. Considered by the British as an important 
protective buffer between the more densely populated English Colonies 
in the north and the Spanish in Florida, the new colony was only 
developed in early 1733, with the landing of James Edward Oglethorpe 
and his small party of 120 colonials. Oglethorpe returned to England in 
1734 and met with the King on July 20, 1734, showing him “several 
charts and Curious Drawings relating to the new Settlement of Georgia”. 

The same charts and maps must have been made almost immediately 
available to Popple, as he incorporated this new information into a 
corrective paste-down mounted on Sheet 10 in State 3 of the map. The 
new information regarding Georgia was then engraved onto the map in 
State 4 published in late 1734, as here – see Babinski, note 12, 13. 

The map was engraved by William Henry Toms, and the elaborate 
title-cartouche by Bernard Baron. However, Popple credits the design of 
his map to the Channel Islander Clement Lempriere, a military cartographer 
attached to the Corps of Engineers and later Chief Draftsman at the 
Tower of London, who subsequently worked on other projects with 
Toms. In addition to Oglethorpe’s maps, Popple and Lempriere also had 
access to a number of other important manuscript and printed sources: 
for the lower Mississippi and the layout of the Great Lakes, Delisle’s 
‘Carte de la Louisiane et du Cours du Mississippi’ (1718); for the 
Spanish settlements on the Rio Grande and territory west of the 
Mississippi Valley, Nicholas de Fer’s ‘La France Occidentale dans 
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L’Amérique Septentrionale’; the southeastern colonies, and uptodate 
information on Indian settlements in the interior, are based on John 
Barnwell’s manuscript of about 1721; for New York and the region south 
of the Great Lakes, Popple used Cadwallader Colden’s ‘Map of the 
Country of the Five Nations’. 

Despite the evident need for a map such as Popple’s, and his 
connection to the Board of Trade and Plantations, it was not initially a 
commercial success. Publication of the map was taken over by William 
Henry Toms and Samuel Harding in August of 1739, at the outbreak of 
the War of Jenkin’s Ear, when it eventually found its commercial moment 
and sales soared. They advertised it frequently in the newspapers, with 
their last advertisement appearing in July 1745. In 1746, the rights to 
Popple’s map were sold to Willdey and Austen, who published the map 
until Austen’s death in 1750 (Babinski, Notes 4-8).

The current example is Babinski’s state 5 or 6: with no imprint on 
title sheet 17, imprint on sheet 20 reading “London Engrav’d by Willm. 
Henry Toms 1733”, without R. W. Seale’s name.
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MITCHELL, John 

A Map of the British and French 
Dominions in North America. With 
the Roads, Distances, Limits, and 
Extent of the Settlements, Humbly 
Inscribed to the Right Honourable 
the Earl of Halifax, And the other 
Right Honourable The Lords 
Commissioners for Trade & 
Plantations, by their Lordships. 
Most Obliged and very humble 
Servant Jno, Mitchell.

Publication
[London], Publish’d by the Author Feb 13th 
1755 according to the Act of Parliament, 
and Sold by And. Millar opposite Katharine 
Street in the Strand, 1755.

Description
Large engraved wall map on eight sheets 
joined and mounted on linen, with superb 
contemporary hand-colour in full, the 
boundaries extending across the map to the 
west, indicating manifest destiny.
   
Dimensions
1380 by 1960mm. (54.25 by 77.25 inches).

References
Matthew H. Edney, ‘John Mitchell’s Map 
of North America (1755): A Study of the 
Use and Publication of Official Maps in 
Eighteenth-Century Britain’, Imago Mundi 
60 (2008), pp.63-85; Lawrence Martin, 
‘John Mitchell’, in Dictionary of American 
Biography, 1934, 13:50; Pritchard & 
Taliaferro, 4; Seymour Schwarz and Ralph 
E. Ehrenberg, The Mapping of America 
(London: Wellfleet Press, 1980), pp.159-
160;  Stevens & Tree 54b.
 

Mitchell’s map is widely regarded as the most important map in American 
history. Prepared on the eve of the Seven Years’ War (or French and Indian 
War), it was the second large format map of North America printed by 
the British (the first being Henry Popple’s map of 1733), and included 
the most up to date information of the region: “the result of a uniquely 
successful solicitation of information from the colonies” (Edney). Over 
the following two hundred years, it would play a significant role in the 
resolution of every significant dispute involving the northern border of 
the then British Colonies and in the definition of the borders of the new 
United States of America.

John Mitchell (1711-1768) was born in Virginia and educated in 
medicine in Edinburgh, Scotland. He returned to Virginia and practised 
as a physician, before emigrating back to England in 1746, where he was 
introduced to the president of the Board of Trade and Plantations, the 
Earl of Halifax. Matthew Edney suggests that it was most likely Halifax 
who approached Mitchell to serve as an expert on colonial affairs, and 
later commissioned him to draw a map of America to define English 
territorial rights. Mitchell’s first attempt resulted in a manuscript map 
finished in 1750. This prototype proved insufficient, and Halifax issued a 
special directive ordering every colonial governor on the North American 
mainland to send detailed accounts and maps of their colonies and 
boundaries. He also gave Mitchell access to the Board’s archives, including 
maps by Joshua Fry and Peter Jefferson, Christopher Gist, George 
Washington, and John Barnwell.

The map was engraved by Thomas Kitchin and published by Andrew 
Millar. The colouring outlines British colonial claims. There is extensive 
text throughout describing and explaining various features including 
natural resources and potential for settlement of frontier regions, as well 
as notes claiming British boundaries over French ones. The text outlines 
different legal justifications for British settlements: some areas are declared 
de facto British because of existing British settlements; others are taken 
as included in royal charters issued to settlers by British monarchs; and 
some are marked as acquired from Native Americans. The title cartouche 
has been carefully designed to suggest the fertile potential of the American 
colonies, decorated with wheat, a beaver and barrels of molasses. The two 
Native American figures are shown looking up towards the crest of the 
royal family and the union flag, indicating the dependence of the colonies 
upon Britain.

“The most important map in American history”

21 
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The map was used by Halifax to push his aggressive colonial policies 
in North America. He was reluctant to concede any territory to the French, 
and used Mitchell’s work to stymie a neutral zone in Ohio proposed by 
the diplomat Sir Thomas Robinson. Mitchell’s work, although impeccably 
sourced, was an unapologetic statement of British claims in the continent, 
to the extent that the chancellor, the Earl of Hardwicke, was worried that 
its publication would lead to public outcry if the government compromised 
with the French.

Mitchell’s work was immediately popular, and spawned a host of 
imitations. The map’s credentials, linked to both Halifax and the Board 
of Trade, gave it an authority beyond contemporary productions: even 
Henry Popple’s landmark map of America was only produced by the 
permission of the Board of Trade, rather than with its co-operation. It 
represented both a landmark in the history of the cartography of America 
- as the most efficiently sourced and drawn map of the period - but also 
in the use of cartography in government policy.

This is an example of Tooley’s first edition, second issue (54b), of 
five; and Pritchard & Taliaferro’s 4th state, of seven, with the towns of 
Leicester and Worcester appearing in Massachusetts.
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RATZER, Bernard 

Plan of the City of New York, in 
North America surveyed in the 
Years 1766 & 1767.
 
Publication
London, Publishd according to Act of 
Parliament Jany. 12, 1776: by Jefferys & 
Faden, Corner of St. Martins Lane, Charing 
Cross, 1776.

Description
Large engraved map, on 3 sheets joined, 
dissected and laid down on linen in sixteen 
sections.   

Dimensions
1190 by 875mm. (46.75 by 34.5 inches).

References
Cohen and Augustyn Manhattan in Maps 
pp.73-77; Cumming, “The Montresor-
Ratzer-Sauthier Sequence of Maps of New 
York City, 1766-76” in Imago Mundi Vol. 31 
(1979), pp. 55-65. 

“Perhaps the finest map of an American city and its environs produced 
in the eighteenth century” (Augustyn). 

This superb and elegant map takes in the southern end of Manhattan 
island, as far north as 50th Street today, the marshy New Jersey shores of 
the Hudson, Kennedy, Bucking and Governors Islands, and parts of 
present day Brooklyn along the East River. It shows the city of about 
25,000 people, surrounded by countryside that includes much of Manhattan 
and Brooklyn. The view at the bottom, “A South West View of the City 
of New York, Taken from the Governours Island at *” is after a watercolor 
by Captain-Lieutenant Thomas Davis. The title and list of references appears 
within a rococo cartouche lower left, the dedication to Sir Henry Moore, 
the Governor of New York, in another upper left, a scale lower right. 

The map is the ultimate culmination of Ratzer’s surveys of 1766 
and 1767. The first map generated by those surveys, his “Ratzen” plan of 
just the city, was sent back to London and engraved by Thomas Kitchen, 
Hydrographer to the Duke of York and later the King, and published in 
1769, with Ratzer’s name misspelled. By about 1770 a more extensive 
plan of the city and its environs was completed and published undated 
by Kitchin. The present map was published, unchanged, by Jefferys and 
Faden, although it was rarely included in Faden’s “North American Atlas” 
of 1777, and the map remains exceptionally rare. 

Bernard Ratzer served in the British Army in the 60th or American 
regiment, surveying the east coast of North America during the French 
and Indian War and later the Revolutionary War. His earliest known 
map is a manuscript chart of Passamquoddy Bay in Maine in 1756. Various 
other manuscript plans of forts followed, and he collaborated with Sauthier 
on his survey of New York, published in 1776. In 1769 Sir Henry Moore 
gave him the task of surveying the New York -  New Jersey border. 

Ratzer’s map is a significant improvement his earlier plan: the 
wharves along the Sound are shown and the streets given names, new 
buildings and streets on either side of the Bowery are entered, and Ratzer 
has included careful topographical surveys of the eastern tip of long 
island adjacent to ‘The Sound or East River’. ”The Methodist Meeting 
House, not completed until 1768, is identified, and the scale has been 
reduced by half – 800 feet to one inch. The enlarged area extends north 
to approximately present 42nd street, and the New Jersey Shore and 
Long Island bordering the East River are included. The cultivated fields, 
roads, buildings, and names of chief property owners are shown in 
remarkable detail” (Cumming).

“one of the most beautiful, important, and 
accurate early plans of New York” (Stokes)
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HUANG, Qianren 

[Complete Geographical Map 
of the Everlasting Unified Qing 
Empire]. 

Publication
[China, 1811].

Description
Large woodcut map printed in 16 sections 
on eight sheets, a few minor repairs.   

Dimensions
1330 by 2230mm. (52.25 by 87.75 inches).

References
Richard A. Pegg, Cartographic Traditions 
in East Asian Maps (Hawai’i: Maclean 
Collection and University of Hawai’i Press, 
2014), 18-27; Yan Ping et al., China in 
Ancient and Modern Maps, (London: Philip 
Wilson for Sotheby’s Publications, 1998), 141. 

An extraordinarily rare cartographic document that is based on research 
originally presented to the Qianlong emperor by Huang Qianren (fl. 1760-70) 
in 1767. The title of the map is as much a political programme of the Qing 
as it is a geographical record. It shows China at the height of the Qing 
empire, celebrating the “unified status of all of Chinese borders” (Pegg).

“[This] ‘complete’ map minimizes the European notion of a map 
of the world, its centralized and marginalizing construct confirming the 
Qing/ Chinese notion of the Central Kingdom” (Pegg).

The map was designed to act not only as a grand political statement 
of the Kingdom’s place in the world, but also as an administrative tool. 
Its surface is dotted with provincial capitals (sheng), a square with a small 
rectangle on top; prefectures (fu), a square; independent district magistrates 
(zhilizhou), a square with a triangle on top; departments (zhou), a vertical 
rectangle; sub-prefectures (ting), a diamond; districts (xian), a circle; 
frontier passes (guan), a small building; local headmen or western tribute 
states (tusi), a triangle; with the name appearing within each pictogram. 
The borders of each province are denoted by dotted lines.

As well as administrative areas, the map depicts topographical and 
geographical information. Much attention is given to the waterways: the 
source of the Yellow River is correctly located in the Bayan-har mountain 
and is accompanied by an expansive explanatory note; the Minjiang River 
is given as the source of the Yangtze. Mountain ridges and the Great Wall 
are depicted in elevation, and desert areas are stippled. Several neighbouring 
countries are marked including Russia, India, Siam, Vietnam, Japan, and, 
most notably, Korea, who, as the chief vassal state, receives a great deal of 
commentary.To the upper left of the map are both the Mediterranean or 
“Small Western Ocean”, and Atlantic or “Great Western Ocean”, with 
Holland and England depicted as islands in the Atlantic.

One of the more striking aspects of the map is that the “intentionally 
vague geopolitical lines of the [empire’s] frontiers and beyond clearly 
indicate the Qing’s perception of the world around them ... [when] ... all 
foreign entities simply inhabited the fringes of the empire” (Pegg). This 
together with the empire’s size reaffirms the status of the kingdom as the 
geographical, political, and cultural centre of the world.

The map which the present example is based upon was first produced 
in 1767 for the Qianlong Emperor to celebrate the unification of the 
Qing empire. No example of the original survives. However, a painted 
copy of the map was produced in 1800 by Huang Zhengsun, and now 
resides in the Beijing National Library.

The map was then revised and enlarged in around 1811, resulting 
in the present work. This version was printed in two colours: blue and 
white, and black and white. There are examples of this version in the 
Maclean Collection in Chicago, the Library of Congress, and the Beijing 
National Library.

The “Blue Map” of the World
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QIAN Yong, [HUANG Shang 黃裳] 

Huntian yitong xingxiang quantu 
渾天壹統星象全圖 
[Complete Celestial Chart].
 
Publication
[China],  April 1826.

Description
Large woodblock-printed celestial map 
printed on eight sheets.   

Dimensions
1230 by 2160mm. (48.5 by 85 inches).

References
Chen Kaige 陳凱歌. “Suzhou Daoguang 
muke Tianwen tu – Huntian yitong 
xingxiang quantu de yanjiu yu fuyuan” 苏州
道光木刻天文图——《浑天壹统星象全图》
的研究与复原. In Zhongguo tianwenxue 
huixueshu nianhui wenji 中国天文学会学术
年会文集, 2013.
Dai Yushan 戴玉山. “Shishu wu jizai de 
Huntian yitong xingxiang quantu”史书无记
载的《浑天一统星象全图》. Zhongguo keji 
shike, no. 1, 2003. 
Elman, Benjamin A. From Philosophy to 
Philology: Intellectual and Social Aspects of 
Change in Late Imperial China. Los Angeles: 
UCLA Asian Pacific Monograph Series, 2001 
(Second Revised Edition).
Erwin Panofsky. Studies in Iconology: 
Humanistic Themes in the Art of the 
Renaissance. New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1939.
Kazuhiko, Miyajima 宮島一彥 et al. “Huntian 
yitong xingxiang quantu” 渾天壱統星象全図. 
Daban shili kexueguan yanjiu baogao 26, 
pp. 75–84, 2016.
Needham, Joseph et al. “Astronomy in 
Ancient and Medieval China.” Philosophical 
Transactions of the Royal Society of London. 
Series A, Mathematical and Physical 
Sciences, Volume 276, Issue 1257, 1974.
Pankenier, David W. Astrology and 
Cosmology in Early China: Conforming 
Earth to Heaven. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2013.
Ridpath, Ian. Charting the Chinese Sky.
[http://www.ianridpath.com/startales/
chinese3.htm Accessed on 01/05/2019]
Rufus, W. Carl and Hsing-Chih Tien. The 
Soochow Astronomical Chart. Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 1945.
Zhang Jiafeng 張嘉鳳. Zhongguo gudai de 
tianwen yu lifa gaishuo 中国古代的天文與历
法概说. Taiwan: Guojia tushuguan, 2009.

A monumental Chinese celestial chart Huntian yitong xingxiang quantu, 
one of the largest planispheres published during the Qing dynasty 
(1636-1912). The work combines both Chinese and Western astronomy, 
highlights the fundamental role that knowledge of the heavens played in 
Chinese politics, and illustrates the Qing dynasty’s endeavours to seek 
authentic truth in ancient texts.

Historical context
Chinese scholarship in the late Qing dynasty was dominated by ‘Kaozheng’ 
or ‘evidence based’ scholarship, which was a response to, and reaction from, 
the Neo-Confucianism that had held sway during the Song (960-1279) 
and Ming (1368-1636) dynasties. ‘Kaozheng’ sought to strip away the 
layers of Taoist and Buddhist interpretations of Confucian teaching that 
had accrued during the Song and Ming dynasties, and which they saw as 
obscuring its true meaning and nature. In doing so the Qing scholars 
hoped to not only shed new light on the ancient texts but that the texts 
might be better guides for contemporary policy and politics. ‘Kaozheng’ 
with its emphasis on critical thinking, and search for authentic texts, was 
not only confined to the realm of Confucian scholarship but also bled 
though into all aspects of Chinese intellectual enquiry, such as science 
and in the present case astronomy.

The Celestial Chart
The present chart is based on the oldest recorded celestial planisphere, 
the Tianwen tu 天文圖 produced, during the Southern Song dynasty 
(1127-1279), by Huang Shang 黃裳 (1146-1194) tutor to Emperor 
Guangzong’s son. The work was engraved on stone by Wang Zhiyuan  
王致远 (1193-1257) in 1247, and set up in the  Confucian Temple in 
Suzhou, where it still stands. As well as depicting the heavens, and 
providing an introduction to the birth of the cosmos, the planisphere 
bore an overt political message: that the tian 天 (Sky or Heaven), would 
bestow tianming 天命 (“The Will of the Sky,” or “The Mandate of Heaven”) 
on just rulers of China – named Tianzi 天子 (Son of Heaven), similar to 
the divine right of kings prevalent in Europe. The chart thus reassures 
the Song Emperor that, despite recently losing the north of China to the 
Jurchen, he still had the ‘Mandate of Heaven’ and was still China’s rightful 
ruler. A message that would not have been lost on the Qing scholars, 
whose own times were beset by internal rebellion and encroachment 
from belligerent Western powers. 

The present chart is no mere copy of Huang Shang’s work, and 
shows significant revision and updating to include new constellations and 
western geographical information. One of the most intriguing differences 
can be seen to the title, which contains the characters Huntian 渾天, and 
illustrates the Qing scholars continuing interest in the Later Han 後漢 

Charting the Unfathomable Sky
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dynasty (25-220) (especially Confucian) philosophy and philology. The 
term refers to Huntian shuo 渾天說 (Spherical-Heaven Theory) which 
was formulated during the Later Han, and argued that a spherical earth 
was suspended within a celestial sphere. It displaced an ancient celestial 
theory, Gaitian shuo 蓋天說 (Canopy-Heaven Theory), which stated that 
the earth was a square and covered umbrella-like by a celestial hemisphere.

The present chart can be seen as an embodiment of the Qing 
‘Kaozheng’ scholars’ principles: the study of ancient, primary sources, in 
this case the Tianwen tu celestial planisphere, in order to better understand 
the past, so that it might be a truer and more accurate guide to the present.

Content
The content of the chart can be divided into four sections: the title to the 
far right, the text surrounding the chart, the celestial chart itself, and the 
colophon to the far left.

Colophon
Author: QIAN YONG. Date: April 1826.
“道光六年歲在丙戌孟夏之月” (The sixth year of the Daoguang reign 
period (1826) April in the lunar calendar), “金匱梅溪錢泳書” (Written 
by Mei Xi (Pseudonym) Qian Yong (Author) from Jingui (A town in 
Jiangsu Province)).

Title
The title: Huntian yitong xingxiang quantu contains more information 
than the Song chart.  The first two characters, Huntian 渾天, refer to 
Huntian shuo, the second of the three main celestial theories in ancient 
Chinese astronomy. It was proposed by the Later Han scholar Zhang 
Heng 張衡 (78-139) who compared the earth and the celestial sphere 
with the structure of an egg, with earth being the egg yolk and the 
celestial sphere being the shell. This theory is stated at the beginning of 
the paragraph entitled Tiandi xing 天地形 (The Shape of Heaven and 
Earth) printed on the fifth panel from the right below the chart.

Text
The text is a revised version based on the Song chart, with additional 
celestial and geographical information; most notably information drawn 
from European Jesuit sources such as Matteo Ricci’s Kunyu wanguo 
quantu 坤輿萬國全圖 (Complete Map of the World).

Layout and Content
The text on the present chart runs from right to left and is divided into 
sixteen sections with titles positively printed in blue on white; eleven in 
the upper half of the work and five in the lower. 

The introduction reads:
太極未判，天地人三才函於其中，謂之混沌，言天地人渾然

而未分也。太極既判，輕清者為天，重濁者為地，兼清帶濁者為
人。 輕清者氣也，重濁者形也，形氣合者人也。故凡氣之發見於
天者，皆太極中自然之理。運而為日月，分而為五星，列而為二十
八舎，會而為斗極，莫不皆有常理，與人道相應，可以理而知也。
今畧舉其梗概，列之於下。

Before the Great Absolute had unfolded itself the three primal 
essences, Heaven, Earth, and Man, were involved within it. This was 
termed original chaos because the intermingled essences had not yet 
separated. When the Great Absolute unfolded, the light and pure 
formed Heaven, the heavy and impure formed Earth, and the mingled 
pure and impure formed Man. The light and pure constitute spirit, the 
heavy and impure constitute body, and the union of spirit and body 
constitutes man. Hence all manifestations of spirit emanate from 
Heaven, for a natural reason, as they are inherent in the Great Absolute. 
This evolves into the sun and the moon, divides into the five planets, 
arranges in order as the twenty-eight mansions, and meets to form the 
directors and the circumpolar stars. All of these, being involved in the 
immutable reason, are also in harmony with the rational principle in 
Man, hence they may be interpreted by reason. Now let us consider and 
expound the general essentials of the subject as follows. 

This introduction explains the celestial system as perceived in 
China using sixteen astronomical entities, which are given printed in 
blue text in white boxes: Tianti 天體 (The Celestial Body), Diti 地體 
(The Terrestrial Body), Liang ji 兩極 (The Two Poles), Riti 日體 (The 
Sun), Yueti 月體 (The Moon), Jingxing 經星 (The Fixed Stars), Weixing 
緯星 (The Planets), Tianhan 天漢 (The Milky Way), Shi’er chen 十二辰 
(The Twelve Branches), Shi’er ci 十二次 (The Twelve Positions), Shi’er 
fen ye 十二分野 (The Twelve Kingdoms), Jiu tian 九天 (The Nine Skies), 
San ji 三際 (The Three borders), Xingbian 星變 (Star Transformations), 
Kexing 客星 (The New Star), and Tiandi xing 天地形 (The Shape of the 
Heaven and Earth).  

When compared with the Song chart, the most notable change is 
the addition of the last five sections, i.e. the Nine Skies, Three Borders, 
Star Transformations, New Star, and the Shape of Heaven and Earth. 

The text goes on to deal with geographical matters: much of the 
‘new’ geographical information added is drawn from knowledge brought 
into China by the Jesuits during the sixteenth century. One of the most 
notable examples is contained in the last paragraph which references 
Tiandi xing, “地名墨瓦蠟泥加洲…” (The continent called Magallanes…). 
The “Magallanes” (now Australia)  “墨瓦蠟泥加洲” was first introduced 
to China by Matteo Ricci 利瑪竇 (1552-1610) and was included on his 
Kunyu Wanguo Quantu 坤輿萬國全圖 (Complete Map of the World).  
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The Planisphere
The work preserves the key features of the Song chart, i.e. centred on the 
North Pole, giving the outline of the Milky Way, providing the circle of 
constant visibility (the smallest circle) and the equator (the third concentric 
circle from the center), and depicting all the constellations, and the 
diameters of the chart and the equator are the same. However, the Qing 
chart not only adds new constellations but is also rotates the chart by 
180 degrees and omits the ecliptic. Furthermore, it adds two further 
concentric circles: the Tropic of Cancer (inside the equator, the second 
from the centre) and the Tropic of Capricorn (outside the equator, the 
fourth from the centre).

Unlike the twelve houses of the zodiac devised by Western astronomy, 
Chinese astronomers identified 28 divisions in the sky known collectively 
as the Ershi ba xingxiu 二十八星宿 (28 Lunar Lodgings). These divisions 
are termed xiu 宿 (Mansions or Lunar Lodges), and were used to measure 
the coordinates of celestial bodies and constellations along the equator. 
The Song chart only shows the divisions in the outermost ring, where 
the Qing depicts divisions throughout the chart stemming from the 
innermost circle.

We have been able to identify three states of the chart:
1. Author: YUNYOU SANREN. Date: March 25th 1822.
2. Author: SONG TAO. Date: March, 1826. 
3. Author: QIAN YONG. Date: April 1826.
There are slight differences between the 1822 and 1826 editions in 

terms of the textual content and layout. Curiously, the later 1826 editions 
are more faithful to the earlier Song chart, as the text is almost identical 
with only minor variations of the characters.

Rarity 
We have been able to trace five extant examples of the 1822 edition:

a) Konko Library, Japan. 
b) Collection of Prof. Miyajima Kazuhiko 宮島一彥, Japan.
c) Collection of Tsujiyoshi family, Japan.  
d) Two in private collections, China.
Two copies with the same colophon as the 1822 edition can also be 

found in the Omura City Archives and Matura Historical Museum in 
Japan, but with shorter text and two fewer panels than the present example.

We are only able to trace one institutional example of the March 
1826 edition:

a) Tsuyama City Museum, Japan.
We are only able to trace two institutional examples of the April 

1826 edition:
a) Jissoin Temple in Japan.
b) Adler Planetarium in the USA. 
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BROMLEY, George W. and Walter 
S. BROMLEY  

[Atlas of the City of New York - 
Borough of Manhattan]. 

Publication
Philadelphia, G.W. Bromley & Co, 1908.

Description
Hand coloured lithograph map printed on 
38 sheets.   

Dimensions
2780 by 7650mm. (109.5 by 301.25 inches).

A monumental fire insurance map of Manhattan, made at the tail end of 
the “Gilded Age”.

The phrase “gilded age” was coined by Mark Twain in his 1873 novel 
‘The Gilded Age: A Tale of Today’, which satirized the promised ‘golden 
age’ after the Civil War, portrayed as an era of serious social problems 
masked by a thin gilding of economic expansion to the almost exclusive 
benefit of the robber barrons, such as the Astors, Carnegie, Frick, Mellon, 
J.P. Morgan, the Rockefellers, and the Vanderbilts. The era may also be 
defined culturally as the age of the Ziegfeld Follies (founded 1907), 
Henry James, Mark Twain, Edith Wharton, John Singer Sargent, and 
James Abbott McNeill Whistler, and architecturally, as depicted on the 
map, with icons such as Brooklyn Bridge (1883), Manhattan Bridge 
(under construction since 1901, but not open to traffic until 31 December 
1909, a year following the map’s publication), the Flat Iron Building (1902), 
the New York Times Tower (1905), and Grand Central Terminal (rebuilt 
between 1903 and 1913).

The map includes outlines of each building and outbuilding, street 
names, street and sidewalk widths, property boundaries, number of stories 
and basements, elevation above high tide, firewalls, natural features (rivers, 
canals, etc.), railroad corridors, building use, house and block number, as 
well as the composition of building materials, namely: “brick”; “stone”; 
“wood”; “iron”; “brick building with stone front”; “brick building with 
iron front”; “wood building with brick front”; “wood building covered 
with iron”; “brick stable or shed”; and “wood stable or shed”.

Mapping for insurance, and specifically fire insurance, purposes had 
existed for a century before the Bromley map, first beginning in London 
in 1799 with Richard Horwood’s map for the Phoenix Assurance Company. 
In the decades following the Civil War, fire insurance mapping grew 
rapidly, mirroring the flourish of growth in the country, the rebuilding of 
the South and massive expansion westward. Factors such as the Homestead 
Act, railroad construction, the Second Industrial Revolution, and massive 
immigration to the United States all fostered huge population growths, 
urbanization, and heightened demand for mapping.

Gotham in the Gilded Age
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The first fire insurance map of New York was made by engineer 
and surveyor Wiliam Perris after the Great Fire of 1835. “Perris’ map 
included streets, blocks, tax lots, and current use classifications, as well as 
previous land uses, roads, and natural features. Although Perros pioneered 
the form, many others published fire insurance maps of the city, including 
Bromley and Company, Hyde and Company, G.M. Hopkins, and, most 
notably, the Sanborn Map Company, which produced finely detailed 
maps form the later 1800s to the 1950s” (The Encyclopaedia of New 
York City).

In the 1950s, consolidation within the insurance industry, modern 
building construction methods, improved fire protection, and a change 
in underwriting practice meant that demand for fire maps gradually waned, 
and their publisher’s perished. Today, however, such maps are invaluable 
resources for historical research, genealogy, planning, conservation and 
demography.
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[HOMANN, Johann Baptist]

Globus terrestris. juxta 
observationes Parisienses 
Regia Academia Scientiarum 
constructus.

Publication
Nuremberg,  Opera loh. Bapt. Homanni 
Geographi, [c1702-1715].

Description
Globe, 12 hand-coloured engraved 
paper gores, over two wooden concave 
hemispheres, paste-board armillary 
sphere inside, housed within original black 
morocco over paste-board clamshell case, 
decorated with fine gilt daisy flower tools 
and fillets, with hook and eye, lined with two 
sets of 12 hand-coloured engraved celestial 
gores. Short split to globe in the northern 
hemisphere with early repair. In addition 
to the terrestrial and celestial globe, this 
pocket globe features a rare armillary 
sphere, which is revealed by opening the 
hollow wooden terrestrial globe.   

Dimensions
Diameter: 64mm (2.5 inches).

References
Sumira 22; Dekker and van der Krogt, pl.20. 

The earliest state, previously unrecorded, of Homann’s only known pocket 
globe, here with rare ‘nesting’ armillary.

Biography
Johann Baptist Homann (1664-1724) was a German geographer and 
cartographer. He was educated as a Jesuit and destined for an ecclesiastical 
career, but converted to Protestantism and then worked as a notary in 
Nuremberg. He founded a publishing business there in 1702, and published 
his first atlas in 1707, becoming a member of the Academy of Sciences 
in Berlin in the same year. He collaborated with Johann Gabriel Doppelmayr 
on his book ‘Kosmotheoros’, which represented the solar system based 
on the Copernican system laid down by Christiaan Huygesn.

Homann was appointed Imperial Geographer to Charles VI in 1715, 
and produced his great work the following year, ‘Grosser Atlas uber die 
ganze Welt’. Homann was well placed to take advantage of the decline 
of Dutch supremacy in cartographic publishing, and he became the most 
important map and atlas producer in Germany. After his death, the company 
was continued by his son Johann Christoph. When Johann Christoph died 
in 1730, the company continued under the name of Homann Heirs until 1848.

Geography
Homann is only known to have produced one pocket globe. Although the 
present example reflects an earlier issue than previously identified, it does 
not include Homann’s title as Imperial Geographer, which he received in 
1715. The globe features cartography plotted from recent observations of 
the Académie Royale des Sciences in Paris. In addition to his collaboration 
with Doppelmayr, Homman published the gores of George Christoph 
Eimmart’s globes in his atlases, which would have provided additional 
cartographic information. The equator is graduated and shows ecliptic and 
prime meridian. None of the Antarctic continent appears, nor is there a 
coast to northwestern Canada, or eastern Australia. “New Zeeland” and 
“Diemans Land” are shown only in part, and California is shown as an island.

Astronomy
The celestial cartography appears on the inside of the clamshell case is 
graduated in degrees, the ecliptic is graduated in days of the houses of 
the Zodiac with sigils and the constellations are brightly coloured and 
depicted by mythical beasts and figures and some objects, with names in 
Latin. A cartouche gives the stars and nebulae to six orders of magnitude.

Armillary sphere
The miniature armillary sphere, with graduated meridian and three 
latitudinal bands, contains a miniature sun at its centre.

Rare. Only one institutional example is known: that in British Library, 
although the BL example exhibits different form of the armillary sphere.

Homann’s rare pocket armillary
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MOLL, Herman 

A Correct Globe with the Trade 
Winds [and] A Correct Globe 
with ye New Constellations of Mr 
Hevelius, 1710. 

Publication
[London, H. Moll, over against Devereux 
Court in the Strand, 1719].

Description
Globe, 12 hand-coloured engraved paper 
gores, clipped at a latitude of 70 degrees, 
with two polar calottes, over a papier 
mâché and plaster sphere, housed in a 
shagreen over paste-board clamshell case, 
rim painted red, with hook and eye, lined 
with two sets of 12 finely engraved and 
hand-coloured celestial half-gores. Globe 
toned and with minor surface wear, case 
with remains of two sets of hooks and eyes.   

Dimensions
Diameter: 90mm (3.5 inches).

References
Dekker GLB1097; Lamb, Collins and 
Schmidt 5.4. 

Moll’s cartography was influenced by his friend and collaborator, William 
Dampier (1651-1715). Dampier was the first Englishman to explore 
Australia, and the first to circumnavigate the world three times. Moll 
went on to publish the maps in Dampiers’ personal accounts ‘New Voyage 
and ‘A Voyage to New Holland’.

The globe includes information on Dampier’s voyage of 1679-1691 
labelled “Cap.t Damp(ier) tract round ye world” as well as updated 
coastlines based on his discoveries, and records of trade winds based on 
his treatise on the subject.

Biography
Herman Moll (?1654-1732) moved to London from Germany or the 
Low Countries, sometime before 1678. His career in London would 
span some 60 years and see him move from a jobbing engraver to a 
successful publisher of maps and atlases. He was part of the intellectual 
circle that gathered at Jonathan’s Coffee House, counting Robert Hooke, 
Daniel Defoe and Jonathan Swift amongst his acquaintance. Moll even 
provided a map for Defoe’s work ‘Robinson Crusoe’ showing the track of 
Crusoe’s supposed voyage, and is mentioned by Lemuel Gulliver in 
‘Gulliver’s Travels’.

Geography
California appears as an island as Spanish explorers of the region provided 
conflicting reports that led to confusion as to whether it was attached to 
the mainland or not, a misunderstanding that would not be resolved 
until the voyages of Juan Bautitsta de Anza (1774-1776).

The prime meridian is labelled “First Meridian from Ferro”, and 
there are labels for the “North [Pole]”, the “Artik Circle”, the “Trop. of 
Cancer”, the “Trop. of Capricorn”, the “Antartick Circle” and the “South 
Pole”. The ocean regions between the tropics are hatched and show the 
trade winds by arrows. There is a compass rose west of Australia.

Astronomy
The celestial cartography appears on the inside of the clamshell case. 

There is a magnitude table in front of Ursa Major, titled “Magnitu. 
Stel” and the Milky Way is labelled “via Lactea”. 48 Ptolemaic constellations 
are shown, with Crater spelt Ciater, and the non-Ptolemaic constellations: 
Coma Bernices, Crosero, Columba Noachi. The southern constellations 
of Plancius appear, as well as those of Hevelius, as mentioned in the title 
cartouche. In the later anonymous pocket globe published in c1775, the 
cartouche is updated to name Halley instead of Hevelius.

Follow the trade winds
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SENEX, John 

A New & Correct Globe of the 
Earth.  By I. Senex F.R.S.

Publication
[London, J. Senex, c1730].

Description
Globe, 12 engraved hand-coloured paper 
gores, clipped at 70 degrees latitude, with 
two polar calottes, over a papier mâché and 
plaster sphere, varnished, housed in original 
shagreen over paste-board clamshell case, 
with hooks and eyes, lined with two sets 
of 12 hand-coloured engraved celestial 
gores, clipped at 70 degrees declination, 
varnished.    

Dimensions
Diameter: 70mm (2.75 inches).

References
Dekker, pp245-6 and 489-95, an earlier 
version of GLB0034; an earlier version of 
van der Krogt Sen 1; Sumira 25; Worms and 
Baynton-Williams, pp.599-601; Worms, 
‘The Search for John Senex’, 2000. 

Biography
John Senex (1678-1749) was apprenticed to the London bookseller Robert 
Clavell in 1695, branching out on his own in 1702. Between 1703 and 
1706 Senex formed an early partnership to produce instruments with 
Jeremiah Seller and Charles Price, the successors of John Seller. Senex 
continued in partnership with Price until 1710, and then joined forces 
with John Maxwell, by which time he had gained a reputation as a 
successful publisher of atlases, maps and geographical texts. He produced 
his first set of 12 inch globes in 1706, then in 1710, just before his split 
with Price, a pair of pocket globes.

When Price left to work with rival George Willdey, Senex soon 
became the more successful of the two companies, with Price ending his 
career and his life in a Fleet Street prison. In 1728 Senex was appointed 
Fellow of the Royal Society, and in 1738 he presented a paper to the 
Society with suggestions for making a celestial globe into a procession 
globe. His globes were held in such high regard that one appears in a 
portrait by Richard Wilson of George III and his brother Frederick with 
their tutor: “if we can judge from survival rates and geographical spread, 
he was the greatest globe-maker of his day” (Worms).

Following his death, Senex’s publishing interests were continued by 
his widow, Mary. In 1755 most of his stock was acquired at auction by the 
Scottish astronomer James Ferguson. Only one set of plates escaped, the 
Senex-Price celestial pocket globe and those for a newly engraved matching 
terrestrial sphere, which went to the instrument maker George Adams.

Geography
Senex engraved new gores to differentiate them from the plates he had 
produced in partnership with Price. He changed the lettering, emphasised 
the trade winds and erased the track of Francis Drake’s voyage. The title 
sits within a rectangular cartouche in the northern Pacific Ocean. The 
prime meridian is marked as London but ungraduated. The North and 
South Poles are labelled as well as the Arctic and Antarctic Circles, and 
their respective landmasses marked “Incognita”. The “Pacific Ocean or 
Great South Sea”, the “Western or Atlantic Ocean” and the “Etheopic 
Ocean” are shown with arrows for trade winds and monsoons. Australia 
is drawn according to the Dutch discoveries, and appears as “New Holland”, 
although “New Zeland” appears in the place most contemporaries assigned 
to “Van Diemen’s Land”.

“The greatest globe-maker of his day”
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Portions of the western and southern coastline are missing, and all 
of the eastern coastline. The northern coastline is connected to New Guinea. 
North America is without a western coastline north of California and 
labelled “Incognita”, and California is shown as an island. Africa includes 
“Negroland”, “Zaara Desert”, “Coast of the Caffres” and “Zanguebar”. 
Asia lacks a firm northern and north-eastern coastline, and both areas 
are labelled “Incognita”. Japan is incorrectly drawn, with its southern 
island labelled “Bongo”.

Astronomy
The celestial gores bear no revision from the set Senex published with 
Charles Price in 1710. The signs of the zodiac are shown along the 
ecliptic. Both ecliptic poles are marked; as are the Arctic and Antarctic 
Circles, the tropics and the celestial equator. The 48 Ptolemaic constellations 
are named, and two non-Ptolematic; together with the 12 southern 
constellations by Plancius - although Dorado is named “Xiphias” - and 
three by Hevelius.
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CUSHEE, Richard 

A New Globe of the Earth by R. 
Cushee 1731. 

Publication
[London], R. Cushee, 1731.

Description
Globe, 12 hand-coloured engraved paper 
gores, clipped at 70 degrees latitude, with 
two polar calottes, over a papier mâché 
and plaster sphere, housed within original 
shagreen over paste-board clamshell case, 
with hooks and eyes, lined with two sets 
of 12 hand-coloured engraved celestial 
gores, clipped at 70 degrees declination, 
varnished.   

Dimensions
Diameter: 70mm (2.75 inches).

References
Dekker GLB0044; van der Krogt Cus 1 
(terrestrial), Cus 3 (celestial); Sumira 26; for 
reference see Worms and Bayton-Williams, 
pp.176-177. 

Biography
Richard Cushee (1696-1733) was a globemaker, surveyor and publisher 
who worked at the sign of the Globe and Sun between St Dunstan’s 
Church and Chancery Lane. He was apprenticed in 1710 to Charles 
Price and was made a freeman in 1721. In 1731, Cushee took on Nathaniel 
Hill as an apprentice. In the same year, in collaboration with the instrument 
maker Thomas Wright, Cushee published the popular book by Joseph 
Harris, ‘The description and use of the globes, and the orrery’. He also 
began to make pocket globes: these small terrestrial globes were also used 
by Wright for his own orreries. Cushee died young, and his wife Elizabeth 
took over his business, later marrying one of his relatives, Thomas Cushee. 
In the following years she went on to work both with her younger brother 
William Wyeth and her husband’s former apprentice Hill.

Geography
In North America, the area west of the Hudson Bay is marked “Unknown 
parts” and California is drawn as an island. The title cartouche has been 
strategically placed in the Pacific Ocean between America and Asia to 
avoid having to define the area more clearly, although Cushee has chosen 
to show the two continents as separate, perhaps after news of the exploration 
of the Bering Strait in 1728 reached Britain. Australia is named “New 
Holland”, and William Dampier’s explorations are indicated by “Sharks 
Bay” on the west coast. Australia is joined to New Guinea; however 
Dampier’s Strait is not marked, as on Senex’s globe. Tasmania is named 
“Dimens Land”, and New Zealand “N. Zeeland”. Both North and South 
Poles are marked, as is the meridian from London; the equator and the 
line of the Ecliptic, with signs of the zodiac; trade winds are marked by 
hatched lines in the ocean between the tropics. In Asia, the Great Wall is 
identified as “Ch. Wall”.

Astronomy
The celestial globe is pasted to the inside of the case, and the projection 
of the celestial gores is geocentric but the constellations are seen from 
the back. Cushee has reversed the human figures. The stars are represented 
by different symbols to denote magnitude, but there is no key. The Milky 
Way is labelled: “Via Lactea”. The 48 Ptolemaic constellations are marked, 
with five of the non-Ptolemaic. Six of Plancius’ southern constellations 
are named, but two not drawn; all those of Hevelius are shown, though 
Triangulum Minus is not labelled.

The “unknown parts” of Hudson Bay
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FERGUSON, James 

A New Globe of the Earth by 
James Ferguson. 

Publication
[London], James Ferguson, J. Mynde Sc. 
[engraver], [c1775].

Description
Globe, 12 hand-coloured engraved paper 
gores, over papier mâché and plaster 
sphere, varnished, housed in original 
shagreen case with rims painted red and 
two original brass hooks and eyes.   

Dimensions
Diameter: 76mm (3 inches).

References
Dekker GLB0057 (edition III- see p.132, 
table 9.1); see fig. 9.100; James Ferguson, 
Life of James Ferguson, F.R.S. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2010); John 
Millburn, Wheelwright of the Heavens. The 
Life and Work of James Ferguson (London, 
1988). 

Biography
James Ferguson (1710-1776) was a Scottish autodidact who settled in 
London after a peripatetic life involving spells as a shepherd, miller, 
engineer, astronomer and lecturer. In his autobiography, he claims that, at 
the age of 20, he “made a globe in three weeks at my father’s, having 
turned the ball thereof out of a piece of wood, which ball I covered with 
paper, and delineated a map of the world upon it—made the meridian 
ring and horizon of wood—covered them with paper, and graduated 
them” (Ferguson, p.21). In 1755, he purchased the vast majority of the 
plates and instruments previously owned by John Senex, a leading producer 
of pocket globe. Ferguson subsequently designed his own pocket globe 
and produced several editions, but in 1757 he sold his business to Benjamin 
Martin, overwhelmed by his numerous responsibilities. Ferguson is most 
widely- known as a remarkable example of self-education, and for his 
production of scientific instruments and apparatus, notably orreries.

Geography
The globe features updated cartography from Ferguson’s c1756 globe. 
Benjamin Martin acquired Ferguson’s plates in 1757 and produced an 
updated globe in c1775. In this new edition, the track of Captain Cook’s 
first voyage is marked as the “Endeavour tract”, and the coastlines of 
Australia and New Zealand have been updated with his discoveries.

Astronomy
The celestial cartography, lining the case, is the same as Ferguson’s 
1756 globe.

The coast (of Australia) is clear
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NEWTON, J[ohn] 

A New Terrestrial Globe J. Newton 
1783. 

Publication
London, 1783.

Description
Globe, 12 hand-coloured engraved paper 
gores, clipped at 65 degrees latitude, with 
two polar calottes, over a papier mâché 
and plaster sphere, varnished, housed 
within original shagreen over paste-board 
clamshell case, with hooks and eyes, lined 
with 12 hand-coloured engraved celestial 
gores, with two polar calottes, varnished. 
The case split in both halves where hinge 
would have been, loss to exterior and minor 
loss to celestial gores.   

Dimensions
Diameter: 70mm (2.75 inches).

References
Dekker GLB0029; Dekker and van der Krogt, 
fig.57; for reference see Dahl and Gauvin, 
pp.93-95; van der Krogt, Hil 1 and Hil 4; 
Worms and Baynton-Williams, pp.318-319; 
Dekker, pp.355-357. 

Biography
During the first half of the nineteenth century the firm of Newton, 
together with Bardin and Cary, occupied a leading position in the 
manufacture of globes in London. The firm was established by John 
Newton in 1783 and operated originally from the Globe & Sun 128 
Chancery Lane, moving to 97 Chancery Lane in 1803, before settling at 
66 Chancery Lane in 1817.

John Newton (1759-1844) was trained by Thomas Bateman 
(fl1754-81), who had previously been apprenticed to Nathaniel Hill 
(fl1746-1768). Newton’s first globe was a revised edition of Hill’s 1754 
pocket globe, which he published in 1783 in association with William 
Palmer. The partnership dissolved shortly after, and Newton continued 
to publish the pocket globe under his own name. John’s second son 
William Newton (1786-1861) joined the firm between 1814-1816, 
which traded under the name J. & W. Newton. In the same year the firm 
produced a new series of globes, including a new pocket globe.

By the 1830s the firm was also active as a patent agent and was 
joined by Miles Berry, a civil engineer and patent agent, after which the 
firm was known as Newton, Berry & Son. In 1842, William’s eldest son, 
William Edward Newton (1818-1879), joined the business, followed by 
his brother Alfred Vincent Newton (1821-1900). The firm became known 
as W. Newton & Son, or once again, on the death of William, as simply 
Newton & Son from 1861 until about 1883.

Perhaps the greatest triumph for the Newton family was the Great 
Exhibition of 1851, where, aside from the globes they exhibited from 
150 to 635mm (1 to 25 inches) in diameter, they were awarded a prize 
medal for a manuscript terrestrial globe of six feet in diameter.

Newton’s first pocket globe
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Geography
Newton used Hill’s copper plates from his 1754 pocket globe for the 
present globe with a number of alternations and updates. He has changed 
the text within the cartouche to feature his own name, however he retains 
the rococo cartouche that Hill used. Newton added Captain Cook’s track 
and updated the Australian coastline with his discoveries, including “New 
Holland”, “New South Wales”, “Botany Bay”, “Dimens Land”, “Lewins 
L[and]”, the “I[sles of ] St Francis” and “New Zeeland”.

The globe shows the equinoctial graduated in degrees, and the 
conforming ecliptic is highlighted in green. The prime meridian passes 
through London, and the principal land masses are outlined in colour 
and annotated with some of the major rivers and mountain ranges. The 
oceans show the winds with islands labelled and printed with dotted 
lines for Admiral Anson’s Tract and the tract of Captain Cook’s first 
voyage in 1760, while, the North Pacific region features a rococo scroll 
title cartouche.

Astronomy
The gores are pasted to the inside of the case, and the cartography 

features stars expressed in varying orders of magnitude and allegorical 
representations of the constellations finely executed.
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MINSHULL, George after LANE, 
Nicholas

Minshull’s 1816. 

Publication
[London], 1816.

Description
Globe, 12 hand-coloured engraved paper 
gores, clipped at 70 degrees latitude, with 
two polar calottes, over a papier mâché 
and plaster sphere, paste-over imprint to 
cartouche, varnished, housed in original 
shagreen over paste-board clamshell case, 
with hooks and eyes, lined with two sets of 
12 hand-coloured engraved celestial gores.

Dimensions
Diameter: 70mm (2.75 inches).   

References
Dekker, pp.393-394; Sumira 35 and 45; 
Worms and Baynton-Williams, p.451. 

Biography
George Minshull (fl1800-1835) was a toymaker and carver. Although 
based in Birmingham, there was a “George Minshull & Son” registered 
in Hatton Garden in London in 1814, suggesting the globe was sold there. 
It was common for small cartographic items and scientific instruments 
to be sold alongside toys.

Geography
Minshull’s globe is an updated version of Thomas Lane’s issue of his 
father’s pocket globe. Minshull was one of several makers who reissued 
Lane family globes - his imprint has been pasted over the original. 
Nicholas Lane’s pocket globe, with completely new terrestrial plates, was 
first issued in 1779. His son, Thomas, updated the plates in 1807 and sold 
them wholesale. The present globe is based on Thomas’s updated plates.

“New South Wales, Botany Bay and Cape Byron are depicted in 
New Holland (Australia), and “Buenos Ayres” (Buenos Aires) appears in 
South America. Two years later there were more changes: Dimens Land 
(Tasmania) is separated from New Holland by the Bass Strait; Port Jackson 
(Sydney) is added to the eastern coast of the mainland; and Sharks’ Bay 
and ‘South C.’ are newly marked on the western side. The Antipodes of 
London are also shown. In northwest America, “New Albion” and the 
“Stony Mountains” (the Rockies) have been added. Curiously, the date of 
Captain Cook’s death, 14 February 1779, is another late addition squeezed 
in below the Sandwich Islands” (Sumira).

By 1816, the date of the globe shown here, the geography has been 
altered yet again: “At the southern tip of the Californian peninsula, “C. S. 
Lucas” (Cape San Lucas) is now shown... “Dampier’s Anchor”, where 
William Dampier first reached Australia, is marked off the north west 
coast of New Holland, and we see a mysterious “Labyrinth” [The Great 
Barrier Reef ] off the north-east coast” (Sumira).

Astronomy
The celestial gores, which were acquired by Nicholas Lane from Richard 
Cushee sometime in the mid-eighteenth century, are geocentric in 
orientation. The difference is most noticeable in the orientation of Ursa 
Major, with the bear facing the other direction. The deep green colour is 
characteristic of Lane globes. Minshull has put his own stamp on the 
celestial gores by only colouring the constellations in green.

A toymaker’s globe
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KRAUSS, George Friedrich 

[78 Solander Boxes from 
the Albertina Museum Print 
Collection]. 

Publication
Vienna, [c1822].

Description
78 solander boxes, quarter red morocco 
over paper boards, lower portion of each 
box with three fixed sides, exterior edges 
painted gold, and six bronze hook and 
eye clasps, spines in ten compartments 
separated by bands, decorated with gilt 
tooling, two green morocco lettering pieces 
to each.   

Dimensions
780 by 490mm. (30.75 by 19.25 inches).

References
Dossi, ‘Albertina: the history of the 
collection and its masterpieces’ (Prestel, 
1999); Griffiths, ‘Review: The Albertina’ 
(Print Quarterly, 2000).

A magnificent collection of original archival boxes from the Albertina 
Museum, Vienna.

The Albertina Museum
The Albertina Museum, which sits in the heart of Vienna, houses ‘one of 
the world’s finest collections of graphic art’ (Dossi). It contains over one 
million prints and drawings, from Old Master engravings to modern 
architectural plans. The collection was founded in 1770 by Duke Albert 
of Saxe-Teschen, who owned the palace that would later become the 
eponymous museum. The Duke intended to create a momentous collection 
for the purpose of education, and, at the time of his death, it comprised 
over 200,000 prints from the previous four centuries. The collection was 
then opened to any member of the public who “owned their own shoes”, 
making it one of the earliest open art exhibitions.  

Over the course of the nineteenth century, the collection continued 
to grow, although the pieces that had been acquired from 1895 under 
Archduke Frederick of Saxe-Teschen were conceded to him as private 
property when the museum was transferred to the state in 1920. Under 
the new Austrian Republic, the collection at the Albertina Museum was 
expanded with all the contemporary art works formerly held in the 
Imperial Court Library, in which Griffiths terms ‘a shot-gun wedding’ of 
the two collections. The collection has increased throughout the twentieth 
century, and now represents the complete spectrum of printing styles, 
media and eras. 

The Solander box
This type of archival box was the invention of Daniel Carlsson Solander 
(1733-1782), a Swedish scientist whose work in botany and zoology saw 
him appointed as the Keeper of the Natural History Department at the 
British Museum in London. Having studied under the legendary naturalist 
Carl Linnaeus, Solander travelled to England to promote his master’s 
new classification system, which became - and remains - the basis for 
taxonomy across the world. Solander’s began to work in the archives of 
the British Museums and his talents soon earned him a fellowship at the 
Royal Society. 

In 1768, Solander travelled aboard the Endeavour on James Cook’s 
first voyage, accompanying the head botanist Joseph Banks in examining 
the new flora and fauna they encountered. The expedition made Solander 
the first Swede to circumnavigate the globe, and it is down to him and 
Banks that the site of Cook’s first landing in Australia is called Botany 
Bay. The voyage yielded a wealth of new natural specimens, many of which 
the scientists brought back to London with them, and which Solander 
continued to study at the British Museum. 

‘One of the world’s finest collections of graphic art’
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As head of the natural history archives and Keeper of Printed 
Books, Solander dealt with a great number of important and fragile 
documents, specimens and books. To tackle the problem of storing 
these items, he created a new type of archival box. The uniform boxes 
were sturdy enough to be stacked, transported and rearranged without 
damaging the contents, and could be made to measure for more valuable 
or delicate items. The Solander box is still widely used across libraries, 
museums and archives worldwide.

The boxes
Georg Friedrich Krauss (fl1791-1824) was a bookbinder of German 
origins who worked in Vienna under the direct patronage of Duke 
Albrecht. Having adopted the neoclassical style that had emerged in 
Italy during the previous century, he soon became one of the continent’s 
most important binders. The sumptuous bindings he produced for the 
Duke can be identified by the gilt “AST” monogram that appears on 
their spines. Krauss’ most ambitious project was to produce hundreds of 
boxes to house the Albertina’s vast collection of prints. 

The boxes were designed to be stacked vertically, and with an 
internal depth of 65mm (2.5 inches), each one could be used to store 
multiple documents while ensuring their safekeeping. Their ornate 
leather spines indicate that, aesthetically, the cases were intended to 
convey the importance and value of the pieces within. Gilt lettering on 
the spine of each book reads “raccolta di stampe”, or ‘collection of prints’, 
and identifies the work within. Most boxes are organised by their provenance, 
labelled according to their geographical origins, for instance “Tedesca” 
(German), “Fiamminga” (Flemish) or “Inglese” (English), while other 
miscellaneous groups are simply labelled “diverse”. Certain boxes bear 
the names of specific works or artists, such as “Lucas Cranach. Vol. II” 
and “L. Krug, A. Altorfer, J. Binck”. It is unclear why Italian is used 
instead of German, but it may reflect the prominence of Old Master 
prints within the collection, the majority of which stemmed from the 
Italian tradition. 

It is likely that these boxes were produced around the time of the 
Duke’s passing in 1822, when the Albertina prints were still technically  
a private collection. In the 1990s a great number of the boxes were 
decommissioned, and since that time, the majority seem to have been 
lost or destroyed. In general, modern archives no longer use such large 
units, instead preferring technologically advanced storage systems or 
compact cases. These boxes therefore preserve an important stage in 
archival history, when the archives themselves were designed to reflect 
the artistry and craftsmanship of their contents.


